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time on record.. .
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foreign lands, Mendez en* 

thralls his audiences with his 
incomparable talent. His Olds 
Mendez trumpet helps project 

this talent, as it does for ar* 

tists everywhere who choose 

Olds instruments as their own
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Filmland Up Beat 
The First Chorus

• The Hot Bos (G'jrge Hoefer)
• My Favorite Jau Record
• Perspectives (Ralph J Gleason)
• Strictly Ad Lib
• Tangents (Don Gold)

--------------DEPARTMENTS
• Charivari |Dem Cerulli) 
• Chords and Discords

the first chorus
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ By Jack Tracy
For a good while now, we have been 
doing considerable carping in these 
pages about the necessity for schools 
at every level to recognize American 
music in their educational programs. 
We have applauded and encouraged at 
every opportunity the efforts of such 
men as Marshall Brown at Farming
dale high school and Gene Hall, head 
of the North Texas State Teachers 
college.

We have been publishing regularly 
a series of arrangements directed to 
players at the intermediate level which 
can be played by any mixture of in
struments so that students might have 
material readily available with which 
to work.

Thus it is heartening to see the rec
ognition shown jazz in the last year 
by the Music Educators National con
ference and their intention to feature 
at their Los Angeles convention in 
March the University of New Mexico 
dance band.

And we are pleased to see that for 
the first time in its history, the Mid
west National Band clinic will at its 
December Chicago meeting feature a 
high school dance band from LaPorte, 
Ind.

More and more educators are begin
ning to realize that American young
ster s rebel at playing nothing but 
traditional European music or anti
quated concert band material. They 
also want to be able to play the music 
they hear about them every day.

WE WOULD NOW l;ke to take an
other step in our continuing program 
to promulgate American music among 
American youth.

Ever since we added the Music Hall 
of Fame category to the annual Down 
Beat Readers Poll, we have looked for 
ways to insure its permanence other 
than the nominal placing of a plaque 
in i. glass case and giving a duplicate 
to the annual winner.

We have wanted to find a way to 
perpetuate the spirit of the award.

We think we have found it.
Down Beat has set up an annual 

full year’s $700 scholaiship to the 
Berklee school of music in Boston, home 
of the Hall of Fame and one of the 
nation’s most prominent schools in the 
use and teaching of contemporary 
American music.

Each year the scholarship will be 
named in honor of the man named to 
the Hall of Fame and will be awarded 
to a promising young instrumentalist 
or composer who will be selected by a 
hoard comprising the Hall of Fame 
member, the editor of Down Beat, 
a prominent educator, a noted profes
sional musician, and the director of the

THE SCHOLARSHIP will cover the 
student's tuition for a full school year. 
Applicants must be at least 17 years 
old and/or high school graduates by 
June, 1958.

Complete details and application re
quests will appear in the next (Dec 
26) issue of Down Beat, in which will 
also be announced the Hall of Fame 
-inner and complete results of the 
1957 Readers Poll.

If you are interested, be sure to 
look for the full details in the next 
Down Beat.
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Thnre are many who claim that one of the 
unfortunate results of the diminuation in num
ber of dance bands is the loss of much train
ing ground for singers. Rosemary Clooney, who 
spent her formative years with the Tony Pastor 
band, would agree- See John Tynan’s cover 
story which starts on page 17 for further 
opinions «nd beliefs of Miss Clooney.
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Unhappy Playboy . . .
Chicago 

To the Editor:
In his column, The First Chorus, in 

the Nov. 14 issue of Down Beat, Jack 
Tracy remarked that he considers the 
Playing jazz poll, and its manner of 
selecting nominees, a farce. Strong 
words these—and they deserve an an
swer.

Playboy isn’t a music magazine, but 
it is dedicated to a wide variety of sub
jects that interest and entertain our 
urban male audience and one of those 
subjects is jazz. Our poll gives readers 
an opportunity to choose their favorite 
jazz artists of the year. And as the 
only jazz popularity poll conducted by 
a magazine outside the field, the results 
are watched with considerable interest 
by those in the music and recording 
industries.

Readers may vote for any living jazz 
musician, but as an aid in the voting, 
the outstanding artists in each cate
gory (truippet, trombone, alto sax, 
etc ) are listed on the ballot. These 
musicians are nominated by a board 

composed of well-known jazz critics, 
producers, representatives of the major 
recording companies, and the winners 
of last year’s poll. Every artist who 
has any chance of winning in the poll 
appears on the nominating blank und 
no category includes less than 20 
nominees.

We feel it is absolutely necessary to 
use this nominating technique for a 
poll in a publication outside the music 
field and here’s why: The great ma
jority of our l eaders are not jazz musi
cians and though they may dig the 
sounds, they aren’t hip to every new 
phase and phenomenon on the jazz 
scene. Thus a reader might like a par
ticular man on sax and not be certain 
whether he blows alto oi tenor; he may 
have heard a guitarist that really sent 
hint and not be able to recall his name, 
but he will recognize it on the nominat
ing ballot. It is because Playboy’s poll 
is for everyone interested in jazz and 
not simply those who know all there is 
to know about it that we believe that 
nominations on our jazz poll ballot are 
necessary.

How hip are Playboy’s rendenfl 
Well, winners in the first annual poll I 
conducted last year, included Germ 
Mulligan. J. J. Johnson, Paul De .now(| 
and Shelly Manne. And if the 
boy jazz poll helps create a great
er interest in the music and the met I 
who play it, then we feel it is very 
worthwhile and something that Dom 
Beat should be backing rather that 
making snide remark- about.

Hugh M. Hefner 
Editor-Publisher
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Get fast, full sound

SALVADOR
ON

GUITARS
Praises quick respon

sive action of his Gretsch 
guitar...calls tone 

quality the finest. Likes 
slim neck and streamlined Gretsch body... says his
Gretsch guitar "feels comfortable — plays fastest." 

Sal plays the Gretsch Electromatic Cutaway 
model... used it for his new record album 

"Shades of Sal Salvador” (Bethlehem — BCP 39). 
Top jazz stylists play Gretsch guitars—why don’t you? 

See your dealer... write for Free Gretsch guitar catalog... 
shows many models in color... and get Sal’s own 

Guitar Chord Book at your music store.

IvKr I VI Htm FRED. GRETSCH M1g Co.. D.ol DB «27 
«Al««« I V wwl I 60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N V.

■Ine, If It feel« its “hip Playbuy reader«“ Mid 
a multiple choice teat to eaat a ballot?

Stea re«. Wilder Hob «on. Charles Edward Staidb 
Martin Williame, Ralph J. Gleaaon, Jack Maher, 
and Whitney Bailie** (to name a few) were alee 
Ingly eonepleuoue by their abeenee. Surely ibey

L . . if tho Playbuy Jasa poll hei|N 
»ater intere«* in the mu ale and th*

while and «»mething that Down Boat should be
rather «ni de

about. He wonders If the Playbuy nude« help 
create a greater Internat in women and If they

authoritative suine wkm

Accent
Cleveland, Ohio

To the Editor;
As a music librarian I just couldn’t | 

resist the impulse to take issue with 
Leonard Feather (Down Beat. Oct. 31) 
when he stated that most dictionaries 
give pianist as being accented on the 
first syllable In checking through over 
a dozen dictionaries,! find that only two . 
—the Shorter Oxford English Dwthu j 
nry (c. 1936), and the Universal Eng
lish Dictionary (c. 1932) give a first 
syllable accent preference. All of the 
others prefer the stress on the second , 
syllable, and Hughes Music Lover’t 
Cyclopedia goes so far as to say that 
pianist is dead wrong.

All nf this is straining at gnats, I 
know; but I simply had to put in my 
two cents worth.

Understanding?
To the Editor :

Kathleen Shamp

Billings, Mont

I wonder if render Robert Naujok.» 
understands Louis Armstrong at all 
when he cavils at the five-star rating 
for the Decca omnibus, Batch. The first

Down Beal
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DON JACOBY. CONN CLINICIAN WITH HIS 3BB CONNSTELLATION

Yearning of youth, patience of the master . . . 

intent on creating the perfect tone with the perfect horn.
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CLARINET 
TRUMPET 
TENOR SAX 
VOCALIST

DRUMS 
VIBES

Write for your Iter 1958 CatawW 
ceive regular new release mnountq|

Transposed for: 
ACCORDION 
BARITONE SAX

per song 
— TemposSolos 

are

I would like to order th« albums checked 

Enclosed please find 3 Check □ Money Order for I 

Accords ore sent fottpaid

ALTO SAX 
BASS 

PIANO 
ORGAN

among Down Beat

HIGHLY ACCLAIMED BY 

Nat Hentoff, Down Beat
Bill Coss, Metronome
Wilder Hobson, Saturday Review 
John Wilson, The New York Timet

Each album complete with

TROMBONE 
VIOLIN

Accompaniments to your favorite 
songs by your favorite musicians for

Net Pierce—Píese 
Berry Gelbralth Geller 
MIK Mieten—Boa« 
Osle Johnsen—Drams

Roy Bryant—Plana 
Kenny Burrell—Gutter 
Caere« Duvinsi—Beu 
Art Taylor—Drams 

Volume S 
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Night And Dey 
Lal's De II 
Begin The Beguine 
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I Get A Kick Out st 
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You De Something To 

Me
Anything Gees 
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Volume I 
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Body Aad Soul 
I Get Rhythm 
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Celled Uve 
April la Perle 
The Mea I Levo 
Laver Cerne Beck Te

is it. We will enclose your personal meoege and 

send these albums to friends in time for birthday, 
holiday or other special occasion

They've received five-star comment 
from the top reviewers in music plus 
the endorsement of thousands of
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Wilbur Were—Beu 
Bobby Deneldsse Brume

Volume 1 
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$5 95 per 12" Ip record
Your local record or music shop has Volumes I thru 5 or can get 
them for you. If more convenient, use the coupon below.

Whether you are a beginner or have 
played for many years, you’ll find 
enormous pleasure and just plain 

good practice in Mus*c Minus One 
Rhythm Records.

satisfied users 
readers.
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time I heard that album restored what 
had been my steadily-waning interest 
in all of jazz. I was listening at the 
home of a good friend (who has the 
finest hi-fi system in town, plus an im
mense jazz collection, including the 
complete Hot and Savoy Ballroom 
Five’s) marveling at what had gone 
before when Louis’ upward run near 
the end of the new Hotter Than That 
nearly knocked me out of my chair.

I had no idea he was still capable of 
such playing. The end of the new 
Hotter Than That is better than the 
1927 original. King of the Zulus also 
excels the original, and Weary Blues 
is just about equal. Everybody Loves 
My Baby is another that would be un
beatable no matter when recorded. 
Armstrong’s vocal on it is one of the 
finest he has given us and he and Hall 
(who is wonderful throughout) do su
perbly on their horns. Nearly every
thing in the album is well worth hear
ing and owning. Coming in the year 
1957 (a friend has dubbed the current 
jazz era as “The Age of the Diddlers”) 
it affects me in the same way as would 
release from a tomb.

Deems and Squire Gersh, of course, 
don’t belong in the band, but Louis, at 
his best as he was in the new album, 
can overcome their deficiencies or any 
other obstacles. I do believe he could 
even energize Lawrence Welk. The new 
album suffers only by comparison with 
Louis in 1927 (and then it doesn’t suf
fer too badly). In comparison with the 
jazz output released by nearly anyone 
else in 1957, it is an Everest.

The modern recording is a great 
asset, also. How marvelous that won
derful trumpet slide sounds on Lazy 
River, even though it is an exact dup
licate of the original.

When Armstrong and other giants 
such as Teagarden, Hall, Hodges, Law
rence Brown, Carney, and a handful of 
others finally do retire, the era of cre
ativity in jazz soloists will be largely 
over. Among the youngsters who have 
emerged since 1950 I think that only 
Bill Perkins, Ruby Braff, Paul Des
mond, and possibly Joe Wilder, have 
much chance of joining the immortals.

Bob Tharalson

Note: In my reference to youngsters 
1 am assuming a new jazz generation 
occurs about every five years, and Milt 
Jackson, Getz, Konitz, Mulligan, etc., 
are not included in the last sentence of 
the letter, as they occurred in the pre
vious generation.

look Again ...
New Orleans, La.

To the Editor:
In the Chords and Discords section 

of your Oct. 31 edition, two Orleanians 
(Rusty Cantelli and John Batson) be
moaned the fact that there is no live 
progressive jazz in America’s Most In
teresting City. They are wrong.

Every Friday, Saturday, and Sun
day, Okie Dokey’s Jazz room, located 
at the corner of LaSalle and Toledano, 
presents a swinging group led by tenor 
man Nat Perrilliat who blows in the 
Rollins-Coltrane tradition.

The group also features the most 
happy clarinet of Alvin Batiste, an 
astute young jazzman who just re
turned from a stint with Ray Charles 
(the blues belter—who, for the un-

Oeeeniber 12, 1957

IVAa/ is the AVEDIS ZILDJIAN 
cymbal set-up of 

your favorite drum star?

AVEDIS ZILDJIAN COMPANY
39 FAYETTE STREET, NORTH QUINCY 71, MASS., U.S.A.

Please send my free copy of "Cymbal Set-Ups of J
Famous Drummers" as soon as it comes off the press.

NAME.................................................................................................... Z

ADDRESS........................................................................................................................... •

CITY................................................ STATE....................................................................... S

.............................. ........................................................................................................... ..

9

Abava (h actual eize) ie a eample page af tha naw 4B page 
"Cymbal Set-Upe af Famous Drummer»" bools which geos ta prase span. 
Reserve yevr free cepy by mailing coupon belew today



ON DRUMSMAN

MAX

ROACH

Walter O. Cannon and
Jack Washington

Sound Off
Kalamazoo, Mich.

sounding-off mood, ICounts on “great Gretsch sound” for effects—calls
Broadkasters “finest drums I ever owned' own

GRETSCH

Julie Weisheit

Down Beal

sity, Alvin sat with, and drew

AMERICAN RAWHIDE MFG CO . CHICAGO 22

' ofoi tiled, keeps a swinging gioup । 
While a student at Southern univer

Progressive Jazz set (great for small group work) is finished 
in Sparkle Silver.
Gretsch Broadkasters terrific for any *tyle... first choice 
of big name drummers—try them at your dealer’s. Write for 
FREE Gretsch Drum catalog.

To the Editor 
While in a

Most influential 
drummer in JR
Progressive idiom 
... own "Max Roach 
Quinle»" winning 
acclaim from jazz 
f. - n ' . । t|yR|
to coast — plays Gretsch 
Broadkaster drums. ___ 2”“" V
Pioneer in style identified by 
use of Ride cymbal to give smooth 
rhythmic feel rather than concentration on 
heavier beat of bass drum ... with this, uses 
other hand on snare for varied independents... 
fantastic up-tempo drummer ... complex ... fine 
technician ... a most imaginative soloist.

praise from Duke Ellington, W jody 
Herman and Julian (Cannonball) Ad 
derley, while the latter was a studen' 
at Florida A&M. After graduating 
from Southern, Batiste won a competi 
tive solo spot with the New Orleans 
Symphony.

The other two members of the quar
tet are drummer Harry Nance and 
bassist Richard Payne, who, by the 
way, is something else. Payne, also an 
alumnus of the Ray Charles group, 
loves to use his bow, and has to In 
heard to be believed.

If the two Orleanians want to set 
name jazz artist in this City, then in
stead of writing to Down Beat, they 
should write to Louisiana Senator Wil 
lie Rainach, who is in charge of main
taining segregation in the state. He 
and the Louisiana Legislature are re
sponsible for the fact that name jazz 
artist never appear here, not Dowk 
Beat.

In the meantime, Rusty and John 
are welcome to visit Okie Dokey’s Jazz 
room and enjoy the swinging sounds 
that emanate from there every week 
end.

though I might find some sympathy by 
writing Down Beat. It was listed that 
on the Oct. 27 Steve Allen show, Art 
Blakey and Candido were to appear. 
When they finally got around to them, 
it turned out to be a crashing free-for- 
all with some dancers thrown in for 
the effect.

This typifies what has happened time 
and time again on TV.

What do the network producers think 
we are, morons? Is it too much to ask 
to let the musicians or group that is 
playing be the solo spotlight and let 
the music speak for itself? The most 
frequent “big names” in jazz to appeal 
on TV seem to be Duke Ellington. 
Hamp, and Louis. Yet it usually turns 
out with them in the center of a huge 
pioduction number. Steve Allen used 
to present jazz often and in a very 
pleasing, intelligent manner on the old 
Tonight show. That doesn’t seem to be 
the case anymore.

Television has its weekly country 
and western shows, even special classi
cal and operatic programs. There is ar 
overabundance of everything from rock 
’n’ roll to polka music. This is becaus 
each has a large audience—well jazz 
has a large audience too. The pro
ducers (or whoever is to blame) might 
realize this if they were aware of the 
huge amount of jazz records bought 
each year.

Many people don't live in the largei 
cities which have jazz clubs. In somf 
cases it is necessary to travel a great 
distance to see a concert date.

Television would be the answer to 
this. TV is a wonderful medium be
cause it reaches so many people; that'1 
why it grieves me to see the way it’s 
going to waste.
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Unlimited, even response in every 

register from every Symmetrical Reed 

. . . that’s why top musicians 

throughout the world consistently 

rely on these precision 

made responsive reeds

NEW YORK
JAZZ: Bill Russo arrived m New York early in November, 

to settle for awhile and recruit some jazz and pop record
ing dates . . . Buck Clayton will tour England anc Europe 
for three weeks with Walter Page, Vic 
Dickenson, Bobby Donaldson, Buddy

Russo

Tate, and a pianist not yet chosen . . . 
New faces in Dizzy Gillespie’s band. 
Jim Cook replaced Billy Mitchell on ten
or; Willie Wells replaced Melba Liston 
on trombone, and southpaw Slide Hamp
ton replaced Al Grey on trombone . . . 
Red Rodney cut an LP for Signal, with 
Ira Sullivan, Tommy Flanagan, Oscar 
Pettiford, and Philly Joe and Elvin Jones 
. . . Both Joe Termini at .the Five Spot 
and Mike Canterino at the Half Note 
are mulling installation of poetry read- 
•ng with jazz in their spots. Thelonious
Monk, at the Five Spot, is interested in the concept. Charlie 
Mingus at the Half Note is also enthused at the idea . . . 
Pete Rugolo signed for a&f work with Mercury . . . Lee 
Kraft signed to do jazz a&r work for Bethlehem. In turn, 
he signed Charlie Mingus, Art Blakey and the Jazz Messen
gers, Herbie Nichols, and Jimmy Knepper to the label . . . 
Louis Armstrong’s South American tour may be extended, 
if substitute commitments can be worked out in the states 
. . . Among the reissues available on the Design label is a 
Dorsey Brothers LP, circa 1935, with George Thow on jazz 
trumpet, Charlie Spivak on sweet trumpet, and Ray McKin
ley on drums. Bob Crosby sings several tracks, and tht 
records might well be the last before the Dorsey brothers 
split They appear to have been old World Transcriptions, 
according to Willis Conover, who recalled some of the tracks 

. . Wilbur de Paris celebrated his sixth year at Jimmy 
Ryan’s.

Father O’Connor and George Shearing finished shooting 
their 17-half hour TV shows, Jazz Meets the Classics, in 
Boston late in October . . . Italian jazzman Renato Caro- 
sone, due in America Jan. 4 and 5 at Carnegie hall concerts, 
cut a half dozen sides for Capitol . . . Red Rodney, Jay 
Cameron. Earl Smith, Hod O’Brien, and Julian Ewell wailed 
on a Monday night session at the Five Spot . . . Eddie 
Heywood, who goes into the Embers in mid-November with 
Bobby Donaldson and Al Lucas for a long stand, cut a trio 
jazz LP for RCA Victoi . . • Correction Dept.: On the 
Dizzy in Greece Verve LP, it’s Ernie Henry on alto in 
Groovin’ High, not Phil Woods; and on Stablemates, it’s 
Billy Mitchell, not Benny Golson . , . Ella Fitzgeiald and 
Louis Armstrong have cut another Verve package. This one 
is a two-LP version of Porgy and Bess, with backing by 
Russ Garcia and a 50-piece orchestra . . . Signal has plans 
to market its Jazz Lab series in supermarkets. A sales 
experiment has been scheduled for a Red Bank, N. J., chain 
Nov. 22, with plans calling for personal appearance by 
trumpeter Red Rodney, and possible participation by a 
hi-fi firm . Jazz critic John S. Wilson of the New York 
Times and High Fidelity is preparing a two-volume set of 
expanded discographies for Lippincott. The first volume 
dixieland and swing, will be ready in the spring; the second 
volume, the modern scene, is scheduled for release a year 
later . . . Dick Hadlock, editor and operator of the Record 
Changer magazine, played clarinet with Turk Murphy 
during Murphy’s stay at Bourbon Street, and plans to 
rejoin Turk when Murphy comes east in January . . . Nat 
Hentoff’s article on Ruby Braff has been accepted by 
Esquire for publication this Spring.

Jackie Paris signed with Atlantic, and began cutting an 
LP with trio backing early in November . . . Woody Her
man, Dizzy Gillespie, and Billy Eckstine will make up i 
package at Carnegie Hall Nov. 15, for the New York Col
lege of Podiatry . . . Decca has an Art Tatum reissue set 
in the works . . . Don Elliott and Candido recorded the 
score from Jamaica with a big band . . . Buddy Rich’* 
quartet, with Paul Quinichette, set at the Bohemia through 
Nov. 24. Upcoming; the George Wallington trio for two 
weeks starting Nov. 15; Les Jazz Modes for a week Nov. 
25; Horace Silver’s group for three Dec. 2, and the Reese 
Markewich group for two Dec. 23. The Bohemia starts 

(Continued on Page 51)
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How High The Schools
Farmingdale is not alone.
Since the appearance of the Farm

ingdale high school dance band story 
(Down Beat, Oct. 3), reports have 
trickled in with news about other teen
age groups forming jazz bands.

Boston’s Teen-Age Jazz club sent out 
for members of a jazz band. “Let's not 
be outdone by Farmingdale,” became 
virtually a slogan.

And from Houston, Tex., Lamar high 
school student Bill Cash reports that 
a program similar to Farmingdale’s 
has been in effect for years. The dance 
band, composed of five reeds, five trum
pets, four trombones, and four rhythm, 
is supervised by Edward Trongone, 
reed man formerly with Joe Venuti, 
Sam Donahue, and the Houston Sym
phony orchestra.

Cash said the Lamar band plays 
such charts as Krupa’s Disc, Jockey 
Jump; Kenton’s Conte Buck to Sorrento 
and Opus in Pastels; Brown’s Bizet 
Has His Day, and Mulligan’s Walking 
Shoes. Local arrangers and band lead
ers Ed Gerlach and Mac Dale have 
also contributed scores to the band’s 
book.

At last year’s Stage Band Festival 
in Brownwood, Texas, the Lamar dance 
band copped top honors as best band, 
and took awards for having the most 
outstanding musician, tenor man Wes 
Williams; best lead alto, best trumpet, 
licst trombone, and best drummer. Last 
year’s first trumpeter, Ned Batista, 
was accepted by both Juilliard and 
Manhattan Schools of Music, and is 
presently studying at Juilliard.

Coming up: the dance band joins the 
Houston Symphony this month for a 
performance of Rolf Liebermann’s Con
certo for Jazz Band and Orchestra.

Broadway Goes Jazz
With an eye to the spectacular suc

cess of such jazz LP versions of Broad
way shows as Shelly Manne’s My Fair 
Lady and Li'l Abner, Billy Taylor’s 
My Fair Lady, and the quality of forth
coming releases on Jamaica and llcst 
Side Story, one music publishing firm 
is out to tap a receptive market.

Frank Music, according to a spokes
man, will actively encourage the plac
ing of its scores of Broadway shows 
with record companies for quality jazz 
versions.

“There’s no doubt about it,” the 
spokesman said, “This is a good, legiti
mate market. A well-done jazz version 
of a show score is a work of art in 
its own right, and can do nothing but 
help the show. It has to be done cor
rectly, and with taste.”

While some publishers frown on jazz 
versions of their properties, Frank Mu
sic stands ready to aid in every way 
the cutting of jazz versions of its 
shows. In some cases, the spokesman 
said, the firm would be ready to con
tribute ideas to supplement the pack- 
aging.

December 12, 1957

In recent months, Vik Records has 
produced jazz albums of show tunes by 
Lerner-Loewe played by Art Blakey 
and the Jazz Messengers, and a cross
section of current show tunes called 
Jazz Goes Broadway cut by Eliot 
Lawrence and an all-star group. Coral 
released a sparkling jazz set of the 
music from The B’est Side Story, cut 
by Manny Albarn and the Jazz Greats. 
Eddie Costa is set to cut a trio album 
of a Frank show and Phineas Newborn 
has cut a jazz album of the tunes 
from Jamaica.

The Continental Erroll
With two LPs going strong here, 

Erroll Garner is preparing to depart 
for new worlds to conquer.

After appearing on Patti Page’s 
CBS-TV show, The Big Record, on 
Nov. 27 Garner began packing for a 
tour of Europe, opening in Paris on 
Dec. 6. The tour, which will extend 
through the middle of January, will 
take Garner to concerts in Brussels, 
Amsterdam, Paris, Naples, and televi
sion shows throughout middle Europe. 
He will spend the first three weeks 
headlining the bill at the Olympia thea
ter in Paris.

Garner’s Concert By the Sea and 
Other Voices LPs for Columbia report
edly are selling well. Columbia will re
lease a Garner single soon, too, featur
ing his original, Misty.

The Swinging Sex
For the first time in memory, a jazz 

concert—with all of the musicians 
women—will be presented Nov. 29 at 
Carnegie recital hall.

Pete Long and Charles Rosen will 
present a group including Melba Lis

Really a big band date was this meeting Nov. 2 of Gene Krupa and the 
University ot Michigan marching band between halves of a football game at 
Ann Arbor. William D. Kivelli. director, and the band accompanied Gene while 
he roared through Sing, Sing, Sing before some 100,000 people and a national 
television audience. So enthusiastic was the response, the performance had to be 
repealed.

13

ton, trombone; Betty Glaniann, harp; 
Elsie Smith, tenor; Gloria Bell, bass; 
Elaine Leighton, drums; Mary Os
borne, guitar; and a pianist, vibist, 
and trumpeter to be chosen. Writing 
will be largely by Melba.

As a forthcoming event, Long and 
Rosen plan to present in December or 
early next year a one-act play inte
grated into a jazz concert.

Swinging Sugar
Under new management, the Sugar 

Hill jazz room in Newark, N.J., slipped 
into full-week programming after a 
brief start with only weekend name 
attractions.

Chet Baker and Zoot Sims brought 
a group in early in November for a 
full week, followed by the Mary Lou 
Williams trio. Other books included a 
group of Lou Donaldson, Art Taylor, 
Paul Chambers, and Donald Byrd; 
Carmen McRae and Sarah Vaughan 
are set for December.

The room has operated on and off as 
a jazz club, but under present man
agement by Gil Blum, Sugai’ Hill has 
been steadily building jazz policy and 
patrons. The room features a bullpen 
at one end for the younger set.

It also opened another spot in the 
greater New York area for working 
jazzmen.

Calling All Composers
Just two weeks after Broadcast 

Music, Inc. announced details of the 
sixth annual student composers radio 
awards contest, some 105 applications 
were received from budding composers 
in 20 states, three Canadian provinces, 
and with the armed forces overseas.

The competition, to encourage the 
creation of concert music, rules out

Down Beat
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pop tunes. Awards total $ 13,5011, and 
range from $500 to $2,000. Closing 
date of the contest is Feb. 15, and citi
zens or permanent residents of the 
United States, its territories, and pos
sessions under the age of 30 are 
eligible.

Entrants must be enrolled in ac
credited public, private, or parochial 
secondary schools, in accredited col
leges or conservatories of music, or 
engaged in the private study of mu
sic with recognized and established 
teachers.

Judges will be composer William 
Schuman, president of Juilliard; Dean 
Earl V. Moore of the University of 
Michigan’s school of music; composer 
Henry Cowell; and Assistant Director 
Claude Champagne, assistant director 
of Quebec Province Conservatory.

Only concert music will be judged 
for awards, and there is no limit on 
instrumentation, although cntiants are 
advised to note the high cost of broad
casting large orchestras.

Details, rules, and entry fonns may 
be obtained from Russell Sanjek, 
B.M.I., 589 Fifth Ave., New York.

New Jazz Society
In Baltimore, things began to swing 

in September.
A club, the Interracial Jazz Society, 

brought down the Gigi Giyce-Donald 
Byrd Jazz Lab group for the second in 
a series of concerts, and got a 700- 
person turnout.

The first concert featured a group 
with Max Roach, Kenny Dorham, Billy 
Wallace, and George Morrow. A No
vember concert was in the planning 
stage at press-time, with possibly two 
groups to be presented.

The club, a non-profit group, can be 
joined by contacting Augustus G. 
Blume at 2532 Loyola Northway, Bal
timore 15, Md.

Local Band Makes Good
Among the phenomena of any local 

music scene is the “rehearsal” band.
These groups, consisting largely of 

unemployed musicians, provide band 
experience without pay. Also, they 
combat the frustration of many musi
cians who are unable to find a place 
with a working band. Occasionally, one 
of the band members finds a job for 
the band and it moves out of the “re
hearsal” category.

This is what happened recently in 
Chicago to the Bill Scott orchestra.

Unlike several other local “rehears
al” bands, this band found work. In a 
modest, but fortunate, beginning, the 
band has been contracted for alternat
ing weekends at Chicago’s two Holiday 
ballrooms during the month of Decem
ber. During November, the band ap
peared on weekends exclusively at the 
southside Holiday.

Band members include George Bean, 
Fred Karlin, Lei Leonard, trumpets; 
Bill Porter, Eddie Avis, trombones; 
Walker Baylor, Ronnie Kolber, Joe 
Daly, Bob Ericson, recJ3; Ron Roetter, 
piano; Joe Levinson, bass, and Don 
Osborne, drums. Leader Scott provides 
the vocals. Baylor, Karlin, Daly, Roet-

Benny Goodman was presented with 
a citation plaque by Hugh J. Daly, 
general sales manager of the Magne- 
cord Co., last month fur “his pioneer
ing achievements on stereophonic rc- 
cording.” For complete details on Good
man's first stereo date, made five yean 
ago when the proces» was just a baby, 
see Tape» on page 43.

ter, and Bart Deming provide the 
charts.

The Night We Called It A Day
A jazz club owner’s life is not a 

happy one.
The owners of Chicago’s SRO room 

will testify to that.
Co-owners Jerry Gales and Marty 

Allen have been having their difficul
ties with the club. Although they both 
have fulltime jobs, they hoped to make 
the SRO a successful outlet for jazz on 
Chicago’s near north side.

Recently, plagued by frustrations, 
they decided to sell the club to a group 
of interested investors. The new own
ers promptly fired, without notice, 
singer Frank D’Rone and Johnnie 
Pate’s trio, installing a rock ’n’ roll 
band as an indication of a major pol
icy change.

The rock ’n’ roll group survived one 
night. The check ustd to purchase the 
club turned into bubble gum and the 
club ownership reverted to Gales and 
Allen, who found themselves with a 
club they didn’t want, without funds 
or entertainers, and with a possible 
American Federation of Musicians en
tanglement coming up.

At presstime, they continued in then
determination to sell the club without 
reopening it. Surrounded by problems, 
they were faced with the realization 
that one fulltime job is better than 
two.

Department Store Jazz
If Chicago pianist Dick Marx cuts 

an LP entitled, Songs for Swingin’ 
Department Stores, there’ll be more 
fact than fiction in the title.

Marx, who is characterized, among 
other things, by the variety of book
ings he procures, was joined by bassist 
Johnny Frigo and drummer Jerry 
Slosberg recently for a two-day en
gagement at Woodrum’s department 
store, Charleston, W. Va.

Marx had made two previous solo 
appearances at the store. The recent 
appearance consisted of a two-shows-a- 
day recital in the store’s tearoom. The 
appearances are utilized by the store 

owners to promote the products of 
various industrial organizations, such 
as RCA Victor and Motorola, and to 
promote jazz.

Tom Woodrum, of the family owning 
the store, was so impressed by the ef
forts of the Marx-Frigo-Slosberg com
bine that he has commissioned Marx to 
package six shows for the store during 
1958.

When asked if he would form a 
Macy’s Jazz Quartet, Marx had no 
comment.

To A Higher Court
Most significant victory thus far in 

the legal fight of several thousand 
Hollywood musicians against the per
formance trust funds setup of the 
AFM was won this month.

In an 18-page decision, the Califor
nia supreme court unanimously ruled 
that the superior court has jurisdic
tion to grant injunctions and appoint 
a receiver in two of four lawsuits now 
in litigation.

The various legal actions seek to 
prevent payment to the trust funds of 
revenue derived from such sources a» 
television films (5 percent), residuals 
to musicians from reshowing of TV 
movies ($25 per showing), and the 
raise in phonograph recording scale 
which was upped to $55 a session per 
individual musician.

Cecil F. Read, leader of the original 
revolt against the federation’s trust 
fund policies and initiator of legal ac
tion, was elated at the news of the 
court decision.

“This is a great step forward from 
our standpoint,” he told Down Beat. 
“The federation has been fighting 
purely a delaying action all along in 
its court tactics, now this is at an end.

“We can now get down to the basic 
issues. One of the most important basic 
issues is revealed by the statements of 
Henry Kaiser, chief council for the 
federation. Kaiser stated in open court 
that the federation has the right to tell 
employers to turn over any wage raise 
won by the membership t» the AFM. 
He also said that the federation has 
the right to tell employers to turn over 
any amount of monies to the AFM as 
long as the national office thinks such 
payment is good for the entire national 
body of the membership.

“If this kind of thinking is carried 
out,” Reed continued, “there’s no point 
at which any musician’s earnings an* 
safe from expropriation by the federa
tion.”

Next step in the fight against the 
trust funds, said Read, will be to push 
for the appointment of a receiver and 
the issuance of an injunction against 
the employers to prevent further pay
ments to the trust funds. Damages 
against the federation will also be 
sought in the present amount of $18 
million arising from the four law suits.

“Our long range aim,” stated Read, 
“is to enforce an injunction which 
would prevent payment to the federa
tion of any money earned by musi
cians in the recording field.

“During the course of the hearings 
the federation s- attorneys maintained 
that the AFM has a legal right to take 
any proportion of any raise won by the 
membership. And, as Kaiser flatly 
stated, ‘If the musicians don’t like it,
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they can get out of the federation and 
form their own union.* ”

Only legal move left to the AFM is 
to appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court 
which, conjectures Read, “... they will 
undoubtedly do at the end of the entire 
trial But we, too, are dug in for a 
iong fight. We’ll carry this to the high
est court in the land/’
Youth Will Out

At 16, Mike Davenport may be the 
youngest jazz concert promoter in the 
business.

A senior at Van Nuys, Calif., high 
school, Mike already has two success
ful jazz concerts to his credit, is now 
working on a third to be held next 
spring. He stages his events in the 
school auditorium and is financed by 
the sports night committee of the youth 
service department there.

“My first stab at this thing,” he said 
with youthful candor, “was in May 
this year, and was quite a risky affair 
from my point of view. But I had the 
Chico Hamilton quintet as the sole at
traction and the concert was a great 
success.”

Mike’s confidence in his second ven
ture was bolstered by a budget in
creased to $700 and a package includ
ing the Bud Shank quartet, Buddy 
Collette, and the Andre Previn trio.

“Before I leave high school for col
lege,” says the ambitious Mike, “I want 
to stage a Jazz Composers Workshop 
with a nine-piece group performing the 
works of writers such as Marty Paich, 
Bill Holman, and so on. It should be 
quite exciting.

“Anyway, I want to stay in this field 
when I go on to college. Up to now the 
experience I’ve had has been worth a 
million bucks.”

RECORDS
88 x 6

What happens when you get six top
flight pianists in a studio and ally their 
individual talents on record?

Hollywood independent label Mode 
Records, under the artists and reper
toire direction of Red Clyde, last 
month proceeded to find the answer to 
this question. Due for imminent release 
is Piano Playhouse, an LP containing 
the net results of Clyde’s experiment.

Featured pianists in the album are 
Lou Levy, Jimmy Rowles, Gerry Wig
gins, Carl Perkins, Paul Smith, and 
Roger Fleming. In addition to playing 
solo, the piano men divided into duet 
teams for several tracks. There was no 
rhythm section in attendance.

According to a company spokesman, 
the package is a four-sided anthology 
of standards “... spontaneously per- 
foi-ined by the musicians in what is de
scribed as the ‘most difficult test of 
all.’ ” No further explanation was of
fered.
Old Masters

For years Bob Scherman’s Tampa 
Records seemed to typify the role 
played by the struggling independent in 
the industry. The company never made 
headlines, but in its catalog lay some 
surprising masters.

When Scherman hit the road last 
month to introduce to distributors his 
new $1.98 jazz line, he had stored un
der his hat some highly marketable 
names. Shelly Manne, Art Pepper, 
Shorty Rogers, Marty Paich, Buddy 
Collette, Chico Hamilton, Red Mitchell, 
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and Oscar Moore were some of the art
ists he was offering on Tow-priced LP.

Consisting of 25 albums, his new 
line is repackaged in four-color proc
essing.

Scherman, a veteran in the industry, 
was the first to record such artists as 
Frankie Laine and Nat Cole. He sold 
the initial masters of the latter’s dates 
to Capitol when the singer affiliated 
with the coast major.
Chubby Rides Again

Chubby Jackson led an inspired herd 
into the Sheldon Recording studios in 
Chicago to cut his second Argo LP on 
Nov. 4.

Armed with charts by Al Cohn, 
Manny Albam, Bob Brookmeyer, and 
Bill McCrae, Jackson led a 15-piece 
band and vocalist Jackie Paris through 
eight tunes. The eight tracks, plus two 
cut at a previous Argo session, will 
make up the LP.

Paris contributed three vocals: I’m 
Entitled To You, Big Fat Nuthin’, and 
Do Me Somethin’.

The personnel for the date varied on 
the sides cut, but included Don Jacoby, 
John Howell, Bill Handley, Porky Pan 
ico, Dom Geraci, Joe Silvia, trumpets; 
Tom Shepherd, George Jean, Paul 
Krumbaugh, Bill Harris, trombones; 
Cy Touff, bass trumpet; Howard Da
vis, Vito Price, Sandy Mosse, Willie 
Caulkins, Hobie Grimes, reeds; Marty 
Rubenstein, piano; Remo Biondi, gui
tar; Jackson, bass and, Don Lamond, 
drums.
Elmer's Tunes

After an extended period of hush- 
hush negotiations, motion picture com
poser-conductor Elmer Bernstein signed 
last month with Dot Records.

Bernstein, under contract previously 
with Decca, asked for and secured a 
release from the company that pro
duced his best-selling LP of theme mu
sic from Man with the Golden Arm, a 
score which earned him an Academy

A PLAQUE FOR REHAK, new «tar winner on trombone, was presented to 
Frank backstage at the Martin Beck theater by Nancy Walker, star of Copper 
and Brass, in which Rehak, Hank Jones, and Ernie Furtado appear. The ceremony, 
as informal as Miss Walker, look place just before a matinee.

Award nomination.
The composer’s new deal calls for a 

minimum of three albums a year over 
a three-year period, during which 
Bernstein will be the exclusive record
ing property of Dot. It does not, how
ever, include rights to his motion pic
ture scores.

“Naturally,” Bernstein told Down 
Beat, “I intend to steer as many scores 
as possible to Dot. But my contract 
does not control delivery of underscores 
for records.”
And Another Label

In Miami, Fla., during October, a 
jazz label was born.

Called Criteria, it planned to jump 
into the LP and the stereo tape busi
ness. Three releases were issued, with 
the tapes fo ruse with stacked heads 
only.

The LPs, termed the Gold Coast 
Jazz series, include: The Octet, with 
Lon Norman, arranger; and Bill Lad- 
ley, drums; Paul Sarmento, bass; Joe 
Black and Frank DeFabio, piano; 
Jerry Marshall, trumpet; Marvin Mar
vin, tenor; Eddie Gralka, baritone and 
tenor; Barry Poger, flute, alto, and 
tenor; Herbie’s Room, featuring the 
Herbie Brock Trio; and The Lon Nor
man Sextet, with Norman, Vinnie 
Tanno, trumpet; John Williams, piano; 
featured. Sets will retail at $4.98 each, 
with tapes at $11.95.
New Gold Standard

A gold record for 1,000,000 records 
sold will mean a lot more if the Record 
Industry Association of America comes 
through with a plan now under con
sideration.

The RIAA would have to give its 
approval to any claims of «ales of 
1,000,000 on any single record before 
the award would be made.

In the past, the hype given sales 
figures by some firms has been discov
ered when time rolled around to pay 
publishers.
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. . I can’t seem to find it very exciting. 
I'm really not much of a gambler.”
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love flowers, but I
man.
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the city, even though I did have an 
unpleasant experience in a club there 
recently.”

Singing With Dance Banos: “Well, 
my experience was limited to the Ken
ton band, but it was delightful for me, 
because we felt we were trying to prove 
something. It’s hard work, but a lot 
of fun.”

26 Games: “You don’t see that in too

Be-Bop “I like the 
the name. It’s been so 
means nothing.”

B yckless Dresses :

Stardust: “I'm so tired of

wonderful songs, including
About Midnight. I’m so fond

enough to make it impossible for me 
to say it’s a good song. I have no 
desire to hear it again.”

Outdoor Cooking: “Oh, it’s a ball. 
We just bought one of those outdoor 
things. It’s such a delight to stay out 
of that hot kitchen. And Coop has 
become a master chef, I might add.”

Swimming Pools: “I wouldn’t be 
without one. I’ve wanted one since J 
was 5. Now I’m in the pool every day. 
I usually swim before breakfast It 
has nothing to do with social prestige. 
I think I’d have one even if I didn’t 
have a house.”

music, but not 
misused that it

there the rest of my life. I 
have beachcomber traits.”

Tyrone Power: “He’s too 
I like men to look as though 
been through a little bit.”

They feel good.” 
Brussel Sprouts:

They taste good.” 
Fresh Pineapple

ago, Miss Christy has

Sweaters: “I like them.

and glamorous.”
Vogue Magazine: “Fashion to me ii 

something very ostentatious. I admin

manufacturers pushing something new 
on me, merely to keep the market 
going. That’s why I resent Vogue."

always have. I like her honesty, too, 
being an individual. Whether she 
cides to like me or not, I like her. 
not offended by moody people.”

St. Louis: “Need you ask? I 1

them except for the fact that they 
make a good deal of material available 
for Bob and Ray.”

mixed emotions. It can be fun, but it’s 
difficult to find unfinished furniture 
that’s contemporary enough for my 
taste.”

Russia: “I’m scared of it. I saw 
enough of Communism in one hour in 
East Berlin to frighten me for life. 
And I saw very little, just the faces of 
the people and the silence in the 
streets. I was very glad to get out ”

Anita O’Day: “I like her singing. I

Booking Agents: “Oh, good heav- 
is. There are some good ones.” 
H\ts: “They give me claustrophobia,

■ Shirley Luster 
singer.

As Sharon Leslie 
As June Christy

never find a place to wear u corsage 
that makes me comfortable. I prefer 
flowers on a table or in a bouquet.”

Water Skiing: “I think it would be 
fun, although I’ve never tried it. It 
certainly looks like fun.”

Dixieland: “Good Dixieland swings. 
I’m not a great Dixieland fan, but

constantly whenever it’s available. I 
despise the person who invented canned 
fruit, with all that sugar.”

Honolulu: “Everytime I go there 
I’m tempted to pitch a tent and stay

tions to these subjects:
Santa Claus: “Delightful. He rep

resents warmth, friendliness, cheerful
ness. I don’t want our daughter to be 
disappointed when she finds there isn’t 
one, but I want her to always believe 
in him in spirit.”

Boxing Matches: “Disgusting. I’ve 
never been able to see any kind of 
violence without being offended. For 
me it’s just one form of barbarism

Thelonious Monk: “That could take 
the whole issue. He’s written so many

the style of the dress. Some are over
done. Sex appeal has to be a little 
subtle.”

Costume Jewelry: “It can be fun

cient prominence to justify the place
ment of her photo alongside those of 
Lincoln in certain Springfield homes. 
The stature she now enjoys is the 
result of years of knocking on booking 
agency doors, working with obscure lo
cal bands, finding a place in the Stan 
Kenton domain, and emerging as ■ 
song stylist, with records and personal 
ap)>earances as the reward.

While a teenager, June worked with 
a variety of local bands in the Chi
cago area. In 1945, she joined the 
Kenton band, recorded Tampico, and 
began the career which finds her today 
as one of Capitol’s leading recording 
artists and a singer in demand by jazz 
club and semi-jazz club appearances.

She has been married to tenor saxo
phonist Bob Cooper since 1946, and the 
Coopers now’ live in Sherman Oaks, 
Calif. June records regularly and 
makes a few club dates each year, 
preferring to remain at home most 
of the time. Dunng a recent booking

Vodka Martinis: “I prefei 
Sotp Operas: “Well, I’m

gave it a try. 
made it.
Ill., 32 years 
achieved suffi-

more than the costume variety.”
Judy Garland: “Pathos. I think she’s 

a great talent.”
Princess Margyret Rose: “I’m sor

ry she can’t break away from tradition, 
because it’s an outdated tradition. She 
should be allowed to live her own life 
as she chooses.”

Gene Autry : “Well, I assume you 
know I’m not too fond of cowboys, but 
I do admire and respect him for his 
work with underprivileged children 
and charities.”
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MEET ROSIE

a girl with no pretenses and a large talent—that’s tv’s miss clooney

By John Tynan

■ “I don’t want this to sound corny 
-.. or phony,” said Rosemary Clooney, 
probably the least corny or phony fig
ure on earth, “but being on the cover 
of Down Beat means more to me than 
my Time cover.

“One of the principal reasons for 
my feeling this way,” she continued, 
“is that when I was on the road with 
Tony Pastor, the guys in the bus would 
no sooner settle in their seats than 
copies of Down Beat would show up. 
The paper was probably the most pop
ular reading matter they could find. 
The magazine has always seemed to 
me to occupy an importantly signifi
cant place in the music business. So,” 
radiating that Clooney smile, “I’m real 
happy you picked me.”

The tall, smartly blonde singer, who 
has a new series of 39 weekly Lux 
television shows on NBC network, had 
just emerged from a CBS radio studio.

December 12, IO*7

Backed by a small combo comprising 
leader Buddy Cole on piano and organ; 
Nick Fatool, drums; Vince Terry, gui
tar, and Don Whittaker, bass, Rosie 
had completed transcribing one of her 
weekly broadcasts for the Ford Road 
Show.

Her principal concern at the mo
ment, however, is the TV series.

“We’re not aiming for any set style 
on the show,” she stressed in her 
rapid, self-assured manner. “It’s a 
music program. Just that. I’ll sing as 
w.ide a variety of songs as possible— 
and that’s where the accent is. After 
all,” she added in n whopping under
statement, “I’m a singer.”

Rosie—nobody calls her Rosemary— 
Clooney has been a singer ever since 
her grandfather took her as a child 
to a neighborhood church in her home 
town of Maysville, Ky., to soak up the 
spirituals of a Negro choir. With her 
younger sister, Betty, she broadened 
her burgeoning status in music on Cin

cinnati radio station WLW, auditioned 
there for bandleader Tony Pastor, from 
whose aggregation she graduated as a 
single under the shrewd chaperoning of 
veteran manager Joe Shribman.

SHKIBMAN, who today bosses the 
blossoming Clooney career under the 
banner of their Maysville Corp., des
cribes her new television venture this 
way. And as executive producer, he 
speaks with authority.

"We try to give the show a slightly 
different twist. See, there are so many 
musical shows on TV these days, you’ve 
got to aim consciously for a different 
angle on the program. Now we place ■ 
lot of emphasis on the musical apti
tudes of our various guests. Sometimes 
the results are surprising. Take Boris 
Karloff, for example. We knew, of 
course, that he had a fine singing voice 
and that he’d made recordings for 
children. But on our show we had him 
singing up a storm. To the majority of 
television viewers, this was a very dif-
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gether all the time; they’re used to one 
another; they’re used to their conduc
tor. Whenever they play an arrange-

around and he’s already 
arrangement you’d been 
moment ago.

“DeVol’s versatility is

DeVol’s NBC orchestra
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working with a band such as 
is that it’s like working with 
band. These fellows play to-
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we met some 
Steve Allen's

remember that the boys in the band 
always wanted to get off the road and 
into the studios. Whenever they had 
opportunity, they’d be off in a corner 
somewhere studying, brushing up on 
their doubles, and so on. Believe me, I 
later discovered that it was those mu
sicians who studied every chance they 
got who eventually made the studios. 
I’ve also found that the caliber of these 
studio musicians is extremely high.”

From 
finds “. 
ages of 
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a road

seeing the results of the most im
portant poll in jazz, reserve - 
copy at your newsstand now

self-assurance.”
Paula Kelly and the Modernaires is 

the vocal team on Clooney’s show. “The 
Mods are just awfully good,” says the 
singer in open admiration. “I’ll never 
forget the first time I met Paula and 
the boys. I was singing on station WLW 
in Cincinnati at the time, and the Mods 
came through to do a program. 1 went 
up to Paula, introduced myself and we 
got acquainted. Well, when we started

don’t remember me, but 
years ago at a party in 
apartment in N’York.”

After Rosie politely
didn’t recall the meeting, the loaded 
one continued for some minutes in gen
eral reminiscence of the: Steve Allen 
party and how they didn’t want to 
admit him but he got in anyway. 
Finally, after a few more embarrassing 
remarks, he apologized again for in
truding and returned to the bar.

Rosie chuckled, shook her long, loose 
hair and remarked, “Well, how about 
that! D’you know, I’ve never been in 
Steve Allen’s apartment in my entire 
life.”

Paula of that first meeting. She con
fessed she didn’t remember the incident 
at all. I got a real boot out of that 
because in such a situation it’s so easy 
to say’, ‘Why yes, dear, I remember that 
very well.’ I just dug the honesty.”

Between her television, radio, and

estimated composer-conductor around 
and the most versatile man I’ve ever 
worked with. His sense of humor is 
just ridiculous, and that’s very neces
sary in a show like ours. Also, Frank 
is a very fast arranger and conductor. 
Everything’s done quickly. You turn

ferent, and, we think, a delightful, 
Karloff.”

Frank DeVol, music director of the 
show, is associated with the singer to 
the additional capacity of artist & 
repertoire man for Columbia Records.

record commitments—not to mention 
a domestic career as Mrs. Jose Ferrer 
and mother of three young children— 
Rosemary Clooney finds little time on 
the current schedule for night club 
engagements. As manager Joe Shrib- 
man succinctly expresses it:

“Listen, with three kids in 30 
months, what’re you gonna do, go on 
the road and take ’em with you?”

During the interview, conducted over 
lunch, an obviously intoxicated cus
tomer weaved up to the table, bent 
over and asked w’ith an uncertain smile, 
“You’re Rosemary Clooney, aren’t 
you?”

When Rosie readily admitted her 
identity, the snozzled one apologized for 
his condition and slurred, “I jus' 
wanna tell you what u great job you’re 
doin' . . . Watch all your show’s, think 
they’re great, jus’ great. You porb’ly

to music, either. He’s featured in many 
of our skits and can be a pretty funny 
guy. I understand he’s had some dra
matic training, which certainly show’s 
when we’re throwing lines.”

LAST YEAR Rosie filmed a series of 
39 TVers which were seen over the 
ABC network. The series was her first 
venture into the realm of television 
stardom and her success with it is at
tested to by the new NBC contract.

No doubt about it. Rosie got off to a 
fortunate start on the big tube. For 
orchestral backing she had the superb 
Nelson Riddle studio "rchestra. (Fea
tured in the vocal department was the 
effervescent Hi-Lo’s group, “Terribly 
professional and so creative.”) In her 
view both arrangers share one quality 
in common: the sincere respect of the 
musicians who work under their batons.

“Really, respect for the conductor is 
vital when you’re recording a session 
or filming a show,” Rosie emphasizes. 
“If the musicians respect their conduc
tors, working can be a breeze; if it’s 
lacking, it can hang up the whole busi
ness, drawing out sessions till you’re 
ready to scream ”

Another quality possessed by both 
Riddle and DeVol is their ability to 
secure the best sidemen in the studios 
who, through wealth of experience and 
top musicianship, have risen to the top 
of their profession. Supplemented by an 
expert string section, the lineup of

Schwartz, Julie Kinsler, Julie Jacobs, 
and Lennie Hartman, saxes; Mickey 
Mangano, Zeke Zarchey, and Ray Linn, 
trumpets; Joe Howard, George Roberts, 
and Herbie Harper, trombones; Al Pel
legrini, piano; Tony Rizzi, guitar; Ed
die Gilbert, bass, and Max Albright, 
drums. All but Pellegrini are NBC 
music staff members.

ON THE SUBJECT of the studio 
band personnel, Rosie said reflectively,
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special training

By Lawrence Berk, 
Executive Director 
Berklee School of Music
■ The-,music student’s dilemma . . . 
culturar or professional development 
,. . which will lead him most directly 
to his ultimate goal? To the student 
of musicology or the theorist antici
pating a career in public school teach
ing, an academic, cultural background 
is unquestionably vital. The student 
primarily concerned with the fulfill
ment of his talent and musicianship 
through the playing and writing of 
contemporary American music, how
ever, must obtain specialized profes
sional training in the musical tech
niques of this era.

The student entering the music de
partment of a liberal arts college is 
exposed to a wide variety of courses, 
including language and literature, the 
various sciences, philosophy, psychol
ogy, etc. Music is, of course, a part of 
the standard curriculum, but since this 
student is not primarily concerned 
with the actual production of modern 
music, any further concentration in 
applied music would be superfluous. 
Musical pedagogy, being necessarily 
preoccupied with music theory and 
general academic development, has 
yielded its share of scholarly students 
—but not professional musicians.

The well-trained professional musi
cian must be, above all, a well-rnunded 
musician—i.e., he must possess a prac
tical working knowledge of all musical 
styles, and the ability to emulate these 
styles in the actual production of mu- 
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of analysis and synthesis adaptable to 
compositions of the 16th and 17th cen 
turies are almost completely inade 
quate when applied to 20th century 
music.

THE CULTURAL APPROACH to 
works by Ravel, Hindemith, Stravin
sky, Bartok, and Schonberg is one of 
preoccupation with biographical back
ground and their place in history as 
“radical” composers. The musical, pro
fessional approach, however, is one of 
logical and systematic appraisal, as 

viewed through the lens of contem
porary techniques. At Berklee, where 
our instructional methods are based 
upon concepts found in the Schillinger 
system, methods of analysis are em
ployed which give stylistic perspective 
and a positive approach to the evolu
tion of harmonic principles.

The contradictions of theory as tra
ditionally taught are legend, and alert 
educators long have been concerned 
with the lack of effective teaching 
methods, especially in the field of har
mony. The following quote illustrates 
the point: “In textbooks on music, after 
a long list of rules and don’ts (don’t 
use consecutive fifths; unprepared dis
sonances are forbidden; the leading 
tone should never come down, and the 
7th of the dominant should never go 

A Chance Meeting Sets Stage 
For Jazz Exchange Program
■ A chance meeting between an American and a Czech student m early 1957 
is helping to set the stage for a widespread international jazz exchange program

In February, 1957, Douglas M. Pease Jr. of Doxbury, Mass., met Roman 
Hruza, manager of the University Jazz orchestra at the University of Prague, 
Czechoslovakia. Hruza told Pease that he was interested in contacting an Amer
ican “modern music center.” Pease suggested the Berklee school of music in 
Boston.

Several months after meeting Pease, Hruza wrote Berklee His letter told 
of the student’s jazz orchestra and the problems it faced, isolated from other 
jazz activity. “We should like to get to know as much as possible and go a 
different way than we have till now,” he wrote.

Robert Share, in charge of administration at Berklee, responded. His first 
letter didn’t make it through the Iron Curtain. His second letter to Hruza, 
offering to set up a mutual exchange of arrangements, did get through, Hruza 
quickly replied: “I am sure that our common interest in jazz will make us good 
friends,” he wrote.

Share went to work. He contacted the United States information agency 
and the music committee of President Eisenhower’s people-to-people cultural 
exchange program. Mrs. Katherine D. Moore, staff administrator of the latter 
organization, wrote Share that “the Czechoslovakian project sounds most inter
esting and exciting . . . We can distribute information about this project and 
make your offer known to all countries throughout the world in which the USIA 
has posts . . . we envision tremendous popularity and appeal of your offer when 
it is sent overseas and since we know that ‘American jazz goes everywhere’— 
this just may go everywhere.”

Tapes and arrangements, including three charts by Berklee students, were 
shipped to Hruza and the members of the university jazz orchestra, with the 
actual shipments made from government authorized facilities in Washington. 
Hruza replied with immense gratitude and a promise to send Berklee some of 
the Prague orchestra’s arrangements.

up) you often find a section in small 
type w’hich says:

“ 'Advanced students may disregard 
the foregoing rules. Consecutive fifths 
are allowed on non-harmony notes. The 
leading tone may come down in the 
middle voice. Unprepared dissonances 
are allowed when harmonic progres
sion necessitates their use.’ This is like 
posting a large sign at street cross
ings saying, ‘Do not cross against the 
red lights,’ and then adding in small 
letters, ‘Advanced pedestrians may 
cross against the red lights if they 
know how to dodge’.”

As pioneers in the development of 
progressive educational theories, we at 
Berklee are convinced that students 
aspiring to a professional career should 
not be forced to struggle with limited, 
over-introspective, theoretical routines, 
but, rather, that they should be equip
ped with every available technique 
which will make them better perform
ers, composers, and teachers. No pro
fessionally-minded student should be 
faced with the problem of teaching 
himself the practical aspects of music 
after he graduates from school.

MANY OF THE STUDENTS at
tracted to Berklee have already ob
tained undergraduate and graduate 
degrees in college Such students pre
viously had found themselves ill-equip
ped for a professional career in music, 
particularly in the field of jazz. The 
latter art form is internationally rec
ognized as a highly specialized indus- 

( Continued on Page 54)
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■ The Farmingdale (N.Y.) hign school dance band, under 
Marshall Brown, appeared at the 1957 Newport Jazz Fes
tival, and Time magazine devoted more than a column to 
an enthusiastic account of their performance as a highlight 
of the Festival. Some states are now having competitions 
for dance bands as well as the customary marching bands 
and school orchestras. Some school districts in California 
have doubled the number of dance bands this last year. 
However, one thing that has held back the development of 
the American high school dance band has been the lack of 
appropriate literature to pse.

LTp to the present time we have had to work primarily 
with stocks, written to be played by any size group, re
sulting in nnxed-up parts hard to play in tune. To produce 
the beautiful symmetry and balance of the modern dance 
band sax section, the five saxophone parts must move as 
a unit the way swallow’s do when flying together. This 
means that the arrangement must be written specifically 
for a large-size dance band. To get these arrangements 
the high school dance band leaders will have to make the 
arrangements or develop arrangers within their high 
schools. This is where the use of jazz in modern education 
can be very helpful to the band director.

TO SAVE HIMSELF hours of labor, the bandleader will 
find it expedient to develop students to write out arrange
ments for the dance band. By developing several arrangers 

summer high school class wrote a dance band arrangement 
to take back to his school director after having it played 
by our dance band.

Here is one way that a band director can develop the 
ability of his band students to play and arrange jazz. The 
first step is to teach your students scales. This is best 
done without the use of music if the student is to utilize 
this knowledge in performing jazz. Here at Westlake col
lege we use the movable do syllables to name the scale 
degrees. However, numbers may be used for instrument
alists with just about as much success, keeping in mind 

that numbers are practical when sung in sight-singing 
music.

One good system for directing the student while teach
ing scales is for the teacher to learn the hand signs for 
the scale degrees, using the thumb to indicate the first 
degree of the scale, the thumb and first fingei to indicate 
the second degree of the scale, the thumb and first two 
fingers to indicate the third degree of the scale, etc., such 
as Villallobos uses in Rio de Janeiro. This system is prob
ably the best to indicate scale degrees to the class.

However, a strip of cardboaid with numbers written on 
it vertically from one upward, can also be pointed to to 
indicate to the class what degree of the scale the teacher 
wants played.

The next step is to have the students all play a common 
tone. The key of concert R flat is quite often used first. 
The teacher then can point to the notes of the scale with 
the band placing in unison as a drill that is used daily 
for a few minutes. Very soon the students are able to 
follow the pointer as it jumps around in the scale, with 
all students playing in unison.

THE NEXT STEP is for the teacher to teach the stu
dents how to play the jazz chords in that key. He points 
to 1-3-5-6 of the scale and says, you have played a one 
chord. He points to 2-4-6-8 of the scale and says, you have 
played a two minor 7th chord. With this knowledge of 
harmony that he learned in college the teacher can teach 
the students to play all the chords that would be used in 
any popular song. This same process applied to three or 
four common keys over a period of a semester should 
start to show the students the scale and harmony theory 
behind playing jazz.

This method of introducing students to iazz for a few 
minutes each day during band rehearsal will be demon
strated at the Western States Jazz Festival in Hollywood 
Dec. 27th and 28 for band directors and their students 
interested in the iazz lectures and performances by at
tending students and professional groups. This method 
also will be demonstrated without charge in high schools 
throughout the nation this autumn after school opening. 
Address inquiry to Westlake College of Music, 7190 Sunset 
Blvd., Hollywood 46, Cal.

in which the head of westlake's school of music
gives some tips on primary student Instruction
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Roy Harte and 

Terry Gibbs 

during Weather King's marathon workout

■ When Remo Belli breezed into this 
year’s Music Merchants convention in 
Chicago, he toted a charge of com
mercial dynamite for the percussion 
industry. The high-explosive weapon he 
displayed to startled drum manufac
turers was a radically new, success
fully-developed drum head made of 
plastic.

In an industry traditionally conserv
ative as is drum manufacture, Belli’s 
innovation hit with the same impact 
as might Joe E. Lewis at a WCTU 
rally.

Belli’s bombshell provoked immediate 
reaction from the big skin makers. 
“Too many flaws,” scoffed some. “Not 
flexible enough,” declared others. How
ard Emery, president of American 
Rawhide Co., told the convention’s 
Down Beat Daily newspaper that deal
ers would be confronted with a drasti
cally-reduced markup on plastic heads 
if a probable rush materialized to cash 
in on a new product which cannot be 
exclusively patented. Emery admitted, 
however, that Belli’s Weather King 
head was the best of its kind he had 
seen.

December 12, 1957

Through all the ruckus over his new 
head, Belli smiled serenely at the most 
carping critics. At the close of the con
vention he returned to his Hollywood 
factory, briefcase bulging with orders. 
Though by no means the only manu
facturer of plastic heads (Cameo of 
Chicago is also in the race), the 31- 
year-old Californian had clearly 
scooped the field and put fledgling 
Remo, Inc., on a healthy diet of as
sured production.

TODAY, five months since start of 
large scale production, Belli is hard 
put to keep up with incoming orders. 
From the original premises of Remo, 
Inc., (a rented store with 730 feet of 
floor space), and a work force of four 
persons (“. . . including the manage
ment”), he has moved the firm to a 
3,000-foot plant with 26 employes. 
“What’s more,” he says, “this is still 
just the beginning.”

The ex-Billy May, Betty Hutton 
drummer readily admits the idea of 
plastic drum heads is not new.

“As far back as 25 to 30 years ago,” 
he explains, “people in the industry

(Continued on Page 54)
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By John Tyn<

I owe soman taught me so much

(Continued on Page 55)

Down Beat

much to him, musically and personally. 
In my opinion Stan Kenton has made 
such lasting contributions that he will 
go down in music history as one of

After the Lewis band broke up, there 
followed jobs with Boyd Raeburn and 
Alvino Rey. Then came his first taste 
of professional fame with the Ray An
thony band. After a year, he left An
thony to join Tex Beneke and spent 
three years with that Mi’ler-styled >ut-

Killian, Haroldhad guys like
(Shorty) Baker, and Fats Ford nn 
trumpets; and Frankie Socolow, Eddie 
Bert, Sonny Russo, and Al Colin. Basie 
loved that band. He still remembers it, 
too," Mel adds.

THINKING BACK on the Beneke 
days, when his friendship solidified 
with pianist (sic) Bob Brookmeyer, 
Mel recalls, “We had a little thing go
ing aH our own in the corner,” refer
ring to their rhythm section. “It was 
like the Beneke band plus a separate 
small combo within the band, and it 
was a ball all the way. “I’m very 
proud of my friendship with Bobby 
and I hope he gets out to the coast 
with this new group of his.

“I dig Bobby’s writing the end. Mat
ter of fact, I used two of his originals 
on my Mode album, Brookside and 
Zig-Zag. If he came out here I think 
he’d do pretty well writing for all 
kinds of record dates.”

A return trip to the Anthony band 
followed the Beneke stint. This lasted 
one year, until Stan Kenton snared 
Mel in September, 1954.

“My association with Stan I consider 
to have been one of the best periods of 
my life,” Mel sincerely states. “That

the truly great innovators and band
leaders.”

Certainly it was with Kenton that 
Mel Lewis finally “arrived" in the star 
category. He remained with the Ken
ton band for two-and-a-half years, 
touring Enoope and the U- S., record
ing with such sidemen as Lennie 
Niehaus, Bill Perkins, and Charlie 
Mariano.

Early in 1955, when Kenton tempo
rarily disbanded, Mel joined forces 
with a then, little known pianist named 
Hampton Hawes and a red-haired bass
ist named Red Mitchell to form one of 
the most exciting trios ever to emerge 
from the west coast.

Crewcut, bespectacled drummer Mel 
Lewis, according to Shelly Manne, “... 
refuses to stick out like a sore thumb 
when he’s working.

“Mel’s main purpose is to move the 
group,” Shelly continues, “he’s a real 
group player. Also, he’s really begin
ning to hit his stride in little bands ... 
making the correct fills at the correct 
times, and so on. His time is excellent; 
he generates real good feeling in his 
playing and he’s got an individual 
style.”

Shelly’s comments on the playing of 
his younger colleague reflect the high 
regaid in which Lewis is held by many 
of today’s top jazzmen, especially on 
the west coast where the 28-year-old 
native of Buffalo, N. Y. nw makes his 
home.

In the past year, particularly, this 
growing appreciation among west coast 
jazzmen has strengthened. This is prin
cipally due to tho fact that before Mel 
went west he had neither time nor op
portunity to build a local reputation in 
any of the eastern cities. Today, he has 
taken his place among the relatively 
small number of topnotch drummers on 
steady call for a goodly percentage of 
the record dates in musically thriving 
Hollywood.

LEWIS ALSO POSSESSES a brand 
new exclusive term contract with the 
new independent coast label, Mode 
Records, and already has a sextet al
bum released. This is not, however, the 
first album released under his name. 
Earlier this year San Francisco Jazz 
Records recorded Mel w’ith a small 
group including baritonist Pepper 
Adams, his buddy from the Kenton 
band.

From birth (May 10, 1929) Mel and 
drums were an inevitable twosome. His 
father, a professional drummer for 
over 35 years, got him off to an early 
start, and he made his professional 
debut in 1944 when he was 15.

Two years later Mel began the first 
years of the subsequent decade he was 
to »pend on the road—with the Basie- 
styled band of fellow Buffaloite, Lenny 
Lewis.

“If I^enny’s band had stayed to
gether,” reflects Mel, “it would’ve been 
one of the greatest swing bands. We

“Y’knowr, the amazing thing about 
that gig,” Mel says wondrously, “is 
that it only lasted six or seven weeks— 
all the time at the Haig. Really seems 
much longer, now that I look back.

“WHAT A MARVELOUS trio! Had 
it not been for the fact that Kenton 
was reorganizing and had such good 
guys coming into the band, I would 
probably have stayed with Hamp.”

Thus, Mel was off on his final road 
trip, a tour that resulted in plaudit* 
from the jazz critics and public in half 
a dozen countries. When it was over, in 
February, 1957, Mel decided to make 
the Hollywood music scene, a milieu in 
which he is entrenching himself more 
and more by dint of a steadily in
creasing reputation as an excellent all
round drummer on commercial dates, 
and a hard-swinging tubman in jazz.

Now that more and more of his stu
dio and club work is in small combo 
context, it was considered germaine to 
inquire about any difficulties encount
ered in making the transition from big 
bands.

“I find no difference at all between 
the two,” says Lewis. “In a lot of ways 
I miss kicking a big band because now 
the only chance I get to work with big 
bands is on record dates. A lot of my 
work is with Dave Pell’s octet, and 
that’s a kick, too. It can be very en
joyable at times when you have a bass 
man like Buddy Clark to w’ork with. 
He’s on my Mode album, too. I really 
dig him because he’s always in tune 
and his time is great.

“But I’d say this to any small group 
drummer who wants to make the big 
band scene: It’s fundamental that he 
should learn how to read—anything. 
There’s so much you can do if you

the quality
TIME

Mel Lewis has
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■ The big band is still the best train
ing ground for a young musician.

That’s how Buddy Morrow, trom
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thing,” Morrow says.
“In recent years, things got so com

plex that they’re not moving.
“I’ve actually been at some concerts 

that I wanted to leave. There was just 
too much garbage coming from the 
horns.

“Jazz has to have drive and spon- 
taniety. The musicians in small groups 
take chorus after chorus, and I think 
they could profit by a little editing.

“Some groups can play one bar of 
quarter notes and swing, while others

(Continued on Overleaf)
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“THE NUMBER that gets them 
dancing is always Stardust. On our a r 
shots, we poll a college a week for the 
campus favorite. The first four weeks, 
Holy Cross, Yale, University «if Penn
sylvania, and Notre Dame, all selected 
Stardust.

“He’s got to learn to state a com
plete idea in his space.

“Believe me, in the long run, that’s 
what makes a great soloist.

“In my band, I let them go as pro
gressive as they want. I’m all for it. I’d 
say half the book is dedicated to for
ward-thinking ideas. I hope we’ve been 
able to fuse the modern with the com
mercial. You can use iazz if you use it 
tastefully. The audience will go for it 
if it’s done in taste, and with good 
arrangements.”

Depending on the nature and recep
tivity oi an audience or ballroom floor 
full of dancers, Mpjrow doles out the

two 
enou

owr 
wea

highest standards m this country, but 
the one art form that was born here u 
being made extinct. And jazz and 
dance bands go hand in hand.

“There’s something wrong, really 
wrong, when a man 35 or 40 has to 
look for a new profession because he 
can’t support himself in music any
more. It takes maybe 10 years of prep
aration to become proficient, and then 
later he ends up a salesman.

“We don’t need a dole, we need edu
cation. And it has to be coordinated 
rather than piecemeal.

“For instance, I’ve seen time and 
again how kids will come to a dance 
and be terrified to get out in from of

cou 
exe

Happy Whatday?
New York — A friend stopped 

Martha Glaser on Broadway and 
asked what she’d been doing lately.

“Awfully busy,” Martha replied. 
“I’ve been running around booking 
Madison Square Garden for a par
ty bigger than Mike Todd’s. We’re 
inviting everybody who evei boot 
legged, pirated, stole, or adapted 
music from Erroll (Garner)

Ralph Marterie, and a few others. The 
kids want a beat and melody. They 
want a band that drives and inspires.

“And some smaller colleges are help
ing themselves and the bands by sched
uling their proms and dances on mid
week nights, catching bands passing 
through They get a break on the price 
that way, and the band gets a good 
night of work, too.”

MORROW, whose band includes 
crack altoist Dick Johnson and pianist 
Dave McKenna, has long urged a con
certed effort by’ the American Federa
tion of Musicians to promote bands 
and dancing.

“You can’t say that band business is 
good when 90 percent of music on TV

the biggest-selling band LP; and this 
is after six years.

“What I’m saying is there will never 
be a period where we’ll go back to 
the good old 1940s. Everything has 
changed. Music has changed. Dancing, 
which used to be very close to the top 
of the list of recreation items, is now 
about 10th.

“And the big band is not dead. I re
sent every inference in that direction. 
The ones that have come through have 
found their audience.

“We happen to be one of the favorite 
college bands. And we’re not playing 
Benny Goodman or Glenn Miller. They 
want a bright sound, a modern sound.

can’t. The big essential is a driving 
force.”

Morrow, whose band has held the 
stand at the Cafe Rouge in New York’s 
Hotel Statler from mid-Septembei to 
mid-December, got his training in such 
bands as those headed by Artie Shaw, 
Paul Whiteman, Eddy Duchin, Vincent 
Ixipez, and the Dorseys. Since 1951, he 
has been heading his own band.

“There are a lot of fine musicians 
coming along today,” he says. “They 
must have training and experience.

“They can pick up that driving force 
so necessary’ to jazz m a big band. 
That’s what a big band does for a 
musician.

“WHEN HE GETS a chance lo solo, 
he has to edit what he’s got to say into 
the space the arranger left for him. It 
could be four bars, eight, 16...but he 
has to make it count. He can’t put ev
erything he knows into eight bars. 
That’s the mark of an inexperienced

nights we play none. Other nights, we 
ean tell they want to listen, and we sit 
back and blow.”

Morrow, at 38, a veteran of 21 years 
in the band business, declares: “Any
one who keeps modern sounds with 
melody and good rhythm can make it. 
And for a fine example, look at Les 
Brown.

“KENTON built himself a following, 
a young following. And he’ll have them 
for many’ years He had the courage of 
his convictions.

“But these days, the kids want some
thing with a beat. It’s the conditioning 
they receive from radio and TV. When 
bands were big, band records were be
ing played on the air. Now a band has 
to have some of the characteristic 
sound of the music that’s being played 
today. Our album. Night Train, is still

“And the kids ask for things from 
the Glenn Miller movie. Even if they 
don’t know how to dance to the songs. 
It’s a matter of exposure. I’m con
vinced that kids can appreciate good 
music if they are conditioned to it.

“It’s not always the fault of the disc 
jockey. He may have to play the top 
20 or top 40, or lose his job. Why, even 
one of the biggest radio networks re
cently went on top 40 network pro
gramming. How can you buck that?

“WE ARE IN the catering business. 
We have to try to make each evening 
one of fun for the people who come to 
hear us. It can’t be boring, or worse, a 
music lesson.

“That’s why we keep young musi
cians on the band. The average age is 
about 23. The young musician has the 
spark and enthusiasm.

“And that’s what made the Dorseys 
great. Through all kinds of good and 
bad times, they were with it They 
were always available for work."

frightening to them. Personally, I get 
a lot of fun out of late proms with 
teenagers. It’s a basic lesson in public 
relations.

“You have to get a group of young
sters, who have never been exposed to 
a big band, to organized sound coming 
at them, out on the floor. A lot of them 
are afraid to request tunes. But after 
the ice is broken, there’s a deluge.

Get The Picture?
Hollywood—On Del Moore’s late 

night television show over station 
KTTV here, a home organ pitch
man was extolling the virtues of 
the simplified teach-yourself in
structions.

“You just follow the diagram, 
folks,” intoned the pitchman. 
“Move your fingers along the 
markings on this little card and it 
comes out just like regular music."
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That's Sahl!
By Will Jones
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Sahl uses a newspaper for a prop. He 
always has one in his hand while per* 
forming. But he goes beyond knowing
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minutes to say what’s on his mind 
will have a runaway hit on its hands.

Sahl’s now-famous line about Gover
nor Faubus (“I like him, but I wouldn’t 
want him to marry my sister”) was 
part of a full routine on civil rights 
that he was doing at the time:

“I watched Gov. Faubus on television 
tonight. The networks have been giv
ing him unequal time. Faubus has been 
on four times. President Eisenhower

shortage of guest stars. They’ve been 
using Faubus a lot this season.”

SAHL DWELLED on the popularity 
of Sen. Hubert Humphrey's notion that 
President Eisenhower should have gone 
to Little Rock and taken the Negro 
children by the hand and led them 
into school:

“Eddie Cantor now says he said it.”
On (tu- civil rights bill: “During the 

campaign, Eisenhower said we should 
integrate moderately. Stevenson said 
we should integrate gradually. You re
member that big argument there? The 
civil rights bill was a compromise be
tween those extremes.”

An afterthought: “I always go to 
Ku Klux Klan meetings. I don’t be-
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■ Mort Sahl’s humor seems to thrive 
best in the quiet little listening rooms 
where jazz thrives these days.

Sahl gets on TV occasionally. The 
two top networks have been impressed 
enough to put him under contract for 
awhile. But neither has had the nerve 
to give him a regular show. For a time 
he was under contract to Gomalco, 
George Gobel’s producing company. 
Da\id O’Malley, the man who guided 
Gobel’s entry into TV, was trying to 
do the same thing for Sahl. Nothing 
came of that, either.

Sahl won’t shave regularly. He won’t 
always wear a necktie. One night club 
owner fired him because he wouldn’t 
wear anything onstage but an old 
brown sweater. All these traits are 
counted as marks against him by TV 
executives who consider, and then for
get about, making regular use of Sahl. 
Another thing that always comes up is 
that Sahl is too intellectual.

Sahl on being called an intellectual: 
"In seven years at the University of 
California, the charge was never made 
against me. In show business, if you 
have a library card, you’re an intel
lectual.”

WHAT IS HAPPENING is that TV 
is postponing the day when it will 
have, for want of a better way to put 
it, another Will Rogers. The usual con
cept of another Will Rogers ia a dod- 
kicker like Herb Shriner. That'* 30 
gear-old thinking. Rogers was admired 
because he said bright, pointed, funny 
things about the passing scene that 
people wished they had said. Sahl is 
doing the same thing in today“3 idiom.
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what is in the papers; he is a voluble 
critic of the press, a shoot-from-the- 
hip A. J. Liebling.

He describes how a writer-photogra
pher team from Life magazine did a 
layout on him. He saw a proof of the 
story, didn’t like it, and complained. 
The-writer said: “I’m just a guy work
ing for a paycheck. They make these 
decisions upstairs.”

He went to the man’s superior and 
was told, “I’m sorry. They make these 
decisions upstairs.” He tried several 
more levels at Life, got the same an
swer, and finally took the matter to 
Mr. and Mrs. Luce.

“They used the same phrase, too,” 
-»aid Sahl, "but then it had meaning.”

IT WAS A SURPRISE to find Sahl 
listed as a guest on the Jack Paar 
show, where jokes about Billy Graham 
are taboo because of a previous bad 
experience. Sahl figures that anything 
that’s in the newspapers is material 
for him, and that includes Graham. On 
Graham’s New York crusade:

“He obviously failed. Tennessee Wil
liams is back . . .

“Like ii lot of entertainers, he went 
into New York prematurely . . .

"You notice how he always looks 
up? He’s very good at looking up, 
which even people in theology will ad
mit is an assumption. It may be side
ways. We don’t know.”

Sahl tells stories that have the ring 
of truth, but one is never sure. Such 
a story is his account of meeting Col. 
Abel, the Russian spy, a year or so
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From what one reads in these pages 
and elsewhere, it seems obvious that 
there is a dearth of disc jockey show» 
playing jazz.

One of the reasons for this, of 
course, is the fact that jazz has come 
to be synonymous with noncommercial 
even though a Brubeck or Mulligan 
or MJQ or Miles LP will outsell any
thing Tony Martin has released in 
Sears, to say nothing of Dinah Shore, 

largaret Whiting, and many others. 
(No offense implied, just the facts, 
ma’am.) And many station owners, if 
they happen to like jazz, think of it as 
a private thing which they share with 
a few chosen others and not with any 
broad section of the public.

Then there’s the concept that jazx 
has an audience which is not only 
young (and who gets a younger audi
ence than the top 40?) but won’t buy.

In the rare instances when jazz is 
given a chance it seems to work: wit
ness Monitor. And this brings me to 
the Bay area which means the San 
Francisco - Oakland Northern Califor
nia territory.

Out here they were running jazz 
record shows before World War II. No 
kidding. And today I think the San 
Francisco-Oakland area has more jazz 
on the air than any place in the coun- 
Sif jou skip the area covered by

OB, Los Angeles’ all-jazz FM sta-
tion.

IN 
CBS 
Hines 
year 
Hines

SAN FRANCISCO itself, the 
station, KCBS, has had Earl 
on Saturday afternoons foi a 
(tempoi ary hiatus now while 
is in Europe) plus a remote 

broadcast from the Hangover club with 
Hines’ all-stars (Muggsy Spanier has 
the band at The moment) on Saturday 
night. In addition, KCBS has another 
Dixieland show, Dixie’s My Beat.

KNBC, which pioneered with the 
Jimmy Lyons show, has no jazz show 
as such at the moment, but the Ted 
Taylor all-night show plays lots of 
jazz of almost every variety. KGO, the 
ABC station, has Lyons on five nights 
a week from midnight until 2 a.m., and 
despite a trend towards the top 40 
manages to get in a lot of good stuff, 
especially big hand sides from LPs, 
during the day. The KGO music li
brarian, Lorraine Baker, is one of 
the musically hippiest programmers 
around.

So much for the networks. (I’ve only 
mentioned their local shows here. Mon
itor and some CBS things of a jazz 
nature are heard here, though the 
Mutual Bandstand is not.)

Of the independents, KSFO has long 
leaned heavily on a jazz-oriented type 
of programming (which will shock 
them to see in print, no doubt). You 
will hear Shearing, Basie, Herman, 
Kenton, Goodrran, and many more jazz 
artists here, though never the sort of 
stuff they think of as “far out” or 
“loud.” KYA, which is now pitching 
mightily for the tiny tots, has a re
mote broadcast (live) from the Jazz 
Showcase un Sunday afternoons with 
The Mastersounds. KTIM in San Ra
phael, has a Dixie show with Lee 
Crosby; and even on KFRC and KJBS 

• ou'll find something like Nat Cole and 
Harry Edison creeping in.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ By Ralph J. Gleason
KSAN, which was one of the pioneer 

r&b stations, plays a lot of jazz. John 
Hardie, on Saturday afternoons, and 
Wally Ray nightly from midnight till 
2 a.m., play some of the best jazz discs 
aired m the entire area. In Berkeley, 
KRE, which recently dropped its after • 
noon Open House (Hampton’s 1940 
disc was named for it) still has a Sun
day night jazz show with Vivian Boar
man which has been on since Buddy 
Bolden’s days. In Oakland, KWBR, 
another r&b station, gets some jazz in 
now and then.

KROW, another Oakland -tation. 
has Pat Henry, whose discographical 
mind and keen sense of distinction be
tween a road, or traveling, band und a 
studio band has long delighted Bay 
Area audiences, plays jazz from 10 
p.m. to midnight during the week and 
from 8t30 p.m. till midnight on Satur-

As they say on network radio, “We’re 
a little late, folks...”

But here’s a capsule of the wmdup 
at the School of Jazz in Lenox, Mass.

A panel of four faculty members 
and four students commented on the 
three weeks of jazz instruction.

Among the student thoughts were:
• Th«- desirability of a more balanced 

student body, with more hornmen to 
complement the available rhythm sec
tions.
• Changes m schedule to have lec

tures and classes in the mornings and 
ensembles in the afternoons. This would 
combat morning cold horn lip, and 
late afternoon drowsiness.
• The possibility of having two com

position classes next year, one for ad
vanced students. Also, making compo
sition compulsory for all students 
because of its aid to even nonwriting 
students.
• Scheduling rehearsal groups to 

play in the Potting Shed on weekday 
nights for practical experience before 
audiences.
• Better publicity, if possible.
On the whole, the students felt that 

the evening panels and discussions (on 
such subjects as jazz in TV, jazz criti
cism, booking, and working conditions 
of jazzmen) were lively and informa
tive.

They also were pleasantly surprised 
by the friendliness and warmth of the 
faculty members with whom they 
worked. One student termed the in
struction and encouragement “literally 
beyond the call of duty.

“These guys,” he said, “Had to fight 
their way to acceptance, yet they seem 
to really want to make it easier for 
us. It’s almost as if they’d feel like 
they accomplished something if we 
maKe good.”

Most of the students felt that they 
preferred the instruction of jazzmen 
who had made it in preference to, say, 
a musician with excellent teaching abil
ity who hadn’t made it in jazz. The 
thinking here is that the experience, 

ords that creeps in among the hits. 
KLX once had a jazz show, and a good 
one. with Bill Dorais, but now playi 
no jazz except an occasional LP of a 
milder nature.

ON FM, Sleepy Stein has a Satur
day show on a new FM station, Ki Eh 
and the Berkeley noncommercial FM 
station, KPFA, has an excellent serial 
of jazz shows. Phil Elwood ha: two 
weekly shows, a Sunday AM revit w of 
new LPs and a Tuesday nigh! “jan 
archives** show. In addition Joseph 
Agoes does a modern jazz show each 
week. These are all taped and repeated 
later in the week, by the way (except 
for the Sunday AM show).

So actually the Bay Area is a listen
er’s paradise, compared to other sec
tions of the country. And in addition, 
at a small country city of Monterey, 
Lyons has a daily show—a jazz how 
—which is sold out to sponsors like 
car lots, dry goods stores, and insur 
ance agencies. Jazz can be commercial 
if its gets a chance. •t»

By Dom Cerulli
plus the student adulation, can be mort 
stimulating than good instruction

A COUPLE of the instructors felt 
that the School of Jazz could well be 
the source of the future jazzmen of 
note because of the ever-dwindling op
portunities for young jazzmen to sit 
in and mature with their elder col
leagues.

All of which may serve to bi some 
fodder for the Jazz Hot Stove League 
during the coming winter months.

One final, somewhat disorganized 
thought: With Russian satellites and 
technical prowess grabbing the* atten
tion of the world, the cry around Wash
ington and in the offices of the nation’i 
editorial writers seems to be, “Why 
haven’t our scientists matured? What’s 
happening to our brilliant young men?’

Without going into the politics of 
the thing and the constant putting 
down of the federal aid to educatioi 
bills and that sick scene, let’s parallel 
it to jazz.

WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN to jazz if 
there are not institutions like the 
School of Jazz and bands like Farm
ingdale? It’s no secret that too many 
bright young talents are coming along 
too fast in this world of everyone-with- 
an-LP-of-his-own.

And without such helping hands, 
might not a lot of these youngsters 
either be lost eventually to jazz or 
not realize the full potential of their 
talents?

Take, for instance, young altoist 
Andy Marsala, who might never have 
picked up a horn if it hadn’t been for 
Marshall Brown starting a dance band 
at Farmingdale High.

Maybe there are a lot of potential 
geniuses in physics, chemistry, elec
tronics, biology, etc., who are filling 
prescriptions in a pharmacy or selling 
insurance instead of doing the research 
and experimenting so vital to this Age 
of Space.

I wonder, too, how many potential 
Birds, Dizzys, Monks, Mulligans, Rol
linses. etc., are today selling insurance 
or filling prescriptions.
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Ish Kabibble and the Shy Guys, whose 
sparkling and spontaneous entertain
ment is winning increasing acclaim 
horn coast to coast — from New York, 
Chicago, St. Lovis, Io la* Vega*, and 

points north and south.

On November 16, the “Shy Guys" 

moved from the Fremont to the Seven 
Seas in Omaha, then on December 24 
St. Louis saw them again at the Con
gress Hotel.

December 12, 1957

ablbblo and

Ish Kabibble, after 15 years with

Kay Kyser, and now on his own with

the “Shy Guys”, has set a 21-week

record for length of stay at the

Hotel Fremont, Las Vegas.

The group is famous for “comedy,

songs, stories — plus terrific

trumpet”.

Frank HOLTON & Co
324 N. Cherek Street

INSTRUMENTS OVER

Elkhorn Whsontln

CENTURY



THERE'S A GREAT BIG SALUTE TO DISK JOCKEYS —
\ EVERYWHERE IN WARNER BROS.’ GREAT BIG “JAMBOREE”! it , th.

wonderful new picture 
about the Disk Jockey Whirl 

— how you Deejays work — 
how a hit tune is born — 

I how a recording star is 
made! It's loaded with 

today’s hottest talent 
-4 I and tunes

i (look at the list)
STARRING

Fats Domino
‘WAIT AND SEE’

and a load 
1 of real 
Deejays 

are in it!

Jerry Lee Lewis
‘GREAT BALLS OF FIRE’

UI 1*1 IVII UUWW-ll
•CROSS OVER’

Charlie Gracie
COOL BABY’

—and all these 
q smash hit tunes too!

aà 9

r The Four Coins
'BROKEN PROMISE’ X

FEATURING

JODIE SANDS 
CARL PERKINS 
SLIM WHITMAN 
LEWIS LYMON 
& THE TEENCHOROS 
RON COBY 
CONNIE FRANCIS 
ANDY MARTIN 
ROCCO ti HIS SAINTS 
FRANKIE AVALON

The great COUNT BASIE BAND 
with JOE WILLIAMS

^: allovep

tor^68

I
«ACHERS^T ’**I ^yonaraI yOUR LAST «c I

O'CLOCKHdEA"T

a o:rv r°uR h°urs I

SCREEN PLAY BY

**4,«*«'

DIRECTED BY PRODUCED BY

LEONARD KANTOR - ROY LOCKWOOD - MAX I. ROSENBERG S MILTON SUBOTSKY
Down Beal



popular records

rou should enjoy the proceedings. (J.

December 12, 1957

for a bonus, there are com- 
husband Charles Laughton.

Tramp; Bewitched. and 
Care for a Dame? and 
utmost competence. Nel- 
backgrounds are aptly

ish. And, 
ments by 
(D.C.)

Lady Is a 
What Do I 
does so with 
son Riddle’s 
done, and if, _ you can look the other
way while the girls who sing for Kim 
Novak and Rita Hayworth perform,

’s the 
icture 
Whirl 
ork — 
>orn — 
tar is 
I with 
talent 
tunes 
3 list) 
i load 
f real 
¡ejays 
in it!

music in review
Jazz Records 
Popular Records 
Tape Recordings

POLLY BERGEN
Polly continues the Helen Morgan 

tradition with a dozen torch Mings. The 
Party’s Over (Columbia CL 1031), 
which range from routine to powerful. 
In the latter category, I’d place her 
delivery of But Not For Me, and her 
version of I Guess I’ll Have To Change 
My Plan. Alsu on the collection arc the 
title tune, It Never Entered My Mind, 
My Melancholy Baby, Smoke Gets In 
Your Eyes, and I’m Through With 
Love. They come equipped with many, 
and in some cases, all stops out. The 
cover shot appears to have been left 
over fr'«m her recent TV biography of 
Helen Morgan. (D.C.)
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EYDIE GORME
Eydie Sings the Blues (ABC-Para

mount 192) is a representative LP, 
showing why the critics flipped when 
Fhe played the Palace with Jerry 
Lewis. Eydie is a pro. The years of 
TV woi k and public appearances have 
paid off in assurance, warmth, tremen
dous drive and projection, and constant 
good taste. This collection of blues (in 
lyrics only ) finds Eydie belting in time
less tradition, and letting a *azy edge 
creep into her voice to underline a 
word or a phrase. Among the tracks are 
a wailing When The Sun Comes Out, 
a romping After You’ve Gone, When 
Your Lover Has Gone, Blues in the 
Night, Stormy Weather, You Don’t 
Know What Love Is, and Can’t Help 
Loving That Man. Don Costa’s, back
grounds aiv lusty, at times overblown, 
but appropriately bluesy. If you dig 
good, straight, musical singing, hear 
this. (D. C.)

PAL JOEY
The soundtrack to Pal Joey (Capi

tol W912) contains enough of Frank 
Sinatra to make it well worth an in
vestment. He sings on I Didn’t Know 
What Time It Was; There's a Small 
Hotel; I Could Write a Rook; The

own Beal

ELSA LANCHESTER
In addition to being a fine actress, 

Miss Lanchester is a comedienne an« 
diseuse of the first order. She proves 
it with this collection,. S'mgs for a 
Smoke-Filled Room (HiFiRecord R 
405). Among the gems are Never 
Go Walking Out Without Your Hat

Blindfold Test 
High Fidelity 
Jazz Best-Sellers

Pin; If You Peek in My Gazebo; 
When a Lady Has a Piazza; If You 
Can’t Get in the Corners: The Hus
band's Clock; Please Sell No More 
Drink to My Father, and Lola’s 
Saucepan.

Elsa spins these often rowdy, often 
sly, always delightful pieces with rel-

JOE MOONEY
Somehow Joe Mooney’s Lush Life 

(Atlantic 1255) was overlooked for re
view in these pages when it was re
leased a couple of months ago. And 
that’s unfortunate, because it is this 
listener’s opinion that Mooney is one 
of those overlooked ones who, despite 
lack of great voice or slick technique, 
packs a wry wallop. His choice of ma
terial is impeccable, and he somehow 
manages to stake out a personal claim 
on almost everything he does, making 
it appear that the tunes were written 
for him Here, for instance, he does a 
song I think is one of the best written 
in the last five years—That’s All—as 
if it were for the first time. Also on- 
hand is his own Nowhere, a puckish 
composition; Nina Never Knew, which 
he first recorded with Sauter-Finegan; 
My One and Only Love, another supe
rior song written in the past few years; 
The Kid’s a Dreamer, done superlative
ly; Lush Life; Polka Dots and Moon
beams, and three others. Joe is a styl
ist, and for added measure there is his 
effectively simple organ playing behind 
it all. Go back and take a long listen 
to this one. (J. T.)

NORO MORALES
George Siravo collected some familiar 

themes penned by-Ernesto Lecuona 
into 38-minute catch-all, Lecuona’s 
Afro-Cuban Suite (Vik LX-1100). Mor
ales’ band is blown up to heroic pro
portions by the addition if a string 
section, the presence of eight trumpets, 
and a chorus. While the results are 
not as blazing as the material and the 
instrumentation led me to expect, there 
are some electric flashes when the 
brass crackles. The binding factor is 
the pretty Jungle Drums theme, and 
others include the familiar Say Si Si, 
Danza Lucomi, Donza Negra, and Dust 
On The Moon. (D.C.)

ODETTA
Odetta at the Gate of Hunt (Tradi

tion TLP 1025) is this fine singer’s 
second LP for Tradition; her first was 
an excellent collection of ballads and 
blues. It is a kind of salute to Chicago’s 
folk music inn, the Gate of Horn, where 
she has appeared several times.

• In Person 
• Radio-TV 
• Films

Included in the 15 selections are Gal
lows Tree, The Fox, Timber, Devilish 
Mary, Midnight Special. Take This 
Hammer, and a vividly impressive He's 
Got the Whole World in His Hands. 
Accompanied by her own guitar and a 
bassist, Odetta sings with strikingly 
rich voice, at times much like that of 
Mahalia Jackson. She is a part of the 
American ballad-blues-gosp« 1 tradition 
and in this collection she indicates that 
she is an important part of it. Folk 
music lovers will want this LP in their 
collections, because Odetta represents 
the most pointed values of this form. 
The cover, by the wav, is impressive, 
too. (D. G.)

FRANK SINATRA
It is my <pinion, for what it may be 

worth, that Sinatra could ¿ing Teddy 
Rear, Jailhouse Ruck, and Little Susie, 
backed by Lawrence Welk’s band, and 
still make them come out as little 
gems. He is a craftsman of the first 
order.

In A Jolly Christmas (Capitol 
W894) he takes some traditional caiols 
like The First Noel, Silent Night, and 
Adeste Fideles, plus one side uf pop 
Christmas tunes like Jingle Bells The 
Christinas Song, Mistletoe and Holly, 
and Have Yourself a Merry Little 
Christinas, and turns out an album 
that slips neatly into place beside the 
ever-growing library of classically- 
performed LPs he has done for Capitol. 
It must be despairing indeed for 99 
percent of the other singers to hear 
such consistency. Call him a jazz sing
er, a stylist, a showman, or what have 
you, but I would rather hear him sing 
than anyone. (J. T.)

CATERINA VALENTE
Ole, Caterina (Decca DL 8436) fea

ture* the singing and guitar playing 
of Miss Valente and her brother, Sil
vio Francesco. All the tunes are sung 
in Spanish. Included are Maria Cris
tina; El Cumbanchero; Babalu, Te 
Quiero Dijiste; Anna; Aquarelo De 
Brasil, and Tres Clavelas.

Although some of the material is 
too familiar, the interpretations often 
are quite fascinating. Maria Cristina, 
for example, is one of the most de
lightful tracks I’ve heard in some 
time. An LP by this pair, with less 
trampled material, could be excellent, 
since they display considerable poten 
tial here.

Miss Valente demonstrates a good 
deal of charm and versatility, several 
niches above most of the overexposed 
females shrieking violently in the pop 
music field. (D. G.)



'PAL JOEY’

jazz impressions by the

KENNY DREW Trio

Want the ingredients for a 
stand-out ¡azz album? Try 
mixing great tunes with top 
artists on a very good day. 
For example: 8 numbers 
from the brash, happy 
Rodgers & Hart stage-and- 
screen classic Pal Joey, as 
treated by three driving, 
inventive performers: 
Kenny Drew Philly Joe 
Jones. Wilbur Ware.
T he result? One of the 
most sparkling swinging 
remarkable ¡azz romps 
n a long time. (12-249)

PRESSIONS

RODGERS AND HART
STAGE AND SCREEN CLASSA

KENNY DREW

RIVERSIDE

mulligan EiCetS7!monk
!  _ _     .

MULLIGAN

MEETS MONK

Gerry Mulligan . . .

Thelonious Monk . . .

On the same LP! Seems 
like too much' — but it’s 
something even rarer than 
that: it's just exactly 
right! A once-in-a-!ifetime 
meeting of giants, each a 
ma.or creative force in 
his own school of modern 
¡azz combining for a 
fabulous session certain to 
stand as a legendary high- 
spot in recorded jazz. No 
wonder it's off to one of 
the fastest-selling starts in

LP history! ( I 2-247)
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Record» are reviewed by Dom Cerulli, Leonard Feather^ Ralph J. Gleaton Don Gold, and 

Jack Tracy and nre initialed by the writer«. Rating«; ★★★*★ Excellent, kkkk Very Good,

Red Allen
RIDE, HKD, RIDE IN HI-FI—Rd Victor 12" 

LP LPM-1304: Kid., Hid Hid.} I’.. Got «Ao 
World on a String; Sweet Lorraine; Ain't Sho 
Sweet?; Love Is Just Around the Corner; S'Won- 
Mrjul; St. Jam«» Infirmary; I Covar tAe Waler* 
front; Agiers Bounce.

Personnel i Henry (Red) Allen, trumpet| Buster 
•alley, elarineti Coleman Hawking tenor saxo- 
jhone; J. C. Higginbotham, trombone ; Mart Na- 
■oleon, piano; Everett Barksdale, guitar; Lloyd

I am most happy to see one of the 
¿rand veterans get a chance to record 
under good surroundings before the 
chops are entirely gone. Allen’s com
panions here make up a congenial 
bunch, and that's the type of jazz that 
results.

There’s no earth-shaking music to 
Be heard here, but there is the constant 
remmder of the fire that was once 
Red’s before the years of working set 
after set at the many Cafe Metropoles 
be has played took their toll. Especially 
on the ballads like World on a String 
and Sweet Lorraine does he sound at 
ease and unstrained. Hawkins fits in 
veil, playing sympathetically and with 
the firm control and knowledge that is 
his hallmark. Higginbotham, THE 
man on trombone for years when he 
wa* winning polls, has slipped badly 
and now sounds almost like u carica
ture of himself. The rhythm section and 
the rest of the soloists come through 
well, with Marty Napoleon’s Hines-like 
piano gleaming in spots.

From these quarters, at least, a 
hearty thanks to Fred Reynolds for 
affering Red the chance to wax this 
.me. (J. T.)

Count Basie
BASIE IN LONDON—Ver»* 12" LP MGV. 

•1991 Jumpin' at tka Woodside; Shiny Slock* 
mgs; Ho« High the Moon; Nail»; Flute Juice; 
tha Blop Blu«»; Well All Right Okay You Win; 
Loll *am Pole; Tho Comeback; Bluet Backstage; 
Cor nor Pockot; Ono O'Clock Jump.

lFombone«( Marshall Royal, Bill Grahaai, Frank

This is greatness in jazz.
There is an unmatched, limitless vi

tality to this band that makes it per
petually significant in the development 
if this music. It is a band of strength 
in soloists, ensemble drive, and charts. 
It is, undeniably, Basie’s band.

This set was recorded at n London 
oorcert. apparently early this year. 
The fidelity is not ideal; the balance 
occasionally is distorted.

But the 
within the 
curve.

There is

Basie band does not fall 
limitations of the RIAA

___ blues-founded logic here 
There is u high standard of technical
prowess on the part of the members of 
the band. This is a band sound running 
the gamut of dynamics, but remaining 
within the bounds of good taste in jazz.

Three of the tracks belong to Joe 
Williams He is not a Big Bill Broonzy. 
a Joe Turner, or a Jimmy Rushing, but 
his singing is appropriately inspired 

and vibrantly effective. His vocal 
on Memphis Slim’s fine blues, Come
back, features some humorous inter- 
^with the members of the band. On

, he returns to a consideration of 
that "gal who lives up on u hill.’’ On 
Well All Right, he and the band join 
in a surging charge to end all charges.

The remaining nine tracks feature 
the exhilarating Basie book. Some of 
the charts are new; some are old. All 
are a lovely shade of blue. The solos, 
by Joe Newman, Frank Wess, Frank 
Foster, Benny Powell, etc., etc., etc., 
are inspired and meaningful listening. 
And beneath it all is the pulsating 
rhythm foundation of Freddie Green, 
Eddie Jones, and the ever-improving 
Sonny Payne.

The charts themselves are more than 
vehicles, from the blues vocals to Ernie 
Wilkins’ Flute Juice to the brief One 
O’Clock concert close. They are vital 
statements of jazz composition, state
ments which demand the best of solo
ists. Here they inspire such quality 
performances.

In the relatively brief history of 
jazz, Basie has been a titan. Here is 
Basie at his best and that’s the best 
recommendation I can make. (D»G.)

Bob Brookmeyer-Jimmy Giuffre
TRADITIONALISM REVISITED—W odd Pacific 

12* LP PJ 12331 Louisiana; Santo Claus Blues; 
Truckin'; Some Sweet Day; Sweet Like This; 
Joda; Don't Bo That Way; Honeysuckle Room

Personnel : Bob Brookmeyer, valve trombone 
and piano; Jimmy Giuffre, clarinet, baritone, and 
tenor। Jim Hall, guitar; Dave Bailey, drums) Joe 
Benjamin, bass. Ralph Pena replaces Benjamin on 
traeka 3, B,

Raila,'
This is a project deal* to my heart, 

the taking of older jazz tunes and jazz- 
associated tune» und allowing them full 
scope in the hands of modem musi
cians. I have often wondered why this 
has not been done before, and it may 
be that it simply won’t work, for some 
arcane reason known only to jazz mys
tics.

This album, which is so very well 
played from start to finish that it beg
gars description, somehow misses in 
its attempt to make interesting modern 
performances from tunes dating back 
to the genesis of jazz. There is a 
marked lack of excitement for me here; 
a blandness that is relieved now an.l 
then by bright moments, such as Brook- 
meyer’s inspired duet between trom
bone and piano (one hand on each, 
apparently) in the final track, and the 
lovely piano and guitar chorus in track 
2. But by and large I have, in repeated 
playings, failed to be moved.

The selection of tunes, incidentally, 
includes one at least which distinctly 
dates me when I am forced to report

Jazz Best-Sellers
The final Jazz BtsLSeUcrs com- 

Eilation of 1967 will appear in the 
tecember 26 issue of Down Beat, 

onstands Dec. 12.

that to consider Don’t Be That Way 
a traditional tune shocks me.

I do think, incidentally, that Dick 
Bock, Brookmeyer. and everyone con
cerned with this album should be cred
ited with courage and vision and urged 
to continue such experiments. It may 
even be that my own ears, which are 
conditioned to the sharper sounds of 
a trumpet and/or a more positive clar
inet line in traditional tunes, have be
trayed me here. But I don’t think so. 
Something either went wrong or wasn’t 
here in the first place. (R.J.G.)

Conte and Pete Candoli
THE BROTHERS GANDOU — Dot 12" LP 

30621 Disc-location; Beautiful Lovo; Cracy 
Rhythm; My Funny Valentine; Exodus In Jas»; 
Fascinating Rhythm; Love, Your Spell Is Every
where; It Never Entered My Mind; Po-Con; 
Twilight on tho Trail; Rockin' Boogie.

Personnel: Conte and Pete Candoli, trampeta; 
Jimmy Rowlee, piano; Howard Roberta, guitar; 
Alvin Stoller, drums; Joe Mondragon, base.

Rating: fricirir
The Candoli brothers, with Pete 

writing and charting, emerge with 
a very satisfying outing. There is a 
freshness to all the tracks, and a 
tightness, occasionally giving way to 
stiffness, that shows these were well 
thought out and planned in front.

Pete’s trumpet style is forthright 
and rooted in swing. Conte’s is more 
aggressively bop. And rather than a 
series of chases, the solo spots are 
juggled around, and the sound texture 
varied to keep the two-trumpet sound 
from wearing.

On several tracks, and notably on 
Crazy Rhythm, there are some dazz
ling unison passages. Exodus features 
some high-ranging blowing by both in 
a tight Latin-A mencan framework. It 
Never Entered My Mind is interesting, 
with its waltz opening. And Rockin’ 
Boogie, which under today’s* pop con
ditions could make it as a single, is a 
shouting bit of fluff.

Rowles sounds fine on his solo bits, 
and Roberts’ guitar is helpful. Two 
trumpet teams, like two trombone 
teams, can wear out their welcome. 
But there’s no danger of that happen
ing yet, judging by this entry. (D.C.)

Miles Davis
MILES AHEiD—Columbia 12" LP CI 1041; 

Springsville; The Maids of Cadi«; The thska; My 
Ship; Mil«» Ahead; Blu«» far Pablo; New Rhum*

Wanna Bo Kissed
Personnel: Miles Davis, fflugelhom; Bernie 

Glow, Ernie Royal, Louis Musci, Taft Jordan, and 
John Carisl, trumpets; Frank Rehaak, Jimmy 
Cleveland, and Joe Bennett, trombones; Tom 
Mitehell, bass trombone; Willie Ruff and Tony 
Miranda, horns (Jimmy Buffington replaced Miran* 
da on one session); Bill Barber, tube; Loo Konits, 
alto। Danny Bank, bass elarineti Romeo Penqne 
and Sid Cooper, flute and slarinet (Edwin Caine 
replaced Cooper on one session) ; Paul Chambers,

This is an extraordinarily well done 
album with absolutely no po<nt at which 
Jou can wish for more if you, like 

ohn I^ewis and so many others, have 
wished for a big band with delicacy. 
If so, here it is, playing 10 beautifully 
arranged (by Gil Evans) selections 
and sounding a good deal like the best 
of Claude Thornhill with Miles.

Miles’ use of the flugelhorn on this 
album does not in the slightest detract 
from his communication. Rather, it 
lends a certain spice to it, as he ex
tracts from this sometimes blatant in
strument all its mellowness and full
ness. There is no piano, but this is not 
noticeable at all, because what occurs 
here is a remarkably flexible set of
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This is the band Hackett has been 
leading for a good many months now,

W-12 
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In *p 
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trilli 
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CIUF

The Rock & Roll “Temptress” in a 
wide-ranging program of ballads 
(sweet and hot), blues and rhythm 
numbers. Irresistible!

The MJQ’s mentor and France’s 
No. 1 guitarist front a distinguished 
French-American combo to produce 
the most intriguing sound of the 
year.

Kenny Drew 
THIS IS NEWt KENNY DREW—Rl.er.lrf. 12*

Herb Ellla, 
Track fl— 
IO—Frig*.

from theGUYS-DOUS

AHERNOON 
IN PARIS 

John Lewis & 
Sacha Distel

1267 $4.98 list

8002 $3.98 list

’(Ums ( ninnar. I Mi*» V<mi So

8014 $3.98 list

I MISS 
YOU SO

Chris runs the gamut of the moods 
of love in this LP. Her taste and in
comparable style make of these 
songs an unforgettable romantic ex
perience. At $3.98 the bargain buy 
of the season.

scores, written with a suppleness, fluid
ity, and skill that should immediately 
bring Gil Evans to the front rank of 
contemporary jazz writers. And long 
due.

With the exception of Miles and an 
occasional bit of Paul Chambers, there 
is no one else on this album who can 
be said to solo. It is interesting to 
consider this effort — for which all 
thanks, not only to Miles and Evans 
and the band, but to Columbia and 
George Avakian for making it possible 
—in comparison to other big band ex
perimental albums in recent years.

Some of them, notably the recent 
Johnny Richards and now and then a 
flash from Shorty Rogers, have had a 
quality of excitement that this album 
•ioes not have, deliberately I am sure. 
But aside from that, the tonal effects, 
the coloration, the subtlety, the lack of 
tension and the pure, lyrical quality is 
comparable only to Duke and Ralph 
Burns’ Summer Sequence. This is not, 
by intention, an LT to raise you off 
your chair screaming. It is one to bring 
you close to almost unbearable delights 
in music in much the same way the 
Modem Jazz Quartet does, and which 
only Duke has consistently been able 
to do with a big band. The handling 
of the brass, with its muttering, spout
ing, rolling figures is a thing of liveli
ness that growt with each hearing.

Miles’ solos throughout have an al
most ascetic purity about them. They 
are deliberate, unhurried, and almost 
inevitable in their time. On Miles 
Ahead he comes bouncing and skipping 
in almost as though he were the leg
endary Piper, dancing his way along 
leading everyone. The brass figures 
that follow Miles on this side are so 
Thornhillish it’s startling.

One of the most exquisite number« 
on this album, and that is a good word 
to apply to all of them by the way, is 
Dave Brubeck’s tribute to Ellington, 
The Duke. It’s a bit of pure descrip
tion that immediately calls up Duke 
and remains in your mind after the 
LP is through.

Andre Hodeir, in his excellent notes, 
says, “I don’t have room enough to 
point out all the beauties that I have 
discovered while listening over and 
over to the orchestration of these 10 
little concertos assembled in a vast 
fresco.” It cannot be expressed better 
than that as far as I am concerned.

The 10 selections are, by the way, 
arranged as a program of continuous 
music, each following without pause. 
This makes it doubly pleasureable to 
hear; but it is not alone the sort of 
jazz that demands full attention. This 
is some of the best mood music pro
duced since Duke. (R.J.G.)

157 W 57 St, Mew Yw* 19, N.Y.

Essentially, this is a blowing session, 
although there is more of a semblance 
of order to it than in many similar 
sessions. Although this is presented as 
a quintet-quartet session headed by 
Drew, Byrd is the heart of the LP.

He is a technically proficient, lyri
cally fresh soloist. Side two features 
Byrd with piano, bass, and drums. It 

is his Fide, although Drew plays ad
mirably m support and solo. You’re 
My Thrill, played as a ballad, is 
handled with great delicacy by Byrd. 
The three tunes that follow it, includ
ing Sonny Rollins’ simply constructed 
Paul's Pal, are vehicles for Byrd solos 
and he expresses himself fluently.

The quintet side contains the virtues 
of the quartet tracks, for the most 
part, but are n trifle more cluttered 
than the Byrd - with - rhythm tracks. 
Byrd is not up to par on New, but 
makes a melodic contribution to Drew’g 
ballad, Carol. It’s You becomes a line 
spoken by a hurried lover as the two 
horns lead the pack from start to 
finish.

Mobley plays competently on nit 
three tracks and, on Carol, is substan
tially inventive. On up-tempo tunes. 
Drew creates furiously, with a good 
deal of fire. On the slower tunes he 
tends to plod with obvious delibera
tion. However, he’s less concerned with 
ballads here and manages to commu
nicate warmly. Ware is excellent. Ho
gan tends to attack, rather than utilize, 
the drums, but the horn men here are 
used to this kind of support and pro
ceed without getting flusteiod.

This, then, is another fine example 
of Byrd’s ability. Particularly on side 
two, where he is relatively free to blow, 
he indicates a growing awareness of 
the scope of emotional expression in 
jazz. He has much to say here und it’s 
all worth hearing. (D.G.)

John Frigo
I DOVE JOHN FRICO ... HE 'WINGS- 

Mercury 12* LP MG 2020—A fait a Di g eren ce a 
Day Made; Polka Dut» and Moonbeam»; 
Liddle* Blow; Blue Orchid»; Gone with the Bind; 
St; *re>M Me; You Stepiwd Out of fl Dreamt Muon» 
light in ferment; If Lova I» Good to Me; Big 
Me-Littie Me.

Personnel: Tracks 1, 2, 5, and Frigo, vio
lin i Cy Touff, baas trumpet} Vie Vai, tenor * Diek 
Mara, piano । Kay Brown, bam) Phil Falote»

Marx, and Jeffrie*.
Rating-

Frigo, who has been around jazz 
for some years now, finally gets his 
own album here, and a compactly neat 
job he does. Though perhaps best 
known as a bassist, he plays only 
violin here—violin that is modern in 
conception, swinging, and humorous He 
gets a big sound out of the fiddle, but 
sometimes squeezes notes out as you 
might spit out a watermelon seed.

There is no pretense to his playing 
—it all comes out straightforwardly 
and with obvious relish (note Squeeze 
Me and Polka Dots, to name a couple).

The arrangements are all well
planned to showcase Frigo and the 
occasional solos from Touff, Simpson, 
Marx, et al, but it’s basically John’s 
album and he makes the most of it to 
provide some unprepossessingly agree
able listening. I was gassed by the 
cover and the picture on the hack. 
(J. T.)

Bobby Hackett
GOTHAM JAZZ SCENE—Capitol 12* LP TRSYt 

At the ¡are Band Ball; La»y Mood; FoIrfriM 
Blue»; The Continental Rot» Room; tn fl Little 
Spanish Town; Cornet Chop Sueyt Camwan; Tie 
Roof Blue»; Alhatro»»; Henry Hudson,

Personnel: Bobby Hackett, comet i Diek Cary, 
E-flat Komi Emir Cacrren clarinet and baritone} 
Tom Gwaltney, vibe* and clarinet* Mickey Oan*« 
plunui John Dengler, tubat Milt Hinton, bao (Al 
Hall on traeka 6. 7, 9, and 1OI < Nat Kay drum*
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PJ-1233 "TRADITIONALISM R EVISITED"-The BOB 

BROOKMEYER Quintet.R<re moments faithfully captured 

In sparklint high fidelity!. Here is an album that repre
sents one of those special occasions when a great jazz 
group catches on fire and bums with intensity and 
brilliance. You mast hear this! Featuring JIM HALL and 

the remarkable clarinet, tenor and baritone of JIMMY 

GIUFFRE.

PJM-403 "JAZZ SHOWCASE”—Introducing THE MASTER- 

SOUNDS. In five years, WORLD-PACIFIC has Introduced 

three distinctive new groups. All were unknown-all 

shot straight to the top: The Gerry Mulligan Quartet, 

the Chet Baker Quartet and the Chico Hamilton Quintet. 

NOW here is the fourth group-destined for the same 

kind of acceptance and fame: THE MASTERSOUNDS I

PJM-404 "JAZZ SWINGS BROADWAY"—the CHICO 

HAMILTON Quintet, the BUD SHANK-BOB COOPER Quin
tet, the STU WILLIAMSON Quartet and the RUSS FREE
MAN Trio perform 12 wonderful tunes from current hit 

musical shows! A musical adventure down the "Great 
White Way”-an absorbing collection to match many 
moods. Your WORLD-PACIFIC Dealer will be pleased to 

demonstrate this exciting album for you.

P-2006 P-2005
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When you hear Billy Taylor wailing 
on Blurs Before Freud, you may do a

J. J. Johnson 
URSI FLACE—Columbia 12" LP 1030« Wi

Stan Levey
STAN LEVEY/3—Mode 12* LP lOli Sim 
UI; U hat Can I S^r (AfW / Soy I'm Sorrrff;

On 
rka 
tn

Harvey*« Haute; That

and the one which appeared at the 57 
Newport Festival. It’s the best group 
I’ve ever heard Bobby work with— 
flexible, strong, swinging, thoroughly 
professional, and one which cuts across 
all of jazz' boundary lines. At times 
it will sound like a synthesis of all 
that’s good in Dixieland music, at 
others will be a group that could match 
most of those of the swing era, then 
will become Miles Davis-tinged, then 
a lush cushion for a poignant Hackett 
»«aad.

Bobby is one of those who seemingly 
never has bad days. So competent is 
he that even vrhen he plays below top 
level it is still a cut or two above most 
other trumpeting you’re likely to hear. 
Happily he is in superb form here, and 
he leads the group through its paces 
ringingly and at times exhilaratingly. 
I was especially taken with Lazy Mood; 
Wolverine Rhus, on which Dengler’s 
tuba scintillates; Rose Room, with 
lovely Hackett horn; Spanish Town, 
with its Salt Peanuts riffs, and Tin 
Roof, done lazily and hauntingly and 
on which the band disdains to utilize 
the customary double-time ending. Dig 
Hackett here.

This is a package you should own. 
(J. T.)

Jim Hall
JAZZ GUITAR—Parifi, Jara 12* LP FJ-1227 : 

Stomping at the Savoy; Thing» Ain't B hat They 
Cted To Bet Thit 1» Altcay»; Thanh» for the 
Memory; Tangerine; Stella By Starlight; 9:20 
Special; Deep in a Dream; Looh for the Silver 
Lining: Seven Come Eleven.

Personnel Jim Holl, guitar । Carl Perkin», pi
ano । Red Mitchell, baaa.

Ra tin«, ++++
Jim Hall, a vital member of the

Jimmy Giuffre <3, makes his debut as a 
group leader here, and a handsome one 
it is.

The collection, as Giuffre states in 
the notes, is loose and easy, with an 
“old blues" feeling. Jim is a sensitive 
and talented guitarist. His respect for 
the “old blues” feel comes through on 
Duke’s Things.

Perkins comes through as a pulsing 
aianist, often exciting on his solo spots, 

[itchell remains one of the consist
ently fine bassists on the scene.

Tne group achieves a quiet, almost 
subdued feeling throughout. Hall’s 
comping behind the other soloists is al
ways tasty and interesting.

Listen to Things or Seven Come 
Eleven for the Hallmark of tho group. 
(D.C.) _

RaUn«: fTi'l

After having been heard with every
thing from one other trombone te seven 
other trombones, and then with his own 
no-other-trombones combo, J. J. gets 
down to the bare bones in this, his first 
Columbia album made entirely solo 
with rhythm.

The subtraction of other horns, far 
from damaging the results, merely en
ables the listener to concentrate on J.’s 
faultless blowing and on the just
about-perfect rhythm section that pro
vides, individually as well as collec
tively, the rest of the kicks.

Chambers has urco solos on Paper 
uT>d Commutation. Harvey's is a funky 
blues A la Doodlin’; Nickels and Dimes 
in an original at Sputnik tempo. Of the 
ballads, Cry surprises with its moder
ate swinging tempo and J.’s restrained 
muted solo; Routine, one of the lesser- 
known Matt Dennis tunes, has some 
fine gentle Roach brushes in the eights 
with J. toward the end.

Any rating on these ides must de
pend on many external factors—h>w 
many of J.’s LPs you already own, how 
much importance you attach to ar
rangements, variety of sounds, und or
iginality of material. For some, this 
will be a five-star album. Certainly the 
title, with the attached explanation 
concerning J.’s unique record as a poll 
winner, is fully justified from start to 
finish. (L.F.) »1 
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This is a Mode assortment of cur
rent west coast residents, with ex-Ken
ton drummer Levey named as leader. 
Actually, these kind of sessions don’t 
require a leader, since the charts serve 
as introductions to solos und little 
more.

The standout here, from my vantage 
point, is pianist Levy, who playa with 
deft touch and mature conception 
throughout. Kamuca continues to cre
ate in segments, it seems to me. Al
though some of the segments are at
tractive, they do not tend to relate to 
what has gone before or what follows. 
This gives his soloi» a rather choppy 
character.

Candoli is inconsistent here, being 
content to adhere closely te the melo
dic line in one case and exploring furi
ously in another. He is not afraid to 
shout, however, and this is a virtue, 
I feel, particularly after plowing 
through LP after LP of trumpet play
ers who disregard dynamics. However, 
Candoli’s playing is not consistently 
inspired here.

Budwig walks solidly behind all the 
sounds and Levey, when he forgets his 
Kenton experience, plays tastefully.

Oddly, side two is appreciably better 
than side one, musically i peaking. I 
don’t know why, but it is. Perhaps 
the musicians remember what circum
stances at the date made their rendi
tions of Rebop, Folks, and Joan more 
meaningful than the first three tracks 
To these ears, at any rate, the second 
side maintains a higher level. The bal
lad, Folke, is the high point, with a 
muted Candoli, Kamuca, and I^evy 
playing warmly.

If all the tracks were equal to Folke 
quality, this could have been a far 

tter LP. Perhaps we need a return to 
the 10-inch LP. (D.G.)

Mundell Lowe
A CMA>D NIGHT FOR yWINGINO-IU»«™«* 

Cnowl NagA« Jar Saatagto’l
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Thehmioua Monk 
THELONIOUS HIMSELF—Kiraraida 12'

Strwtf Cirdar; Caaldypra. 
Parronaalt Quiniehrttr. tenor Cartie

fuller, trombone) Joba Jenkin« and Sonay Red
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double take. A lot of people will. The 
usually impeccable pianist romps here 
with an abandon and funkiness that is 
a joy to hear.

Although Lowe is the leader, hi« 
meaty guitar is really showcased on 
only two tracks: Easy to Love and It 
Could Happen. The others are trio and 
quartet blowing sessions, with every
body standing up and swinging.

Quill’s biting, almost unrestrained 
site is fierce on Blues, and again evi
dence that he is one of the promising 
young artists on that horn. He is less 
intense on Love Me and Tables. But 
the characteristically abrupt and de
ceptively short bursts of phrases art 
(till manifest
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ind foremost. Even when he builds riff
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patterns, I find that he never stops in
venting meJodically to make a rhyth
mic point. He does some interesting 
comping that is actually more than 
just comping behind Billy’s tparkling 
choruses on Crazy Rhytnm. His ap
proach to jazz guitar is refreshing.

If all the tracks don’t match up to 
Bluet, Rhythm, und Tables, it’s be
cause their initial impact is hard 
Hearing Billy here is almost as good 
as catching him in person when ' ' 
vailing. Recommended. (D.C.)

Listening to thia recording's solo 
tracks is must like eavesdropping on 
Monk as he relaxes at the piano. The 
«tandards handled here are probed 
gently to expose the melodic structure. 
It’s more u cast of showing what I he 
tongs have in them rather than what 
hr can get out of them

In his spare, almost gaunt versions 
of the standards, Thelonious achieves 
a traditional feel as well as sound. 
This is particularly true on his own 
composition, Functional, which has the 
calm yet rhythmic feel of the oldtune 
blues piano despite the often jagged 
modernity of some of the figures.

The lagging, mournful quality of 
Monk's playing is most felt in the 
rather banal All Alone, which becom* e 
a cameo of solitude in this version. The 
Mood track, with Ware slipping in 
gracefully and Coltrane blowing force
fully, is n moody And oddly gentle 
work.

This one creates a picture I like: 
Monk and his piano, ana the satisfying 
bond between them. Highly recom
mended. (D.C.)

Charlie Parkeral to Folks 
been a far 
a return to IVS SOOt I Didn't Knot 

Ornithology; CiubfWceoMo

Jimmy Rushing 
IF THIS AIN’T THE BLUES—Vaunar4 11*

Hat H
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Because it is one of the few record
ings on which Parker can be heard 
under fairly typical playing conditions 
working before an audience (only a 
few Grans items and the black market 
Black Deuce Carnegie Hall concert 78s 

come to mind as others), this LP is of 
great value. This despite the abysmally 
bad recording job (it was dune on u 
home recorder and picked up only Bird’s 
solos, making it just a < ollection of 
chunks and pieces) and the wordless 
but incessant crowd sounds that at 
times all but obscure the music.

Bird gets a chance to stretch out 
here, and to those who never heard 
him work in person it will help to con
firm what so often has been said— 
you had to hear him over an evening 
to realize what an immensely inventive 
and agile musician he was.

To those who have entire recorded 
libraries of Parker (and apparently 
there are many), this LP will become 
a significant addition. To those who 
have heard Parker only in recording 
studios, it will be a worthwhile listen
ing experience. I only wish I had such 
a recording of Beiderbecke or Arm
strong in the late ’20s, for example, no 
matter how badly it might be recorded. 
(J. T.)

Watkin,, biui Ed Till, pan, drum« 
UMM. WW*’«

Paul Quinichette has few peers 
.imong modern tenor men, for time, 
sound, and mood. On these sides he 
has plenty of room to stretch his horn. 
IHanist Waldron provided three slender 
little boomerangs of themes that come 
back after a long ad lib field trip. 
Cool-lypeo is the marathon, running a 
cool 18% minutes, the first nine min
utes of which are played as a rhumba.

Both alto men are capable, though 
on the basis of this showing it would 
appear that Jenkins has the edge for 
time and continuity and Kyner occa
sionally becomes a little cha »tic. Full
er’s machine-gun is amply supplied 
with ammunition in eighths and six 
teen ths; Waldron plays effectively cool, 
spare piano.

Notwithstanding the inordinate 
lengths of the tracks, the interest sel
dom lags. I hope Prestige can continue 
to build Quinichette, who, if poll fig
ures are any criterion, is the most un
derrated tenor man in jazz today; po
tentially he is also one of the greatest

The cover offers a large closeup of 
two fried eggs, neither of which was 
laid on this date. (L.F.)

While a delight to hear and have. 1 
found this Rushing excursion a bit 
less successful than Jimmy’s recent 
Odyssey on Columbia. I think it’s be
cause of the dampening presence of the 
organ here, which seems to hold back 
things.

Jimmy, however, is magnificent. His 
is a warmth and drive that time seems 
to polish. Sometimes I Think I Do and 
My Friend Mr. Blu tn are gems. I Can’t 
Understand wails from note one.

The title tune is an instrumental. 

modern jazz begins on

PRESTIGE

COOKIN’ with the Milas Davis Quintet

Every modern ¡an collection thould in
elude this greet album. Mile* Davi*, John 
Coltrane, Red Garland, Paul Chamber* 
and Philly Joe Jone* maintain a groove 
that charge* the atmosphere. They cookl 
Jan critic Ralph Glea*on tay* "Thi* it 
the beat album the quintet ever made . .. 
thi* album and group will go down in ¡an 
hi«tory."

12" High Fidelity Albam PRLP 7W4

ZOOT SUITS 

downbeat: 
“...one of the most genuinely 
productive reedmen of our 
time. Wonderfully mature... 
penetrating feeling and drive 
... definitely recommended. ”

-DOWNBEAT. OCT. 17.1967
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THE FINEST IN JAZZ 

SINCE 1939

1560 HANK MOBLEY SEXTET.
Tha ingradianh for a uicea<>ful union are all 
hara; Iha empathy tho pulu and th« varied, 
into retting material. Th» result* ar* ulf evident 
in th» happy listening With Donald Byrd, John 
Jenkins Bobby Timmons, Wilbur Ware, Philly 
Joe Jones.

1565 CLIFF JORDAN.
With Laa Morgan, Curtis Fuller, John Jenkins. 
Ray Bryan» Arf Tryior Th» ’in» tenor sfer, now 
featured with Horece Silver Qu ntet, in a 
groovy LP. Originals by Jordan, Jenkins, Fuller 
end Morgan.

1566 LOU DONALDSON.
Subtitlac "SWING AND SOUL,“ Lou raicha* « 
naw lavai rf p. -‘ormane«, If* « n gh on« L *l«n 
fo th« loulful DOROTHY, tha «wing.ng GROOVE 
.UNCTION and tha groovy GRITS AND GRAYY.

1570 DIAL S FOR SONNY
SONNY CLARK.

New star on tho |azz horizon The young p en'st 
in hi* tint LP fronts an all-ster group with AH 
Farmer Curti; Fuller, Hank Mobley. Wilbur 
Ware, Louis Hayes Moody original* by Sonny 
and tome walking standard*

RECENT RELEASES
1548 A Date wfth Jimmy Smith, Voi. 2
1S71 ludi—Sud Fowell w. Carth Felle»
ISSI Sonoy Rolline All Start
15*7 Paul Chomb«rs
1557 Johnny GrHRn—MoMay. Coltra»«
15*2 The Styling* of Silver
15*7 Curta Fude» New Trombe«* Star

COMPLETE 12" LP ANC « CATALOS 
ON REQUEST

BLUE NOTE RECORDS
47 West *3rd St.. New Verh 23

modern jazz begins on

PRESTIGE
THELONIOUS MONK

Tha tabulou* Thalcniou* it wall «aprasen’ed in 
Praitiga

THELONIOUS MONK TRIOS
THELONIOUS MONK QUINTETS

MOVIN' OUT 
with SONNY ROLLINS
THELONIOUS MONK AND

SONNY ROLLINS
BAGS' GROOVE 
with MILES DAVIS

DECEMBER RELEASES
GROOVY
R«d Garland Trio with Paul Chamber*, 
Art Taylor

FOUR ALTOS
Phil Wood* Gan« Quill, Sahib Shihab, 
Hal Stain

TAYLOR'S WAILERS
Arthur Taylor with Donald Byrd

7027

7053

7058

7075

7109

7113

711*

7117

John Coltrane Jackie McLean, Paul Chambers

AFTER HOURS 7118
With FRANK WESS. THAD JONES, KENNY 
BURRELL MZL WALDRON PAUL CHAMBERS 
ART TAYLOR

FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST

447 WEST 50th STREET NEW YORK 19 

with good choruses all around. Berry, 
who is fine throughout, is heard to ad
vantage here, and Dickenson contrib
utes appropriately sympathetic state
ments.

Oh Love is a rhythmically amusing 
bit, with Tate, Berry, and Dickenson 
contributing to the color.

Rushing is the kind of singer who 
communicates the end. And the cover 
picture should get some sort of award. 
It’s almost like having another track 
on the record. (D.C.)

Horace Silver
THE SntINCS OF SILVER—Bl »a Not« 12 

LP 15621 No Smokin'i Tho Back Boot; Soul
wills; Uoms Cookin9; Motomorphosia; My Ono 
and Only Lows.

Personnel: Horace Silver, piano । Art Farmer, 
trumpet; Hank Mobley, tenor; Teddy Kotick.

With this collection, Silver the funky 
pianist must give way to Silver the 
composer, an equally virile and adven
turesome musician. In the six tracks 
here Silver has gone deeper into ex
plorations of form and structure.

Through Nat Hentoff’s literate und 
intelligent notes, Horace explains one 
of the secrets behind his musical suc
cess: “I don’t try to contrive some
thing just to make it different.. .Al
though it’s different in form, it feels 
natural the way it lays, and that’s 
what counts.”

Thus, we have in The Back Beat, a 
piece with two 16-bar phrases, fol
lowed by a bridge and ending of eight 
bars each. And in Metamorphosis a 
structure of two 15-bai phrases, a 16- 
measure bridge, and a final statement 
of 15 bars. There are also shifts in 
time, which help the various pieces to 
lie naturally.

All of this will not immediately change 
the course of jazz and open :iew schools 
of thought. But herein lies Silver’s 
strength as an influence. Because by 
forging new' or relatively unorthodox 
forms in a natural manner, and in a 
logical progression, the accumulated 
impact of these variations, whether 
they are subtle or sharp, will make 
their mark on the today’« musical 
thought.

Long after Silver, the funky- pianist, 
has faded from the scene, Silver the 
writer will be on hand. Listen to Meta
morphosis, Soulville, or No Smokin’. 
Here is a melodic gift, well-conceived 
and firmly executed by the group with 
which he’s now working.

Undoubtedly some of the success of 
Silver’s stylings must be credited to
Farmer, 
who are 
(D.C.)

Mobley, Kotick, and Hayes, 
a team worth writing for.

Randy Weston
JAZZ 4 LA BOHEMIA—Rlvanide 12* LP 12

232: Soismn Moditation; Just a Riff; You Co 
to My Hoad; Ones in a IF hila; Hold 'Em Jos; 
It9» All Right Kith Mo; Cha »»man*» Dolight; 
Soismn Meditation.

Personnel: Randy Went on. piano; Cecil Payne, 
baritone (trarka 1« 2« 4, 5, 7, 8); Al Drearea, 
drum*; Ahmed Abdul-Malik, ba»*.

Ratingr +++*&
It appears that with each recorded 

outing, Randy is getting closer and 
closer to the excitement and drive he 
is projecting on his in-person appear
ances lately.

T feel he is still in a period of tran
sition, perhaps in its final stages, and 
is emerging with something representa
tively his own. In Chessman’s Delight, 
a Weston original, there appears to be 
more of today’s Weston than in the 
standards. Riff is a swinging thing, 

and Hold ’Em Joe is a calypso. Payne’s 
usually authoritative horn is rather 
pallid on the four tracks on which ht 
appears. He has been more impressive.

The set was recorded at the Cafe 
Bohemia, and sound is, on the whole, 
quite good.

When Randy cuts some of his moody, 
searching, broken-time originals with 
his present group, look for the start 
of something else in piano-led small 
groups. (D.C.)

;

Cootie William» - Rex Stewart £
12* II* J12OH I'm Beginning So Soo she light. 
Da Nothing 'Till You Hear from Wei Alphome 
and fiutoni t Cot ■ Hight to Sing the Hi ioti

Pmoaneli Cootie William«, truni|»att Ha* 
«wart, »ornati Colemtn lluwhln., liud Free

The fascinating changes and contin
ual evolution of jazz since World War 
II has not yet reached, for me at least, 
a. point of safety where 1 am complete 
ly gassed by every mellow return to 
the Golden Era. That this is a pleasant 
LP, well played and enjoyable, will not 
be denied here, but even as an example 
of a studio session with a series of 
swing-style soloists exchanging chor
uses over a swinging rhythm section it 
does not rank in my book with some 
previous examples of the same sort of 
thing: the Buck Clayton Columbia ses
sion, for one.

It is at one and the same time kick* 
and a disappointment to hear the two 
former stars of the Ellington band re
turn to recording alongside each other 
Kicks, because we have not heard much 
from either of them in the past decade 
thus, despite the spate of LPs, they re
main innocent of the sin of over-re
cording.

On the other hand, this LP rein
forces my suspicion that many of the 
stars of the Ellington band shone 
brighter somehow in the Ducal uni
verse than they do when disengaged. 
Conversely, I might add that Ellington 
Old Boys seem to have an ingrained 
desire to work with form, and this is 
evident throughout this LP emphasized 
in George Simon’s excellent notation 
and implemented in some excellent Er
nie Wilkins and Joe Thomas arrange
ments. It is kicks, too, to hear Law
rence Brown and Higgy.

But to me the real star of this date, 
aside from the phantom Ellington, is 
Hawkins. It is too bad that Freeman 
is placed in opposition to Hawk 
throughout, because Hawkins' elegant 
simplicity, his stark, monolithic dom
inating sound is the best thing on the 
entire LP. Like Harry Carney, and like 
Louis when he plays, Hawk’s art 
passes all schools and era and styh-3. 
On the final track his indomitable 
spirit is magnificent throughout his 
obligato passages and in his determina
tion to keep it swinging.

These are all great men in jazz. It 
is interesting to observe, and might be 
profitable for some of the more recent 
artists to study, the extent to which 
they can pack emotion into their solos 
on a structure of simplicity. There are 
delightful moments w-ith Rex and 
Cootie (on the opening track particu
larly), fine moments with Hawk 
throughout and always the rhythm sec
tion purring like an SL 300 on the 
straightaway. (R.J.G.)
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Mellow need wondt 
by Herbie Man. ho- 
«Kitlyt tele w«Mti 
In extended fem by 
Jandeo'i fere nest 
flutist. uNCtenpa- 
nled

In this LP, seven of the composi- 
perfoimed by the Chico Ham

ilton quintet. Katz composed Lord Ran
dall, Pluck It, Classical Katz, and
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FREEI 12'* JAZZ LP'» FREU 
A 84 »8 Vaio* with orders at 81» *r more 

(O«e- Fvrv'-M Dor—ber II »WS7) 
12' LP* SJ.98 em»

' Chris Connor—I Miss You So ...................ATL,
■ Mlles Davis—Mlles Aheaa .................................. COL
J Dave Brubeck—Plays and Plays...............FAN.
J Ted Heath—Spotlight on Sidemon ....LON.
j B. Eckstine & S. Vaughan—Sing Gershw.n, MER.

Mastersounds- -Jazz Showcase W PAC.

n jonn Lewis—Afternoon In Paris....
" Rollins, J.J., Silver, Mon« Hlakey 

। Paul Chambers—Bass On Top ,....
' Kessel, Ray Brown, Manne-Poll Winners. CUNT. 

Shelly Manne & His Men, Vol 6.......... .CONT 
Andre Previn & Russ Freeman

Double Play..............................................................CONT.
n Bird A Mlles—Bird 0" 52nd St ..............JWS 

” Miies Davis Quintet—Bags Groove ...PRES. 
I N.ivirro w. Blakey Dameron Nostalgia.SAV. 

Getz & Mulligan- testorian Mode..........SAV. 
" Sonny Stitt—New York jazz .................VER. 

Gerry Mulligan & Paul Desmond Quart«’ VER. 
1 Ella Fitzgerald & Duke Ellington ............. VER. 

Dizzy Gillaspit Band—Birks Works......... VER.

Send tar FREI Catalog««»
GIANT LP-4P SAL1I — HUI LIST 

SI .00 DopatH oa C.O.D. Orders
U.S S«rv1c«men Overseas — Pl«ai« Send Pay
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WORK 52 WEEKS 
A YEAR - for

01k Jockeys ate In de- am a 
mand Stations ar« crying St Pdf 3
for personality disc Jockeys 
If you have dramatic or mu
sical talent we'll get you gg 
ttarted In Radio, after only fra ailCy 
16 weeks training The disc '
lackeys are making the big money today Get your 
Aare For full Intormatloo. call, write or wire NOW

tangents
By Don Gold

■ Recently, Pacific Jazz Records is
sued ar LP entitled Zen: The Music 
of Fred Katz (Pacific Jazz 12* LP 
PJ-1231).

1 was assigned to review it for thia 
publication.

The review has not appeared in 
print, primarily because I felt that 
the LP was not in either the jazz or 
popular music traditions, in terms of 
the review categories of Down Beat.

However, I do feel the LP justifies 
mention here.

THE FACT THAT it is not a jazz 
LP, of course, is not criminal. Recently, 
during a conversation with a well- 
known jazz pianist, I was told that 
Katz had found an awkward niche in 
jazz, that he didn’t at all belong in that 
field The musician doing the talking 
implied that Katz had little to offer 
jazz. He may be right, but this doesn’t 
mean that Katz hasn’t something to 
offer the field of music.

Montuna. Also included are Carl Fish
er’s Loma, Carson Smith’s Katz-Up, 
and Granada. The major work involved 
is Katz’ Suite for Horn.

Randall is 8 minutes and 34 seconds 
of Paul Horn playing flute and clari
net in Katz’ version of contemporary 
classical presentation. The work, ap
parently, is entirely written and pro
jects Katz’ concepts of “serious” mu
sic.

Pluck features some pizzicato cello, 
H'>rn on clarinet, and statements from 
John Pisano and Carson Smith. The 
choppiness inherent in the composition 
prevents the material from flowing suc
cessfully. Classica l is a clarinet-cello 
duet, delightfully conceived in classical 
form. Montuna features Katz, meander
ing through a series of angular phrases 
over Hamilton’s fascinating rhythmic 
figures.

THE KEY WORK is Suite for Horn, 
a 13-minute, 14-second composition. The 
Allegro portion features Horn on alto 
■ver a staccato background. Zen finds 

Hom on clarinet in an Eastern mood 
(not Jersey), with Pisano contributing, 
too, before a flute close. Science Fic
tion contains some jazz feeling, with 
Hamilton fervently playing brushes, 
Horn on flute, and Pisano injecting 
phrases over a pulsating group of trom
bones and woodwinds, augmenting the 
quintet The entire work is classically 
disciplined and rarely melodic, al
though Horn plays excellently through
out.

It is simple, in listening to these 
sounds, to quickly categorize and either 
accept or dismiss Katz’ ability. Jazz 
fans and musicians who wear the blind
ers of pointless competition may be 
unwilling to justify Katz’ musical exist
ence in a world that contains Hank 
Mobley, Bud Powell, or even Bob Sco
bey. Students of so-called “serious” 
mnsic may be attracted by Katz’ ex
plorations, which are not structurally 
offensive. Members of the Zen cult, or 
those who find membership of in-group 
significance, will devour this LP as a

fhe most diatincthee jazz 
is on down

Mat Mathew» 
Charlie Roose 
Iuliu» Wilkins 
Bandy Weiten 
Paul Bulnchette 
Oleh Gama 
Aiea Smith 

«mJ Qtbtri
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'O.K! O.K! We’ll turn back 
to earth and get your 

JENSEN NEEDLES.”

Coast; Ellington 
Getz quintet, and 
quintet.

I am sure that 
most is the first
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THE FISHER Series 51

HIGH FIDELITY PH0H0GRAPH

The perfcrrnance of a recording depends 
teav.'y on the quality of the equipment used 
for its reproduction. Ordinary phonographs 
may distort a recorded performance in sev
eral ways, and often transform tone qualities 
in a manner that veils the identity of the 
instruments FISHER, renowned for twenty 
years as th»* world leader in high fidelity, 
has created in THE FISHER Series 51 a 
phonograph designed for the best possible 
reproduction of your treasured recordings. 
Be sure to see and hear this moderately- 
priced, compact console. Mahogany, walnut, 
blonde provincial or ebony. $279.50

Writ» for illustrated brochuro.
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statement from a leader to his disciples.
I’m not prepared to follow any of 

these paths.
Although Katz has been a part of 

the Hamilton quintet, a group whose 
work I have at times enjoyed, he has 
brought to that group nore soiid back
ground and discipline than jazz-based 
ability. His work in this LP reflects 
very little of his jazz assjciations. 
Nevertheless, disregarding Miss Kel
ley’s notes, there is validity in the 
works presented here, although all the 
compositions are not vividly impressive.

WHAT IS IMPORTANT to me, and 
what should be important to all musi
cians, is that Katz has something to 
say and a background that enables 
him to say it intelligently. This does 
not mean, obviously, that every tenor 
man on earth sh> uld immediately be
gin work on his symphony or that 
every classical compose: should write 
a Concerto for Funk. It does mean that 
Katz’ work should be given some 
thought and judged in its own terms.

It would be unfair to apply the 
standards used in judging Bird, Bud 
Powell, or Julian Adderley to Katz. I 
cannot believe that he wishes to be 
judged in such terms.

This representative collection is a 
step forward in Katz' career. It has 
its flaws, the most obvious of which is 
too little concern for cohesive melodic 
content, but it does indicate to me that 
Katz can play a distinct role in the 
development of modem American mu
sic. He could, of course, prove to be a 
flop. I don’t think he will.

Ì Indispensible Aids to 
...Record Buyers and 
Dealers Everywhere
Tie "Plage*

Is a Complete Catalog listing all 
classical long play records. It 
contains topical and informative 
articles and record reviews writ' 
ten by Abner Levin, a leading 
authority in the music and 
recording field. It is available at 
your local record shop or depart
ment store record counter, or 
direct from the publishers on a 
subscription basis. Yearly Sub
scription $4.00 (12 issues), ppd. 
Foreign $5.00.

my favorite 
¡azz r e co r d

(Ed. Note Following ig the 1. th prize-win
ning letti r h. Down Beat's favorite jazz record 
contest. The prize goes to Lech Zoledziowski, 
p-aga II. Blok Sa'll. Warsaw, Poland, who 
will receive general jazz LPs instead of U.S. 
currency.

(You can win flO, too, and see your views on 
jazz in print, by telling us, in 150 words or 
fewer which selection In your jazz collection 
you’d be most reluctant to give up. It can be 
an entire LP, one track of an LP, a i5-rpm 
selection or a 7».

(Send letters to Donn Beat Editoria' Depart
ment, tool Calumet Ave., Chicago 16.)

I am sorry to tell you that my jazz 
collection is extremely poor. I have 
only four LP jazz records. These are 
Eddie Condon’s Jam Session Coast-to-

JAZZ'« POPS
Is our brand-new catalog, listing 
all pops/jazz records and also 
features articles and record 
reviews. Special Feature: This is 
the only catalog that gives you a 
complete breakdown of all the 
the songs on every record of 
every major recording artist’ 
Yearly subscription $3.00 (12 
issues), ppd. Foreign $1.00.

Jam Session and especially the piece 
caljed Jam Session Blues, Old Miss, 
with the splendid George Wettling 
drum solo.

I think this is because, firstly, I pre
fer Dixieland to modem jazz and, sec
ondly, because I play drums, too, but 
alas a little bit worse than he does. 
Also, the reverse side of the record, by 
the South Rampart Street Paraders, is 
very, very nice.

Probably you will be surprised to re
ceive this letter from a Communist 
country, but believe me, please, we love 
jazz the same as you do.

As for me, I am 20 years old, a stu
dent, and a member of the Warsaw 
Hot club, members of which can be 
only jazz musicians.

Articles and reviews by:
• Joe Goldberg
• Robert Levin
• Ed Plotkin
• George Sprung

Subscribe to both catalogs, and get 
them both for $6.00, ppd. Foreign $7.

dealer inquiries invited
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small combo 
off. The ar
and cliched,

(Blue 
Kenny

approach to piano playing more 
any other young player.

2. Thelonious Monk Carolina Moon 
Note). Lou Donaldson, alto sax;

reading off his comments into the tape 
ber was played.

Other than that it could have been any 
one of three or four people—or more. 
They did have some nice solos. I’d rate 
it for solos and the idea, 3Hs stars.

Dick Hyman Trio. Flutter Waltz, from Hi
Fi Suite (MGM). Hyman, organ; Leonard 
Feather, comp.

That’s a very good jazz organ, I’d

10. John Graes. 6/4 and 
Comp. Graas.

This is an attempt at 
jazz which doesn’t come 
rangement is hackneyed

influenced more by Monk than any
body else. He uses Monk’s unorthodox 

than

although they did make an attempt to 
engender complexity and originality 
through the use of a few unorthodox 
chord progressions. However, my rat
ing is Hi star.

us to
Rollins In % Time

By Leonard Feather
There is a very personal significance in Sonny Rollins' conunents 

below on records No. 5 (“It’s very important to have a sound that 
you can recognize immediately”) and 9 ( 'These people have no 
identity of their own and I can’t name them”).

The significance lies in Sonny’s having been able, during the 
past year or two, to practice what he preaches. More than any 
other tenor player of the younger generation, he has succeeded 
in developing a sound and style that can be called original rather 
than derivative.

Sonny has been important in another area of jazz development. 
He has played a part in the murder of the myth that jazz and the 
waltz are incompatible. In addition to writing Valse Hot and other 
attractive 3/4 themes, he took part in an entire album of jazz 
waltzes recently with Max Roach on EmArcy.

Sonny was given no information at all about the records- played 
for him—not even the fact that they were all going to be waltzes 
He was a very conscientious blindfoldee, taking copious notes and

ding all 
rrds. It 
rmative 
vs writ
leading 
ic and 
lahle at 
depart
iter, or
rs ou a 
ly Sub- 
0, ppd.

The Records
I. Randy Weston. Little Nile» (Riverside). 

Cecil Payne, baritone tax. 
This is a better-than-good pianist 

named Randy Weston. An interesting 
baritone solo by Cecil Payne and a 
very effective use of 3/4 rhythm. I’ll 
give this 4^ stars-. Randy has been

. listing 
id also 
record 
This is
s y ou a 
all the 
ord of 
artist! 
)0 (12 
M).

Dorham, trumpet; Lucky Thompson, tenor 
sax; Max Roach, drums.
This fs the old master painter, Thelonious Monk, and it’s an exciting ex

cursion into what sounds like 12/8 time. He was obviously assisted by Lou Donaldson, Kenny Dorham, Lucky 
Thompson, and perhaps Max Roach on drums—I’ll take a guess on Max Roach. This is, of course, Carolina Moon— 
I’ve heard this before. I would rate this 
five stars for the idea and I’d rate it 
four stars for the execution of it

and get 
eign $7.

3. Johnny Richard* Waltz, Anyone! (Beth
lehem). Charlie Mariano, alto *ax, Rich
ards comp, and arr.

This tune has very nice chord pro
gressions; however, it seems to be 
slightly over-arranged The alto solo
ist is heavily Bird-influenced and be
cause of this it is reminiscent to me 
of the wonderful Machito-Bird things 
that were done a few years ago. Un
fortunately, however, it suffers by com
parison. Overall I’ll give it two stars. 
Sounded like it could have been Phil 
Woods on alto, but I’m not sure.

5, Inc.
ty Sto.

♦ Art Pepper. Waltz Me Blue- (Contempora
ry). Pepper, alto sax; Paul Chambers, bass;
Red Garland, piano; Philly Joo Jones, 
drums..

Everybody seems to be playing 3/4 
these days! Anyhow, I recognize Paul 
Chambers on bass. Possibly’ Sonny 
Clark, piano, und a wild guess—Arthur 
Taylor on drums. But on his name it’s 
a question-mark. As for the alto player, 
who was, I guess, the leader, he was

5. Duke Ellington. Lady Mac, from Such 
Sweet Thunder (Columbia). Ruuell Pro
cope, «Ito tax; Clark Terry, trumpet.

This record is immediately recog
nizable as having a Duke Ellington 
sound. The soloists sound like Russell 
Procope, possibly, and Clark Terry on 
trumpet. It’s very important to have 
a sound that you can recognize im
mediately, and of course Duke is an 
institution now’ in music. He’s one of 
my particular favorites. Always has 
been a great inspiration to me. This 
was very well arranged, in contrast 
to the other big band thing you played 
which was over-arranged This is put 
together much more effectively. All the 
parts have a significance to the whole 
thing. I’d rate this 4^ stars.

5 M.t’y Lou William*. Mary't Walh (Story
ville ' Don Bya*, tenor *ax; Mary Lou Wil
liam*, comp.

That was Duke-flavored once again. 
I think it was Duke Ellington, and 
Paul Gonsalves on tenor. It was also 
in the 3/4 medium. Very good execu
tion on that record. The idea was 
played very well. The musicians were 
very well recorded- very good sound 
and unique idea. I think I’ll give this 
five stars. I liked the melody very 
much, too.

7. Bob Harrington Quartet. Three - Fourth» 
(Imperial). Bob Carter, bass, and comp.

I don’t recognize any of the musi
cians. It sounded like the bass player 
was influenced by Percy Heath. There 
is nothing outstanding about the tunc, 
but for the fact that they played it 
in 3/4 time, which is gradually be
ginning to lose its value, by the way. 
I’ll give it two stars.

say. It can’t be Jimmy Smith. If it is, 
he gets a much more clean sound than 
he has in some of his other things. 
Perhaps he was recorded better—if it 
is Jimmy Smith. It’s an interesting 
tune—fairly interesting, I’d say, and 
I’d rate it 3% stars.
9. Woody Herman. Tenderly (Verve). Cy 

Touff, bast trumpet; Neal Hefti, arr.; 
tenor not credited.
I like the arrangement very much. 

It was well executed. I can’t recognize 
the soloists. I know the trombonist is 
Bill Harris-influenced and the tenor 
sax is Stan Getz-influenced. Because of 
this, these people have no identity of 
their own and I can’t name them. The 
band got a very nice sound. I think 
I’d give that four stars.
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Sonny, who has been featured 
with such great bands as Benny 
Goodman, Woody Herman, Char
lie Ventura, and is now teaching 
at 136 West 46th Street, N.Y.C. 
has used Slingerland Drums ever 
since he started playing. Sonny 
boasts, "I've played on other 
makes but they just don't have the 
tone and response that my Sling- 
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Joe Darensbourg’s Dixie Flyers
Personnel: Joe Darensbourg, clarinet; 

Mike DeLay, trumpet; Warren Smith, 
trombone; Harvey Brooks, piano; Al 
Morgan, bass; George Vann, drums.

Reviewed: In fourth month of indefi
nite engagement at the Lark club, Los 
Angeles.

Musical Evaluation: This four-month- 
old combo organized by veteran New 
Orleans clarinetist Darensbourg bids 
fair to soon cop the title of top west 
eoast Dixieland band.

Joe is former member of groups led 
by Kid Ory (1944-’53) and trumpeter 
leddy Buckner (1953-’57), and this is 
his first serious stab at leading a two- 
beat combo of his own. Judging from 
the superior caliber of his front line 
soloists and the smacking ensemble at
tack, the clarinetist’s newly acquired 
leader status is well justified.

The Flyers play for the most part 
a dyed- in-the-cotton traditional book 
consisting of such Dixie standards as 
That Da Da Strain, Yellow Dog Blues, 
Go Back Where You Stayed Last Night, 
and Winin’ Boy Blues. Vocals are color
fully handled by Darensbourg and 
drummer George Vann, both disciples 
of the rough hewn, don’t-mess-with-me 
school of blues shouting.

Aside from Joe’s weaving Crescent 
City clarinet style, more effective in 
obbligato and counterpoint than in free
wheeling solo, DeLay, Smith, and 
Brooks more than hold their own on 
respective horns. Smith, in particular, 
played a wonderfully relaxed lyrical 
solo on Armstrong’s Someday You’ll Be 
Sorry. DeLay’s horn is clean and open, 
wielded with considerable power and 
authority. Brooks plays a happy, romp
ing piano with force and humor 
aplenty.

Audience Reaction: Stomping and 
beery, with many a customer moved to 
holler happily.

Attitude of Performers: Good, chum
my mixers with the patrons, they make 
an appropriately gay-vested onstand 
presentation in true down home shirt
sleeve style.

Commercial Potential: His present 
tie-in with Lark Records, a new coast 
independent label, is already bearing 
fruit via a promising single of Yellow 
Bog. Upcoming LP’s will also assist 
should Joe decide to hit other cities. 
Right now, however, he’s happy to 
remain at the Lark club (record label 
and club are unrelated.)

Summary: With the two-beat crews 
doing much better gig wise than mod
ernists in the Los Angeles area, the 
Darensbourg Flyers need not worry 
about work. Musically, they’re a good, 
old-fashioned, cotton pickin’ boot in

t, buy 

ND

Bernard Peiffer
Personnel: Bernard Peiffer, piano; 

Chuck Andrus, bass; Al Beldini, drums.
Reviewed: Opening night of two- 

week booking at London House, Chi
cago.

Musical Evaluation: Several of the 
more learned hands in this so-called 
field of jazz criticism ha\e expressed 
considerable respect for Peiffer’^ key

board skill. At least one has said that 
admiration for Peiffer is next to clean
liness. As is often the case, there are 
observers on both sides of the fence. 
Peiffer’s most outspoken critics have 
acknowledged his mastery of the piano 
as an instrument, but deny his ability 
within the jazz realm. Some of the mo
tivation for this stand is founded in 
ethnocentric vigor—after all, how can 
a Frenchman play jazz, or how can he 
play it well? This point of view has 
.seemed to me to be somewhat absurd. 
Peiffer can and does play jazz with 
waimth and insight and expresses him
self with an impressive technical 
prowess.

Allow me to utilize this review, too, 
for taking a stand on the matter of 
“soul.”

I am in favor of it, whatever it is.
“Peiffer plays well, but he doesn’t 

play with soul,” some plebes have been 
known to say. Without resorting to a 
metaphysical diagnosis, let me say that 
I feel that Peiffer’s playing is the prod
uct of intense emotional involvement 
with keys of the piano, in terms of his 
own musical concepts and the decades 
of iazz tradition he has absorbed. 1 
find “heart” (watch out for these 
w'ords) in his playing, because I feel 
he is a part of what he is playing, in 
emotional and intellectual terms. He 
plays with honesty, despite any devia 
tions from the accepted playing stand
ards of the jazz lobbyists. There is a 
maturity inherent in his playing that 
makes some of the right hand explor
ers seem like Alice on the Barbary 
Coast. His playing makes listening a 
challenge, never a bore.

His opening night sets including an 
array of standards, including Somebody 
Loves Me, A Foggy Day, You Took 
Advantage of Me, and I Can’t Get 
Started. In addition, he played several 
blues and some jazz standards, includ
ing Jordu.

My apparent defense of his approach 
to thi piano above is not intended to 
be a blanket acceptance of him as a 
jazz performer. Rather, it was intended 
to suggest that such blanket acceptance 
or denial is foolish and basically un
fair. His flaws are evident.

On ballads, he can be. delicate, but 
often submits to a desire to create 
elaborate, heavy patterns. In express
ing emotional climaxes he may resort 
to percussive devices. Essentially, how
ever, he is inventive in a broad sense, 
with a desirable capacity for wit. He 
can create and sustain linear patterns 
on a sensibly constructed melodic se
quence and, thanks to his technical 
ability, can create intricately woven 
wholes. He errs at times, runs into 
obstacles, but when he succeeds his 
playing is inspired and inspiring.

Audience Reaction: The small audi
ence was reasonably attentive, con
sidering the lure of London House 
food, and appreciably responsive.

Attitude of Performers: Tired after 
a long auto ride from the east coast, 
Pe ffer, Andrus, and Beldini managed 
to keep smiling throughout the eve
ning. Onstand, they seemed eager and 
worked more as a trio than many so- 
called “trios” do. Offstand, they were

Down Brat
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Charles Mingus Quintet

get more of everything with Magnatone!

Handsome new cabinet designs, true 3 dimensional sound with shimmer-
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versary celebration: Mingus’ 15th in 
' There were fully as many jazz-

Discount to Dealers and Studios — packed 25 to a carton
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fans, 
table

jazz, 
men

good deal of humor.
Audience Reaction: Very warm. This 

was a somewhat nostalgic occas on, 
combining an opening with an anni

in the audience as there were 
and a huge cake dominated the 
surrounding the bandshtand. It 
(Continued on Page 53)

Personnel: Charles Mingus, leader, 
bass; Jimmy Knepper, trombone; Shafi 
Hadi (Curtis Porter), reeds; Horace 
Parlon, piano; Danny Richmond, 
drums.

Reviewed: Opening night at the Half 
Note, New York.

quite* willing to talk with members of 
the audience and mixed amiably.

Commercial Potential: Peiffer recent
ly switched from the EmArcy to Decca 
label. He hopes that on Decca he will 
be given the opportunity to record at 
frequent intervals, thereby acquiring 
more recognition than he has to date 
from a wider audience. He is a jazz 
pianist, in his own terms, and plans 
to concentrate on this field, w'orking 
clubs and concert dates to enhance his 
reputation. He has appeared as a classi
cal pianist, in recitals, but does not 
plan to do so for its own sake. He feels 
that any classical concert performance!, 
must be the product of intensive prepa
ration and he prefers, at this time, to 
concentrate on a career in jazz.

Summary: Peiffer is a pianist, well 
aware of the capabilities of the instru
ment. He has studied the language of 
jazz piano without becoming a mirrored 
image of any major pianist. He is a 
mature musician. With continued ex
perience in the jazz world, working 
with experienced, fluent jazzmen, hi 
could emerge as one of jazz’ outstand
ing spokesman.

Musical Evaluation: The Mingui- 
group is never less than impressive 
musically, and very often inspired and 
inspiring., Mingus’ basswork continues 
to be phenomenal. His control of thi 
instrument and the singing sound he 
gets out of it are u constant source 
of excitement.

But the group is up to its leader. 
Knepper, at this writing only recorded 
on a Vik collection (Trombone Scene), 
is a virile, probing, often boisterous 
voice. Hadi is fluid on tenor, and pun 
gent on alto.

Pianist Parlon is something else. Hi* 
has surmounted a seemingly impossible 
handicap to become a surprisingly flu
ent soloist, and a swinging group mem 
ber. With the use of his right hand 
limited to two fingers, he carries the 
bulk of his melodic and rhythmic work 
with his left hand, filling chords and 
runs with right hand comping. Hie 
style, too, is not limited to below mid 
die C as one might imagine for a pre 
dominantly left-handed pianist, but 
rather includes virtually all of th»- 
keyboard. His playing was firm and 
well-conceived.

Richmond’s support on drum- is fleet, 
and dynamically sure.

The Mingus program included a 
blowing Take the “A" Train; a prob 
ing Billy’s Bounce; a lovely Celia; and 
a fierce, episodic Tia Juana Table 
Dance, among others. There was sub
stance in the music, as well as a
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tapes
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _By Jack Tracy
Benny Goodman’s sextet, consisting 
of seven men, played the Blue Note 
in Chicago the summer of 1952, and 
there are still many people around 
those parts who recall that two-week 
engagement w-ith a warm satisfaction 
tinged with awe.

Night after night the group reached 
a peak of drive, excitement, and mu
sicianship that made that stay one of 
the real highlights of the Blue Note’s 
10-year history.

Benny had Terry Gibbs on vibes; 
Don Elliott doubling mellophone and 
trumpet and occasionally providing a 
house-breaking vibes duet with Gibbs; 
Jimmy Lyon, piano; Red Roberts, gui
tar; Sid Weiss, bass, and Morey Feld, 
drums. To the regret of many, Benny 
played only a couple of dates with the 
sextet, and never did go near a record
ing studio with it.

Recently, however, Goodman recalled 
that on at least one of the nights an 
engineer from Magnecord came by and 
set up some microphones to record the 
combo in a new-fangled process called 
stereo. The tapes were made, duly filed 
away, and everyone forgot about them 
until Goodman this fall remembered 
they’d been made and asked to hear 
them.

They were dug up, and so happy was 
Benny with the results that the firm 
gave him the master tapes. Goodman 
says they will be released shortly as 
a collectors item.

It promises to be an exciting release 
(perhaps the first in-person jazz stereo 
date ever done) and one well worth 
waiting for.

Take it from one who was there. * • •
When the name of Johnny Mercer 

comes up, I must admit to aa over
whelming prejudice. Not only do I 
think he is one of the greatest lyric
ists to ever pick up a pen, I also enjoy 
his informal, ingratiating manner of 
singing a song. Thus you will excuse 
me if I rave slightly about a new tape 
called Johnny Mercer Sings Just for 

I Fun in Stereo (Omegatape ST-7019).
Backed by the Paul Smith trio 

(which consists, naturally, of four 
men) and the Notables, a solidly in
tune vocal group that is firstrate, Mer
cer grins and groans his way through 
14 items, seven of which are his own 
tunes. Among those are an excellent 
Blues in the Night, an ebullient Ac
centuate the Positive, and a most 
charming Spring, Spring, Spring. I 
must confess to a previous disacquaint- 
ance with the latter, which has a clever 
set of lyrics in the Swinging on a Star 
vein. Love Is Just Around the Corner, 
Them There Eyes, a swinging Java 
Jive, and Hear Them Bells are among 
the other selections. Solidly recom
mended.

From the same firm come three other 
items of much interest—The Hi-Lo’s on 
Hand in Stereo (Omegatape ST-7016); 
The Art of Pepper (ST-7020); Zounds 
What Sounds (ST-2021). Backed by 
Frank Comstock’s band, the Hi-Lo’s 
charge with professional competence 
and zeal through such as Lulu’s Back 
in Town; You Must Have Been a 
Beautiful Baby; Mamselle; You Took
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a Sam Price item) and the 
is made obvious by lining up

die and 
“battle”

Boston — At the second annual 
Jazz for moderns concert, George 
Shearing said he was glad he 
wouldn’t be around when Al Hib
bler comes to Boston’s Storyville 
later this month.

“I get tired of leading that guy 
on and off the stage,” he said.

Advantage of Me; Indian Summer, and 
All I Do Is Dream of You. I am oc
casionally dismayed by their use of 
effects for effects’ sake alone, but it’s 
a good group, and one which is cap
tured beautifully in stereo.

The Pepper tape was released first 
as an LP on Intro Records and contains 
six tracks—Holiday Flight; Too Close 
for Comfort; Webb City; Begin the 
Beguine; Surf ride, and Body and Soul. 
Art is in good form and gets driving 
rhythmic support from Carl Perkins, 
piano; Ben Tucker, bass, and Chuck 
Flores, drums. Good sound quality, but 
you may find you’ll want to cut the 
volume slightly on the right hand 
speaker Pepper plays into.

Zounds is a tape produced by former 
Down Beat high fidelity columnists, 
Robert Oakes Jordan and Jim Cun
ningham. If you are one who likes to

Available wherever quality tape i» »old.
ORRadio Industries, Inc., Opelika, Alabama
Export M orhan Ex porting Cot p.. New York. N. Y. 
Canada' Atlat Radio Corp , Ltd., Toronto,Ontario

out of a pair of speakers, you should 
be properly gratified by this one. 
There’s a section of a revival meeting, 
a butterfly harp, some bagpipes on 
parade, a French barrel organ, and 
even a carillon. The recording is about 
as realistic as you can get.

On the jazz record review pages of 
this issue you’ll read Ralph J. Glea-

gives you better highs...better lows... 
better sound all around! Saves your tape 
recorder, too — because the Irish. ferro- 
sheen process results in smoother tape 
...tape that can’t sand down your mag
netic heads or shed oxide powder into your 
machine. Price? Same as ordinary tape!

Stewart, Bud Freeman, and J. C. Hig
ginbotham at the left mike, and Wil
liams, Coleman Hawkins, and Lawrence 
Brown at the right.

Somewhat of an imbalance is created 
on the ensembles, but it works well 
on the solos, the best of which come 
from Hawkins and Williams.

The explosive Art Blakey and the 
Jazz Messengers now can be heard bi
naurally -'n Elektra’s tape library (EL 
7-8 BN), produced and distributed by 
Livingston Audio Products. Called sim
ply The Jazz Messengers, the tape con
tains six tracks by Blakey, drums; 
Rill Hardman, trumpet; Jackie Mc
Lean, alto; Sam Dockery, piano and 
Spanky DeBrest, bass. Blakey’s Study 
in Rhythm will give you excellent op
portunity to try out your set’s response.

Same label has released The New 
York Jazz Quartet Goes Native (EL 
7-7 BN). Herbie Mann, flute; Mat 
Mathews, accordion; Joe Puma, guitar, 
and Whitey Mitchell, bass, are joined 
by bongo drummers Manuel Ramos and 
Teiji Ito. It’s a pleasant enough mix
ture of American and Latin sounds, 
with Mann performing exceedingly 
well.

(All tapes are reviewed on an Ampex 412 tape 
phonogra Ph. utilizing twe Ampex 620 speakers.)

/ Please send Cosmopolitan Excelsiola cata- « 
. log... show mg standard and electronic accor ) 

r dions including Van Damme and Magnantci 
/ models. '

Williams-Rex Stewart challenge issued 
by Jazztone Society. The session is also 
in release on stereo on Concert Hall 
Society (EX-40) and called Jazz at 
Stereoville. The recording job is much 
superior to their first jazz releases 
(Jimmy McPartland’s Down the Mid-

irish

irish

Here’s why you should use

irish

ferro-sheen 
recording

That’s not the reason 
why you should use

ferro-sheen 
recording
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6. Concert Hall
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17. Pentape

18. RCA Victor
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21 Stereophony
22. Stereotape

7. Concertapes
8 Contemporary
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Please send me full catalog information from 
companies whose numbers I have encircled.

23. Urania
24. Vanguard

15. National
16 Omegatape

Send to: 

Address.

9. HiFiTape
10. Jazztape
11. Jemo
12. Klipschtapi
13. Livingston

Dick Marx Quartet: Presenting Dick Marx 
Dukes of Dixieland
Jimmy Rushing Sings the Blues 
Vic Dickenson Septet 
Symphony for Glenn (Miller) 
Herb Geifer: That Geller Feller 
Nat (King) Cole: Love Is the Thing 
Kenton in Hi-Fi

mation, pleat« use the 
Ave. Chicago 16, III.

I. Alphatape
2. Audio Fidelity
3. A-V

George Shearing: Black Satin 
Jimmy McPartland: Down the Middle 
Cootie Williams and Rex Stewart: Jan at Stereoville 
Fred Kaz: Kai-Jaz
Shelly Manne & His Men: Swinging Sounds in Stereo 
Music to Listen to Barney Kessel By
The Curtis Counce Group
Shelly Manne & His Riends (Andre Previn & teroy Vin

negar): My Fair Lady
Art Pepper Meets the Rhythm Section 
Harry Zimmerman: Band with a Beat 
Paul Severson Quartet: Sounds-Crazy 
Red Norvo Quintet: It's New, It's Nice; It's Norvo 
Flem Ferguson: Dixieland 
Wilbur de Paris: Rampart Street Ramblers 
Paul Babarin & His "New' New Orleans Jazz Band 
Rusty Dedrick: Progressive Jan 
Barbara Carroll Trio
Sarah Vaughn: Great Songs from Hit Shows 
Pete Rugolo: Music for Hi-Fi Bugs 
Stereo Jazz Jivers Play Progressive 
Hi-Lo's in Hi-Fi
Oscar Moore
Johnny Mercer Sings: Just for Fun 
The Hi-Lo’s on Hand 
Muggsy Spanier: Dixieland 
Duke Ellington: Originals 
Joe Reisman: Party Night at Joe's 
Lena Horne at the Waldorf 
Eddie Heywood: Canadian Sunset 
Barney Kessel: The Ever-Lovin' Miss Lee 
Rosy McHargue
Gigi Gryce
Kenny Drew-Wilbur Ware: I Love Harold Arlen 
Kenny Dorham: Jan Contrasts
Doc Evans: Plays Dixie 
Page Cavanaugh and You 
Jack Millman: Jan Hystereo 
Phil Moody: Honky-Tonk in Stereo, Vol. I 
Jimmy Rushing: If This Ain't the Blues 
Buck Clayton: Buckin the Blues 
Rolf Kuhn: Streamline
Jimmy Rushing & Buck Clayton: The Blues

full color literature on portable 
recorders
brochure on tape components foi 
custom installation
Pentapes recorded tape catalog

THE COMPLETE PENTRON LINE 
IS NOW AVAILABLE STEREO- 

PHONICALLY (stacked, in-line sys
tem). Low in cost, first in performance.

PENTAPE RECORDED TAPES ARE 
IN STEREO TOO! ELLINGTON, 
MUGGSY SPANIER, CLARK TFRRY, 
MANY OTHERS.

782 S Tripp Avenue 
Chicago 24, Illinois

marian McPartland 
IN THE MIRROR

When she hears her swing
ing piano played back on a 
Pentron hi-fi tape recorder, 
Marian McPartland knows 
that the sounds she created 
are mirrored exactly by the 
Pentron.
Pentron is best in its price 
class, bar none! Its reputa
tion has been built on su
perb performance and fine 
engineering.
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Bini Shnnk
after one hearing I bought it right 
away.

"Y’know, Chuck Flores was so gassed

Zone State

Besides music and his wife, Lynn, 
the most important interest in Bud 
Shank’s life is auto racing.

How this avocation correlates with 
high fidelity sound reproduction is im
mediately apparent on the most cursory 
glance around the studio nf his San 
Fernando Valley home. Scattered in 
colorful disarray—on shelves, against 
walls and in boxes—is a goodly selec
tion of LP albums on which are im
mortally etched the zooms, harrumphs, 
md assorted snarls of sport car races.

Bud himself is an avid participant in 
such free-wheeling events His fire
engine-red Jaguai is u familiar streak 
along most California racing strips 
when he is not recording for World
Pacific Records (Pacific Jazz) or dash
ing to a club gig of an evening.

AT HOME, however, Bud’s vectorial 
velocity is vicariously confined to the 
long play record. Partly to this end, his 
high fidelity components are mercilessly 
exploited.

The well-worked nucleus of Bud’s 
system is a workmanlike and versatile 
Califone unit model 16VP2-5. This con
sists of portable turntable and 12-inch 
speaker. Built into the turntable unit 
is a small amplifier, hooked up so it 
can be optionally switched off, enabling 
records to be played through a larger 
10-watt Newcomb. The Newcomb ampli
fier is housed with a Harman-Kardon 
AM FM tuner behind a plain but hand
some homemade cabinet constructed of 
pegboard front and shelves for top 
and bottom.

On the top shelf, separated from the 
Califone unit by a Revere tape re
corder, is a model T Garrard manual 
turn table.

“Never felt too much need for a 
changer before,” Shank said, “but now 
that I have two manual tables I really 
want one badly. You can’t beat the 
convenience of a changer. Of course, 
you don’t have one hundred percent as
surance that the table speed is right 
on the button; but then if I think it’s 
revolving slower or faster than it 
should, I play the record on my Cali
fone where I can regulate the speed.”

THE TAPE RECORDER, says 
Shank, is “. . . a valuable tool for 
working. Particularly when I’m prac
ticing flute.” He waved a hand toward 
a music stand in the corner on which 
rested a slim manuscript book titled 
H Exercises for Flute, and continued 
“I don’t have professional mike equip
ment or anything, but it’s- really not 
necessary fnr my purposes.”

On the floor of the spacious living 
room, w’ith its California picture win
dow, rests the second speaker in 
Shank’s system. A 12-inch Electrovmce 
co-axial job, it is housed in an RJ 
bass-reflex cabinet enclosure. Both the 
Electrovoice in the living room and the 
Califone in the studio are connected 
foi simultaneous playing.

His Califone portable unit merits 
Hud’s unqualified praise. "When I’m on 
the road,” he says, “it’s just a gas. 
It packs up into two convenient cases 
and you can lug it anywhere.

‘‘When the quartet was back east, 
< salesman for the company came by 
the club where we were working and 

by it that when we got back to Los 
Angeles, he went out and bought one, 
too.”

HOWEVER, for many recordings 
Bud finds the Califone amplifiei in
adequate. “It chops both top and bot
tom off the sound. But when I want to 
check sound on a 1 ecord, I just switch 
to the bigger amp.”

Interested in the rumblings and aural 
excitement of auto races as he ¡s, 
Shank considers himself a potential 
stereophonic tape customer.

“The first stereo tape I’ll get,” he 
says with a grin, “is the one they made 
at the Pomona race some time ago. 
I’m in that race, you know. That’s my 
Jag you hear—somewhere in the mid
dle Come to think of it,” his grin 
broadening, "it’s my favorite record

now . . . your 1958 down beat 
annuals

MUSIC *58 really wraps up the year in music for you, 
in one bright package. Keep informed with the DOWN 
BEAT staffers as they review jazz, popular music, 
movies, radio-tv, classics and high fidelity... and select 
the best in records, photographs, and even poetry.
As always this annual is a must for your reference 
shelf. Order the music annual that is most used by 
disc jockeys, columnists, librarians for “everything in 
the world about the world of music.”

JAZZ RECORD REVIEWS—Vol. II brings you all the 
jazz records as reviewed in DOWN BEAT during 1957 
plus jazz reissues, all jazz record companies with ad
dresses. More than 250 pages of authoritative and pro
vocative record reviews. If you buy records at all, you 
can’t be without this guide for better buying. Last 
year’s printing sold out, so please reserve your copy 
now. We can only print 25,000.

rami COUNTRY & WESTERN JAMBOREE 1958 YEAR 
BOOK is alive writh news of country and western style 
music and its increasing importance in the musical 
world.
This unique annual lists all major country and western 
artists, their recording affiliations, their managers and 
agents, the parks and ballrooms they play and the in
struments they use.
Whether you buy or book talent or simply delight in 
down-to-earth country and western music, you’ll want 
the COUNTRY & WESTERN JAMBOREE 1958 YEAR 
BOOK. Priced at only $1.00 ... You’ll find it’s worth a 
great deal more!

Fill in and mail thin coupon today!

MAHER PUBLICATIONS, 2001 Calumet Avenue, Chicago 16. III.
reserve for me a copy of each Annual I'vu checked below Because 
this an advance order I understand that my annual (s) will be mailed 
to mo (postage paid) on or before 12/31/57

□ Music 58 ($1.001
□ Jets Record Review«—Vol. II ($1.00)
□ Couotry & Western Jamboree 1750 Year Book ($1.00)



ON DRUMSMAN By John Tynan

KENNY

CLARKE
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Sole Manufacturers I4L West 49th St., New York City 19

Higher Tones • Increased Endurance 
Amazing Brilliance and Power.

Swears by “that great Gretsch sound”...calls Gretsch looks 
“terrific.” Own “Name Band” outfit finished in Sparkle Silver.

See for yourself why so many jazz “greats” own Gretsch 
Broadkaster drums — try them at your dealer’s. Big Gretsch drum 

catalog shows many outfits in color — write for free copy today.

Estimates for engraving 
and printing gladly furnished • Any publisher our 

reference • Highest rated in the United States

“Cab’s role,” came the reply, “is 
strictly character. He’s the unscrupu
lous saloonkeeper who cheats Handy 
out of his rights to a great song by 
slipping him $50 to tide Will over lean 
times.

“St. Louis Blues is not straight bi
ography, but we tried to make it be
lievable. Will Handy never did write

Fer: Trumpet • Ccrnet • Trombone 
Baritone

For Complete Particulars write

JOHN PARDUBA & SON

Long-time great, is top 
jazz “name” in Paris... 

demanded for record dates in 
rg New York... fronts own Quartet in
■ France with his Gretsch Broadkaster drums.

Real Swinger— is one of foremost originators of modern school... 
grouped with Thelonius Monk. Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker. 

Style recognized for driving beat, imaginative fill-ins... uses 
bass drum for punctuation — left hand independents.

Screen scene: With shooting com
pleted on Robert Smith’s Paramount 
production of St. Louis Blues, things 
are relatively quiet tn the Smithville 
corner of the Marathon street lot.

“In this business you’ve got to have 
the endurance of Rocky Marciano,” the 
producer said woefully. “We started 
shooting the Handy picture on a three- 
week schedule. Before we were through 
everybody wras working overtime every 
night for a month.”

He spread his hands eloquently. “Un
avoidable, of course. It was simply a 
question of planning your work to coin
cide with the outside committments of 
the principals. But, ah, there was the 
>ub. When one was free, somebody else 
had to fly to New York, Chicago, or 
where-have-you. Pearl Bailey, for ex
ample, found herself commuting daily 
from Las Vegas. Poor Pearl, what a 
rough schedule. Wonder when she found 
time to sleep? On the plane, I guess.”

WE STROLLED across to one of the 
soundstages bearing a LP dub of the 
songs on the St. Louis soundtrack.

“Think you’ll enjoy this,” said Smith, 
tapping W’ith his forefinger the record 
envelope. “We all feel pretty satisfied, 
fulfilled in a sense, with the way the 
music turned out. Of course, Nelson 
Riddle is a most talented musician. His 
scoring is fresh, exciting. And the fel
lows in the small jazz group came 
through wonderfully, really injected 
authenticity into then’ work.

“Mark,” said he to the technician 
who presided over a well-worn play
back machine, “spin this for us, will 
you?”

We settled down at a table, ignited 
some tobacco, and listened to the 13 
tracks of Handy’s songs sung by Nat 
Cole, Eartha Kitt, Pearl Bailey, Ella 
Fitzgerald, and Mahalia Jackson.

IT BECAME readily apparent that 
the oldie, Careless Love, was destined 
to become one of the big hits. Eartha 
Kitt, in her quavering, antique china 
voice, first did the number solo; on an
other track was joined by Cole. (We 
could almost see the collective gleam 
in the eyes of an army of hungry a&’ 
men as they hastened to rush through 
pressing plants a score of Can less 
Loves, variously mangled by their re
spective record “names.”)

Beale Street, too, registered heavily. 
Both Cole and Fitzgerald accorded the 
old melody treatment in keeping with 
their distinctive styles. Ella’s sounded 
more convincing. We silently predicted 
a single of the song on the Verve label.

When the playback was done we 
wonderingly inquired, “Rut where’s Cab 
Calloway? Doesn’t he get to sing even 
one number?”

PARDUBA DOUBLE-CUP 
Trade Mark 

THE ENTIRELY NEW TYPE 

MOUTHPIECE 
USED BY 

HARRY JAMES

I \| H The FRED GRETSCH Mfg. Co., Dept. OBi27 
MllLIUUH 60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11. N.Y.
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Check the quality features of the new 
Ludwig line of Flat Base Stands. Their 
modern design permits more compact 
set up than ever before. Fabricated 
from top-quality steel and brilliantly 
chrome plated, they offer the maximum 
of service and dependability.

JEE YOUK LUDWIG DEALiK rODAYl
LUDWIG DRUM CO.

TV
1228 N DAMEN AVI * CHICAGO 47 HHNOÜ

Newest Rhythm 
Sensation!

The Boombass!

A real musical 
rhythm 

instrument

Takes no skill 
or experience 

to play!

Great for 
dances and 

parties

*3995
DELIVERED

THE BOOMBASS CO.

Chicago 11. III.

a song to commemorate his being 
gypped, I guess.”* * *

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts 
and Sciences has taken another step J 
in streamlining its procedures for de
termining Oscar winners. Among the 
categories revamped by the Board of 
Governors is the music classification. 
In previous years awards for music 
achievement in motion pictures were 
divided into three classifications: “Best 
scoring of a musical picture;” "Best 
music score of a dramatic or comedy 
picture;” “Best song first used in an 
eligible picture." Until the Board de
cides to make public its decisions, read
ers may amuse themselves with their 
own revisions of established practice. 
How about helping out the harried 
Academy? If you nave any improve
ments to suggest, let’s hear from you.

Film Review
Jamboree (Warner Brothers) is a 

show biz boy-meets-girl, boy-loses-girl, 
boy-gets-girl film, spiced with the ap
pearance of more than a dozen disc 
jockeys and record artists from the 
rock ’n’ roll field.

Count Basie’s band makes a brief 
appearance in the climactic scene, set 
at the annual Music Operators of 
America convention, at which several 
of the rock ’n’ rollers are also pre
sented. Joe Williams has a tune with 
the Basie band, and the whole band 
plays a half chorus of One O’clock 
Jump.

Basically, the story weaves around 
Honey Wynn (Freda Holloway) and 
Pete Porter (Paul Carr), who become 
a singing team and sweep the country. 
Through the machinations of Pete’s 
manager, played by Kay Medford, and 
her ex-husband (who is Honey’s man
ager), played by Robert Pastene, the 
singing duo breaks up. Pete goes on 
to fame and a European tour, while 
Honey flops on single after single.

Meanwhile, a telethon with some 
rock ’n’ roll people is rung in, more 
rock ’n’ rollers appear at the various 
European spots where Pete is playing, 
and disc jockeys meet the couple, as 
well as each, all through the picture.

Among the groups and soloists in the 
picture are the Four Coins, Carl Per
kins, Jimmy Bowen, Buddy Knox, and 
many more, one of whom was a left
handed guitarist.

Miss Holloway, a quite pretty girl, 
sings with a voice and inflection quite 
like Teresa Brewer, but with a good 
deal of her own sound. Carr’s voice is 
low and soft-edged. Both were rather 
wooden in their roles.

On the whole, the film is rathei1 
bland. It sets up the one-shot appear
ances by the contributing artists in 
recording studios, TV shorts, stage 
presentations, and weaves the thin love 
story through.

If the contributing groups and solo
ists are as popular with the teenagers 
as the record sales figures indicate, it 
should be easy sledding for the picture. 
Jazz fans will have to sit through a 
seemingly endless succession of gui
tarists and vocal quartets for brief 
glimpses of Basie, and a bit of back
ground music by the band running be
hind dialogue.

—dom
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By George Hoefer

6 mil

MUSICIANS!!
Xmas Gift

1928-’29 with Red Nichols Pennies,>ng
orchestra,

BANJO 
G CLEF
HARF

and miscellaneous band

Classic Guitar Tutor by Laurindo Al
meida. A complete Method. Three 
courses in one book. $5.00

THE NEW SOUND IN CYMBALS

Drummer Baby Dodds once told the 
writer his fondest memory of “river
boat days” was the beautiful sound 
made by the mellophone, as playea by 
Dave Jones, out on the open river The 
band that included Jones and Dodds, tu 
well as young Louis Armstrong, was 
under the direction of the late Fate 
Marable and came up the Mississippi 
on the S.S. Sidney in 1918.

The mellophone is a rare musical in
strument that you won’t find defined in 
the dictionary. The word “mellophone'’ 
is a synonym for tenor horn or tenor 
cornophone. This brass “vocal horn” 
was invented by Besson of France 
around 1900 and belongs to the sax 
horn and fiugelhorn family. It uses a 
cup-shaped mouthpiece and was de
signed to resemble a French horn.

Don Elliott, modern all-around musi 
cian, and Dick Cary, Dixieland jazz pi
anist, both seem to get considerable 
satisfaction from their work on the 
mellophone. The -inly other musician 
who comes to mind is jazz pioneer 
Dudley Fosdick, who passed away with 
a sudden heart attack last June in New 
York City. Dudley .F osdick belonged to 
the Red Nichols-Miff Mole recording 
group of the mid '20s.

MELLOPHONIST FOSDICK was 
born in 1902 at Liberty, Ind., a small 
town near the Ohio border and a few 
miles south of Richmond, where Gen- 
nett Records were made. His brother 
Gene was also a musician, and Dudley’s 
first recordings were made with Geno 
Fosdick’s Hoosiers The band was ac 
tually the Original Memphis Five of 
the early ’20s, with Gene and Dudley 
added. Gene for many years has con
ducted a successful furniture business 
back in Liberty, but Dudley has been a 
lifelong musician.

Dudley was educated at Northwest
ern university and Columbia university, 
and it was probably while in New York 
attending Columbia that he first started 
to play with the Nichols crowd. Around 
1923, Red got his first chance to or
ganize and lead his own band at the 
Pelham Health inn which, according to 
Woody Backensto. included Joe Venuti 
and mellophonist Fosdick.

A short time later Fosdick joined an 
early Ted Weems band and recorded 
with them. One of Dudley's close per
sonal friends George W. Kay advises 
that on Weem’s Big Boy (Victor) Fos 
dick takes a chorus with his big bell 
in a hat and derived a peculiar “buzzy” 
effect that caused quite a stir among 
musicians around New York in 1924.

He did quite a lot of recording dur-duction, of Instrument* on cuff ♦ie bar Beautiful Mother of Pearl trimmed with silver

PIANO 
ACCORDION 
SAX 
GUITAR

ORIGINAL
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

DRUMS 
I TRUMPET

VIOLIN 
FRENCH HORN 

(Sorry, no C.O.D.'s)

titles, as well as with Miff Mole’s M< >1- 
ers und the Louisiana Rhythm Kings. 
He also made one «late with the Ben 
Pollack boys including McPartland, Ed
die Lang, Harry Goodman, and Ben 
himself. This was the Irving Mills 
Hotsy Totsy Gang Brunswick of Diga 
Diga Doo.

During recent years Fosdick has 
played in radio studios, maintained his 
1 wn studio at Carnegie hall, and was 
director, department of modern music, 
Roerich Academy of Arts.

23 Originals — composed, arranged 
and as recorded by Mulligan. Now in 
one big book. Play in the style of our 
times. Only $2.00
27 Originals by Jimmy Giuffre for 
small combos by this new sensation. 
Real progressive Jazz. Get with the 
new sounds. Only $2.00

4 NEW WORLD OF SOUND IS YOURS 
GERRY MULLIGAN'S SKETCH-ORES 
JIMMY GIUFFRE'S SKETCH-ORES
«

$18.75
Fine full-bodied all-year-round re yon gaberdines, 
with black collars. Fully lined. Size* 34 Io 50 up. 
long* end regular*. Smart, cool, good looking, end 
long wearing.

Guaranteed against more than 1% shrinkage 
r»A| ADC, Royal Blue, Powder Blue, Grey, 

Gold, Ru»t, Lime, Beige, etc.

We have outfitted fine band* all over the U.S.A. 
Seti*fection guarenteedl

Also PLAIDS—$18.75 * TUX PANTS—$10.00Ti ^ree samPÍe materials sent on request
752 Broadway, Now York 3, N.Y. 

TOWNCRAFT CLOTHES Telephone: GRamercy 7-7652

$7.50
Complete «et, including tax and 

Money back guarantee.

SENSATIONAL NEWS FOR 
SMALL COMBOS

SHAWL COLLAR JACKETS

PACIFIC MUSIC SUPPLY CO
S SANTEE ST LOS ANGELES IS

HALL DRUM CO.
315 DECATUR ST NEW ORLEANS 16

SEE YOUR DEALER 
or write to the distributors :
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THE H. N WHITE CO. 
5225 SUPERIOR AVE. 
CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

WESTLAKE COLLEGE OF MUSIC
7190 Saese* Blvd., Hollywood 4L Cal. 18121257

TERMINAL
MUSICAL SUPPLY. Inc. 

Dept. DB, 113 W. *8 St., M. Y. 36, N. Y.
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Congratulates DOWN BEAT 
for recognizing the importance of 
School Dance Bands to the future 

of American Music.

Send 25c for completo Sample Kit 
of Muaicrite and Tran trite.

LAKE SPECIALTY COMPANY
S200 WEST 130th ST, CIEVELAND 30, OHIO

THE GHOST DRUM PEDAL 
now being sold direct

Price $24.95 plus shipping
Louie Bellson wood beaters $2.95
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• Musical Supplies

Sunday sessions from 3:30 to 7 p.m. 
Nov. 17, with $1 admission and no 
minimum . . . Julian (Cannonball) Ad
derley joined Miles Davis on the Music 
for Modern» tour in Chicago . . - Vic
tor will release the quartet records cut 
by Tony Scott in Sweden, and which 
Scott terms “the best things I’ve ever 
done.” . . . Red Rodney, Oscar Petti
ford. and Sahib Shihah with rhythm 
section at the Five Spot for two early 
November weeks . . . Teo Macero and 
his compositions were presented at Car
negie recital hall Nov. 9. with Lou 
Mucci, Art Farmer, Eddie Bert, Don 
Butterfield, Tony Cascella, Jerry Segal. 
Addison Farmer, Cal Lampley, and 
Bob Hammer among participants.

Chicago
JAZZ, CHICAGO-STYLE: The unique 

sounds and fury of Slim Gaillard and 
cohorts, plus the boppish sounds of 
Leon Sash’s quartet, are tilling the 
Blue Note . . . Mary Lou Williams and 
Oscar Pettiford will head the groups 
at the Note beginning Dec. 11, with 
Duke Ellington returning Dec. 20 for 
two weeks. Carmen McRae and Max 
Roach are set to begin 1958 at the 
Note, opening Jan. 2 for two weeks 
. . . Dorothy Donegan is treating the 
piano with ambivalence at the London 
House. She’ll be followed, on Jan. 1 
by Ralph Sutton, who remembers how- 
jazz piano was played way back when. 
Jonah Jones’ group succeeds Sutton and 
will be in complete control until Car
men Cavallaro begins improvising at 
the London House on Feb. 19 for four 
weeks. Ed Higgins trio continues un 
Monday and Tuesday at the London 
House.

Sylvia Syms and Gene Baylos are at 
Mister Kelly’s. On Dec. 9 the inimitable 
Mort Sahl, an unfriendly philosopher, 
and singer Helen Merrill arrive at Kel
ly’s for a two-week stay. Sahl contin
ues, for two more weeks, with singer 
Teddi King, who opens Dec. 23. Comic 
George Mattson and the singing Smith 
Twin» will be at Kelly’s for four weeks, 
beginning Jan. 6. Dick Marx and John
ny Frigo recently celebrated their first 
anniversary as Kelly’s Monday-Tuesday 
regular instrumental group. Drummer 
Jerry Slosberg has joined them to 
make it a threesome . . ■ Georg Brunis 
and his Dixieland coworkers are filling 
the Preview lounge . . . Dixieland con
tinues to rule, too, at the Red Arrow 
in Stickney, the 1111 club on Bryn 
Mawr, and Jazz Ltd. . . . Louis Jordan 
is winding up a two week stay at 
Robert’s . . . The MJT Plus Three, two 
horns and rhythm section, are at the 
Sutherland lounge . . . Ramsey Lewis’ 
trio is at the Cloister Inn Friday 
through Tuesday. The group recently 
cut its second Argo LP. Pat Moran’s 
quartet, with Be> Kelly on vocals, is 
at the Cloister on a Wednesday through 
Sunday basis.

Gene Esposito’-* trio and singer Lee 
Loving continue at Chinaco’s for Sun
day afternoon (4 to 9 pm.) sessions 
. . . Eddie Baker, on Monday and Tues
day, and Bill Huff, on duty the rest of 
the week, occupy the Easy Street piano 
. . . Eddie Petan’o trio is at the Unique 
lounge . . . The northside Scene has

WESTLAKE COLLEGE GRAD
BILL HOLMAN WAXES LP

Coral Record! just cut an LP oi BILL 
HOLMAN and h>s band. Bill learned to 
spell chords storting et Westlake College, 
loomed oer method ot Westleke also used 
by Billy Mey. Within 30 days of Westleke 
graduation, Holmen got first chance to 
ploy in big-nemo bends with Barnett end 
later Kenton
Deily bond end combo, vocal training in
cluded in Westleke course. 2 yr. diploma 
& 4 yr. degree courses. Dorm. Appr. for 
Vets, too.

Charlie Ventura plays with 
‘the Confidence of Kings'

bill russo 
composer-arranger for stan kenton 
offering e correspondence course 

writing for the ¡azz
orchestra

• complete basic course
• advanced material also 

available
teaching privately elso

38 w. tenth avenue
new yerk city
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,o hot Jy

removed a wall or two and expanded 
its seating capacity. Sandy Mosse and 
Eddie Higgins are among the jazzmen 
featured on weekends.

GIRL SINGER DEPT.: Helen Merrill 
is set to cut an At Mister Kelly’s LP 
during her upcoming stay at that club 
. . . Carol Coleman, one of Duluth’s 
gifts to music, has joined the staff of 
WBBM, the CBS outlet here . . . Shir
ley Forwood, who opened at the south
west side’s Casino Cafe of Tomorrow 
recently, recorded a single for Fra
ternity, coupling Take My Heart and 
Two Ways.

ADDED NOTES: Jerry Lewis, fresh 
from his most recent assault on the 
television audience, arrives at the Chez 
Paree on Dec. 3 . . . Anne Jeffreys 
and husband Bob Sterling are heading 
the Empire room bill; they opened Nov.

Fs

ue

Ratet."

TOP

27 for a four week stay . . . Robert 
Clary is at the Black Orchid, with 
Johnny Mathis and Irwin Corey follow
ing for nine days on Dec. 3. Plans for 
a Lili St. Cyr-Herb Jefferies booking 
at the Orchid were postponed indefi
nitely, with Joey Bishop being set for 
the Dec. 27, two-week slot . . . Mary 
O’Hara is at the Gate of Horn . . . 
Dan Belloc and band continues on Sun
day evenings at the Crystal ballroom 
of the Edgewater Beach hotel.

Hollywood
JAZZNOTES: Here’s a note to the 

character who called Local 47 with the 
slanderous charge that drummer Roy 
Harte intended charging the public ad
mission to his planned monthly sessions 
at Drum City: You may have scotched 
the scene for a while, dad, BUT . . .

Hr

dou*»’' dr»»"""
"on-“”’0

LLOYD MORALES
B*» Brown Orch.)

jperc«***°" “ -, outdoor.  

everybody knows who you are!
Bobby Brookmeyer is expected on 

the coast with his new quintet in th« 
near future . . . Marvin Jenkins, tenor, 
is leading a wailing quartet at the 
Spigot in Santa Barbara. Personnel 
on the already two-month-old gig ¡g 
Sid Levy, alto; Dick Brandt, bass, and 
Stan Popper, drums.

NITERY NOTES: The Sunset Strip 
came back to life this month, with 
Ella Fitzgerald at the Mocambo, the 
Mary Kaye trio and Dave Pell octet at 
the Crescendo, and Frances Faye plus 
Shelly Manne’s Men upstairs at the 
Interlude.

Maynard Sloate brought the Red 
Norvo trio plus comic Joey Carter to 
his new Avant Garde. Illness cut short 
Billie Holiday's stay at the steakery. 
Sloate has innovated a Tuesday eve 
program called B. Mitchell Reed’s Rec
ord Night, in a tie-in with local disc- 
eries. First to be featured was Mode’s 
Doris Drew and the Marty Paich group.

The Eastern Jazz quartet, led by 
vibist Walt Dickerson, has found a 
weekend haven at the Club Cosmo on 
Adams at Western . . . Mel Torme is 
currently at the Crescendo . . . Jerry 
Mandel moved into tha piano chair with 
T. Riley’s Inn-Keepers at the Hermosa 
Inn. The Inn-mates play offnights 
(Mondays) at the Beverly Cavern . . . 
Billy Daniels bows at Frank Senne«' 
Moulin Rouge Dec. 3 for three weeks, 
followed by Vic Damone on Christmas 
night. Sammy Davis opens in the Sun
set Cave sometime in February.

Here’s a sample of weekend fare 
offered at the east L. A. Digger during 
November: Joe Maini and Jack Sheldon. 
Nov. N and 9; Red Mitchell and Harold 
Land, 15 and 16; Long Beach State 
college’s Jazz Contemporaries, 22 and 
23, and Jimmy Rowles the 29th and 
30th ... At Happy Koomer’s 400 club, 
the Rosy McHargue band includes two- 
beaters Bill Dods, piano/tuba; Chuck 
Wilson, trombone; Spencer Quinn.
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with Eddie Bergman’s Statler Terrace 
room ork lends ■ TD-like aura to those 
danceable ballads he’s featured on.

W AXED NOTES: Elmo Hope is cut
ting an album for World-Pacific (Pa
cific Jazz) with Rolf Ericson, trumpet; 
Harold Land, tenor; Leroy Vinnegar, 
bass, and drummer Frank Butler. Hope 
is doing al] the writing . . . Verve’s 
just-waxed Tribute to Benny Goodman, 
under the natural leadership of Buddy 
DeFranco, also includes Georgie Auld, 
tenor; Don Fagerquist, trumpet; Lar
ry Bunker and Victor Feldman, vibes; 
Carl Perkins, piano; Leroy Vinnegar. 
bass, and Stan Levey-Bob Neel, drums. 
Similar lineup under DeFranco also cut 
a Tribute to Artie Shaw. Next week 
Tony Scott? . . . Mode is recording a 
date led by pianist Ronnie Ball which 
includes tenor man Warne Marsh; Rolf 
Ericson, trumpet; Red Mitchell, bass; 
Don Overberg, guitar, and Stan Levey, 
drums . . . Rich Vaughan’s HI-FI Rec
ords, known hitherto as primarily an 
organ label, has released Jazz Erotica, 
with Richie Kamuca, tenor; Conte Can-
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San Francisco
Brew Moore and trumpeter Dickie 

Mills took a band into the Jazz Show
case on Market St. in early November, 
splitting sets with a traditional group 
led by trumpeter Bob Hodes and fea
turing trmobonist Bill Bardin and 
drummer Bill Dart . . . Irving Granz. 
brings Ella Fitzgerald, Gerry Mulligan, 
Dave Brubeck, and Cai Tjader in for a 
concert Nov. 30... Pianist Burt Bales 
brought Marty Marsala’s Dixiecrew to 
Carmel for a concert Nov. 17 with blues 
singer Jesse Fuller as guest . . . Pianist 
Don Ewell did a series of live concert 
broadcasts for Phil Elwood and FM
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Washington, D.C.
Billy Johnson, local children’s show 

TV personality, took a big band into 
the Cairo hotel for Friday night dances. 
The book is by Jazzmen Bill Potts and 
Eddie Dimond, and the band is laced 
with such locally based musicians as 
Earl and Rob Swope and Jack Nimitz. 
Buddy Rowell’s mambo band is playing 
the same spot Saturday nights . . . 
Dick Haymes drew very well in a late 
October week at the Lotus, making the 
club’s bow in big-name acts . . . Horace 
Silver and his trio preached for a week 
at the 2011 club in the Dunbar hotel 
. . . The Merryland club gave up jazz 
and followed the almost universal 
nitery trend here to strippers . . . 
Angelo Tompros, a Getzian tenorman, 
joined Charlie Byrd’s trio at the Show
boat . . . There is no truth to the 
rumor that Ezra Pound will leave St. 
Elizabeth’s hospital here to read his 
poetry with Will Alger’s Salt City Five

It’s so pleasant, so easy, so economical to wish

your friends a musical Merry Christmas with

DOWN BEAT. After the first one-vear sub-

scription at $7 (which can be your own, new or

Everyone interested in the exciting world of music wil

welcome a Gift Subscription to DOWN BEAT. And bi

weekly issues of DOWN BEAT will serve as a year
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Toronto
The Town Tavern booked Moe Koff- 

man. Bud Freeman, and Billy Taylor 
in recent weeks . . . Fran Warren 
worked the Imperial room for an ex
tended engagement . . . The popular 
Jack Kane Summertime ’57 TV show 
featuring a big swinging studio band 
recently started its winter series under 
the title of Music Makers *58 . . . Phil 
MacKellar presented his annual Jazz 
for Moderns at Massey Hall in Novem
ber .. . The Traditional Jazz club of 
Toronto gave a successful concert fea
turing Mike White at the Museum 
theater also in November . . . The 
Famous Door has discontinued its jazz 
policy. This leaves only one club book
ing jazz regularly.

—roger feather

Mingus Review
(Continued from Page 42) 

was apparent, from the attention the 
group received in this small, cheery 
room, that the music was getting across. 
A tribute printed in the Village Voice 
newspaper was read, and Jean Shep
herd was on hand to improvise verbally 
on the theme, The Clown, as in the 
recent Mingus Atlantic LP.

Attitude of Performers: Mingus, par
ticularly, was enthused because Half 
Note owner Mike Canterino eventually 
hopes to install poets in an experiment 
similar to those conducted in San

December 12. 1957
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A MILLION THANKS TO ALL THE MU
SICIANS WHO DONATED THEIR TIME 
AND TALENT IN THE RECENT WEATHER 
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Exclusive Photo»

BANDS IN ACTION
Action pictures of all name leaders, mu
sicians, vo-alists, also Rock ’n’ Roll Artists 
Guaranteec to plea»e 60c each: 4 for $1.00.

ARSENE STUDIOS
756— 7th Avenue, N. Y., N. Y.

BLACKHAWK
200 Hyde St., San Francisco Calif

JOE DARENSBOURG $ ALL STAR BAND 
New Orleans Dixieland 

at tha 
LARK

Monday thro Saturday—Dancing every nigh« 
3624 W 3rd St at Catalina DUnkirk J 1021

NAPPT LAMARE—RAY BAUDUC
•nd their

Riverboat Dandies Dixieland Sestet 
BEVERLY CAVERNS 
>even nights • week

FIREHOUSE FIVE PLUS 2—«eery Frl. nit« 
4?N Beverly Blvd. NOrmandy 2-6035

HOWARD RUMSEY'S 
Lighthouse All-$tars 
THE LIGHTHOUSE 

Hermosa Roach 
Top Modern Jazz Names in Concert

A Fresh Sounc In Dizielend by 
T. RILEY 

and
THE SAINTS

Francisco. The bassist also apparently 
enjoyed the confines of the room, which 
permit the band to be heard without 
amplification (although it was avail
able) in any corner.

As usual, Charlie was witty and per
sonable as MC.

Commercial Potential: The group 
■swings, th» re’s no doubting that, hi 
Knepper, Mingus has one of the bud
ding new voices on trombone. In th,e 
group he has a well-knit quintet of 
musicians who mostly succeed in what 
they attempt. The balance of the set 
caught included the experimental, the 
blowing pieces, a ballad, a standard; 
and some superb solo work.

Summary: The Mingus quintet, 
through recordings, should be a pre
sold product to those familiar with it. 
There is much, too, for those who 
haven’t yet heard it or who have shied 
away because it might be far out. 
There is no denying musicianship and 
stimulation. This group doesn’t -tand 
still.

(Continued from Page 19) 
try and art, yet the cultural approach 
to music education generally chooses to 
ignore this important form of Amer
ican music—the only real American 
music.

The professorial pedagogue who sar
donically views all jazz as “inconse
quential” and “banal” should look more 
closely at his own curriculum which 
includes a study of troubadour-trou- 
vere chansons and “goliard” songs of 
the Middle Ages. It is a well know’n 
fact that goliard texts are frequently 
too obscene to print, yet these “com
positions” are dignified with a place 
in music history courses while the only 
idiomatic American contribution, jazz, 
is totally ignored.

No serious student should be misled 
by the shallow observations of music 
“critics” who regard jazz as being of 
no consequence to the music of our 
time. Rememer that Brahms, in his 
day, was termed “an incomprehensible 
terror (!), a self-inflated mediocrity”; 
and Wagner was called “a man of no 
talent,” his Lohengrin referred to as 
“an incoherent mass of rubbish, with 
no more real pretension to be called 
music than the jangling and clashing 
of gongs.”

The inescapable fact is that a large 
percentage of the money earned in 
professional music is earned in the 
field of jazz, and the study of this 
idiom must eventually be recognized 
as absolutely essential to the curricu
lum of every open-minded and progres
sive school.

A scholarly background in the liberal 
arts field is undoubtedly of value to 
many, but to the student contemplating 
a career as a professional musician, 
professional training is vital. Let the 
career-minded music student first de
termine his ultimate goal and then 
undertake the type of training—cul
tural or professional—which will lead 
him most directly to it.

(Continued from Page 21)
were experimenting with plastic. Many 
have tried through the years. Recently, 
however, everybody in the drum field 
has been working to develop a head 
that would sound right on a drum, yet 
not have the weaknesses of calfskin. At 
one time, some experimenters tried 
making heads out of thin sheets of 
brass tacked to a wood hoop. They’ve 
tried all kinds of fabiics. They treated 
material’ with a plastic ‘dope’ which 
chipped off after striking; tried im
pregnating a calf head with a water 

hold up under extremes of tempera
ture. His Weather King innovation, he 
claims, is specially processed to stand 
heat up to 350 degrees Fahrenheit and 
cold to 60 degrees below zero, yet will 
absorb no moisture.

When one is about to market a new 
product, merchandising plans don’t 
mean very much until the product has 
been thoroughly tested. Satisfied with 
the sound of his head, Belli next gave 
it the climate treatment. In this, geog
raphy was on his side.

“It’s a darn good thing to have 
desert, ocean, and mountains all within 
30 minutes ride from the factory,” he 
smiled. “We just took the heads every 
where; tried to break or crack them 
under dampness and heat. We kept 
perfecting them until we felt they 
could stand any extreme in climate.”

Testing under actual working condi
tions also was extensive. Belli gave 
samples to Hollywood’s top percus
sionists, including his partner, NBC 
drummer and Kenton veteran Roy 
Harte, for studio and night club use.

BY FAR THE MOST spectacular 
test, however, was brought to a suc
cessful conclusion in mid-October when, 
after 101 hours of continuous playing 
by the widest variety of drummers im
aginable, the heads on a complete set 
of drums were still in excellent condi
tion.

This marathon was not without its 
publicity value as well. Roy Harte con
ceived the stunt and started the pro
ceedings himself on the floor of Drum 
City on Santa Monica boulevard. With
in hours other musicians — saxmen, 
trumpeters, bassists, etc.,—stopped by 
with their instruments and lent moral 
and musical support to whatever drum
mer happened to be playing. For four 
nights (and mornings) in succession 
many of the city’s top jazzmen par
ticipated in probably the strangest and 
most public jam session ever to rock 
Hollywood.

“What started out to be an experi
ment,” grins Harte, “became the scene 
of some of the best jazz to be played in 
this town in years. It gave the musi
cians a chance to blow, and everyone 
had a ball. As a result,” he continued,
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345—MAMBO 
PIANO 

370—SINGLE

"HOW TO MAKE Money with Simple Cartoons" 
—A book everyone who likes to draw should 
have. It is free; no obligation. Simply address 
Cartoonists* Exchange, Dept. 11312, Pleasant 
Hill. Ohio.

RHYTHM PATTERNS FOR

NOTE FIGURATIONS FOR

372—NEW STYLE AD-LIB SOLOS. Modem 
themes with ad-lib take-offs. For all 
treble clef instruments (chord symbols 
included) ......................................................9

16—HOW TO PLAY BE-BOP. Full analysis, 
theory and many examples..................... J

907—HOW TO REHARMONIZE SONGS In
structions In finding more modem sub
stitute chords for conventional sheet mu

sic harmony ............................... ..

STANDARD HITS. Typical modem piano 
ad-lib variations applied to songs...  

88—MODERN BLOCK CHORD PROGRES
SIONS. Examples and exercises for the 
progressive pianist ..................................

FOR PIANO
940—NEW CHORDS FOR STANDARD HITS. 

Exciting, different harmonizations of all 
the best known all-time hits............ 9

376—MODERN CHORD PROGRESSIONS FOR 
PIANO. How to transform sheet music 
chords into modern extended chord posi
tions .............................................................. 9

$1.00

PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER 

WALTER STUART musie studio Ino.
Box 514-D. Union, N. J.

We arrange modem Jan choruses on all Impor
tant standards, especially for your instrument. 
Our staff writes for America's leading jazz 
soloists.

Minimum prices.
WRITE FOR FREE INFORMATION TODAY!

Minimum Order $1.00—Money Back Guarantee

FREE CATALOG OF SOO PUBLICAYIONS

912—CHORUS BUILT BY FOURTH INTER
VALS. A chart of ultramodern 3 4, 5 
and 6 note chords and how to substitute 
them for conventional chords..........$100
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•AVE PELLSTYLED ARRANGEMENYS for trum
pet, trombone, tenor, alto-baritone, rhythm. 
B. Eberhart. Box »23, East Lansing, Miehigan. 

SPECIALS FOR ALMOSY any combination with 
three or more horns. Mention your instrumen
tation. FYee lists. Freddie Oakes, 1655 Bacon 
St., San Diego, Calif.________________________  

MODERN PIANO-VOCAL arrangement of your 
song from lead sheet or recording — $10.00. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Also orchestrations, 
deino recordings al reasonable rates. Associated 
Song Service, 750 W. 60th Place, Chicago 21.

SPECIAL MATERIAL written to order. Instrumen
tal and vocal productions. Johnny Murphy, 
Box 25. Wantagh, N.Y._____________________  

SPECIALS!) Voiced ftp- Trumpet, Alto, Tenor 
plus rhythm. Also Trumpet, Tenor, Trombone, 
and Trumpet, Alto, Tenor, Trombone, Bari
tone arrangements. Arranging Service, 24 
Lincoln Ave., Pitaford, N, Y,_______________  

DIXIELAND ARRANGEMENTS. Zep Meissner, 
5015 Biloxi, North Hollywood, California.

ëritCE COMBOS. At Last, the Full sound of a 
larger band. Modern, swinging. danceable ar- 
rangemenu especially written for trumpet, 
tenor plus rhythm. (Other combinations.) 
Easy reading, exciting. Combo Leaders say 
it's a MUST. Start your book NOW! Choices: 
MO-E PO-E, Hey Sweets, Light By Night, 
Opus de Bluea, My Kick, Melody So-O, Sound 
of Rain, Make Mine Nine. So Now, The 
Mood of You. Complete Arrangements, $8.»0 
each. Mail check or money order to: MAC'S 
-SOUNDS, 124 W. 90th St., New York 24, 
N. Y. Immediate delivery.

CARTOON & 
COMMERCIAL ART

ACCORDION -Belongs to invalid girl . . . Doctor 
gives no hope for her to play again. Purchased 
brand new this year for $750.00. Has been 
played only 3 times. Will sell for $320.00. Price 
includes new leather case. UNIVERSAL . . . 
120 bass ... 7 treble switches ... 2 bass 
switches. Color is chrome and ebony. Miss 
Naomi Specht, 848 South Sierra Bonita Ave., 
Los Angeles 36, Calif.. WEbster 5-0264.

ORCHESTRA COATS. Blues, whites. All sizes 
$5. Tuxedo Trousers. $4.00. Free Lists. Wal- 
lace, 2453 N. Halsted. Chicago, HI._________

USED WHITE ORCHESTRA COATS SINGLE 
BREASTED $S. TUXEDO TROUSERS »4. KALE 
UNIFORMS. 1210 JEFFERSON. CHICAGO, ILL.
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WE WILL PAY YOU ... in perfume, for tell
ing ua which fragrances you like best. Five 
free perfumes will be sent to you if you 
«end us 31 to cover coat of bottles, packing, 
and mailing. Write today to CREATIVE 
GUILD, P. O. Box 606. Springfield. Illinois.

SWING PIANO—BY MAIL. 80 self-teaching les
sons $3.00; (samples) over fifty publications. 
Phil Breton Publications, P. O. Box 1402, 
Omaha 8, Nebr.

MUSIC COMPOSED for songs. Send words for 
free examination. Records made. Five Star 
Music Masters, 307 Beacon Building, Boston, 
Mass._________________________________________  

WRITE SONGS?? Read "Songwriter's Review" 
magazine, 1650-DB Broadway. New York 19. 
25c copy: $2.50 year.

LEARN PIANO TUNING AND REPAIRING AT 
HOME WRITE KARL BARTENBACH, 1001 
WELLS ST., LAFAYETTE. INDIANA.

SONGWRITERS, protect your ideas! Hold all 
songs, poems I Write for safe, correct pro
cedure. SONG SERVICE, Dept. DB. 838 West 
56th St.. New York 19, N. Y._______________

“I’m now Kolding all-night sessions in 
the drum shop the first Wednesday of 
every month. Sort of a ‘Drum City 
Jazz Club’ where the guys can really 
wail for as long as they want.”

Connected with the merchandising 
end of the music business (as were 
Belli and Harte through their joint 
ownership of Drum City) the two 
drummers quickly saw unlimited sales 
potential for the plastic head, immedi
ately financed its mass production and, 
before you can slap a cymbal, found 
themselves up to the ears in a new 
business.

BELLI SAYS his involvement in the 
manufacture of plastic dram heads 
came about by happy accident.

“I was making an unusual room di
vider for my home, using different sized 
drum hoops covered with this plastic 
material I’d discovered,” he explained. 
“The workshop at Drum City was the 
most convenient place to work on it, 
so I brought the plastic down there 
and began tacking it to the hoops.

“One day Roy and I decided to try it 
on a drum just for kicks. The sound 
quality amazed us; we began thinking 
. . . To see just how practicable our 
idea was, we made up a few heads in 
the same fashion and tried them under 
actual playing conditions. That did it. 
They seemed to work out fine, so we 
decided to go into business.”

The Weather King head as finally 
developed is a far cry from those early 
models. Chiefly responsible for the se
cret bonding process which, claims 
Belli, cannot be duplicated by any 
other firm, is chemist Sam Muchnick, 
for 10 years associated with the Frank
lin Institute in Philadelphia, Pa.

This bonding process is the key to 
the head’s successful manufacture. 
Belli disclaims the ability of his com
petitors to match it, displays samples 
of plastic heads made by other com
panies as evidence that tacking plastic

wood hoop is not the answer.
—tynan

Mel Lewis
(Continued from Page 22) 

read well.” Then, with a smile, “And 
so much money you can make, too.”

One of Mel’s prime ambitions is to 
head his own small group. For an al
most comically brief period he did have 
his own quintet in Hollywood. But he 
organized it at the very worst time, 
business wise—when the jazz slump 
had set in and even established groups 
were scuffling. The Mel Lewis quintet 
played exactly two engagements—one 
night and one afternoon at Zucca’s 
Cottage in Pasadena. At the close of 
the night engagement, for example, 
the entire audience consisted of one 
waitress, Pasadena jazz columnist 
George Laine, and the writer! But 
Mel’s quintet swung hard to the very 
end.

Personnel of that brave little group 
comprised Pepper Adams, baritone; 
Lee Katzman, trumpet; Ernest Craw-

YOU CAN SOUND LIKE 
THE TOP JAZZ PERFORMERS!

FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS
43—CHORD CONSTRUCTION AND ANALYSIS, 

How to use chords as fill-Ins, background 
for correct improvising, etc....................$1.50

57—HOW TO MEMORIZE MUSIC. A scientific 
method with exercises that develop and 
Improve the capacity for memorizing mu
sic .............................................................................50

959—SIGHT READING TECHNIQUE. A tested 
practical method that will Improve your 
sight reading ............................................. 50

52—HOW TO HARMONIZE MELODIES. The 
principles of improvising correct harmonic 
progressions for any melody...................$1.00

47—IMPROVISING and HOT PLAYING.
Hundreds of Improvisation patterns
shown on all chords. A chord index lo
cates many jazz phrases for any chord 
combinations ........................................................... '

365—AD-LIB JAZZ PHRASES. 1728 mod
em two-measurt jazz phrases to fit all 

chords ............................................................J
04—MODERN CHORD SUBSTITUTIONS, chart 

of chords that may be used in place of 
any regular major, minor, and 7th chords 

902—PROGRESSIVE JAZZ PASSAGES. Typical
Be-bop examples in all popular keys.. 

371—MODERN BLUES STYLES. New style 
blues examples for all treble clef in

struments ..................................................

80—THE BLOCK CHORD STYLE. Full ex
planation and examples of this modem 
piano style, Including a block chord har- 
monv chart ...................................................9

49—DESCENDING PIANO RUNS. For the 
right hand Modern runs to fit the most 
used chord combinations......................

904—ASCENDING PIANO RUNS. For the right 
hand In all popular keys.................

66—PROGRESSIVE PIANO HARMONIZA
TIONS The modem way of harmonizing 
any melody note using unconventional 
chord formation ....................................  

354—MODERN CHORD APPLICATION. How to 
use fourth chords, 9th, 11th and 13th 
chords in modem jazz piano styling.... 

364—LEFT HAND IDEAS FOR MODERN 
P'ANIST and how to apply them. 

366—HOW TO ACCOMPANY VOCALISTS on 
the piano. Six effective styles of piano 
accomoanlments clearlv illustrated...........  

353—SINGLE NOTE IMPROVISATIONS. Ad
lib jazz phrases to fit the most used 
chord nroqressions .......................*. . . .
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ford, piano; Red Kelly, bass, and Mel 
on drums. Writing was done by Detroit 
pianist Barry Harris, Adams, Katzman, 
and various other Detroit musicians 
whose charts were in Adam’s posses
sion.

Out of that brief, if swinging, alli
ance, however, came three record dates, 
the San Francisco Jazz LP and al
bums made under Adams’ name for 
Pacific Jazz and Mode.

What with his new Mode contract 
(“I dig Red Clyde. He’s a groovy a&r 
man. Always tells me, ‘Wail, Mel. Do 
what you want’—even on commercial 
dates,”) a new San Fernando Valley 
home, his wife Doris and daughters 
Anita, 4, and Laurie, 1, Mel feels pret
ty well set in his professional standing 
and his home life.

"After all,” he says with a shrug, 
“I’ve been on the road since I was 17
—that’s a straight 10 years. Now 
good to sit down and stay home.”

it’s

Mort Sahl
(Continued from Page 25) 

ago. Sahl said he was in Greenwich 
Village coffee house with some people 
and was introduced to Abel:

“I asked Col. Abel, ‘What do you 
do?’ He said, ‘I’m a Russian spy.’

“I said, ‘All right, if you’re not 
working, you don’t have to justify your
self here.’ He said, ‘Do you have any 
objections to my being a Russian spy?’

“He asked me what I did, and I 
told him I was with a theater group 
across the street. Later on, when 1 
left, he said, ‘I hope you make it as an
actor.’ And I said to him, ‘I 
make it in espionage.’ And 
did.”

SAHL ALWAYS seems

hope you 
I see he

to have
something to say about sports cars, 
which he calls “the weapons of prestige 
in our modern society.”

On English sports cars: “Britain!
Such good taste! Leather seats . • .
tool kit lined in velveteen . . 
tional manual by T. S. Eliot

On sports car enthusiasts

instruc-

“When
your car rolls, and they come to get 
you out, you’re supposed to say, ‘Never 
mind me! Write to Munich for a 
grille!’ ”

On General Motois: “They got law
yers like other people got ants . . . 
They may become vindictive and cut 
the government off without a cent.”

On the Twentieth Century-Fox ver
sion of The Sun Also Rises: “Dulles 
called the U.N. impotent'. He can use 
that word now, since Zanuck made that 
picture.”

On movies: “Let’s remember the 
neighborhood exhibitor — the link be
tween artist and society.”

His characterization of the Mickey 
Mouse Club theme song: “A very pri
mitive, ritualistic tribute to this rodent

Toward the end of an evening: 
“Let’s see . . . are there any groups 
we haven’t offended yet?”

(Will Jonas’ column Afttr Lott Night, appears 
daily in tha Minnaapolit Tribunt.)

where to study
East

Stanley Spector School of Drumming

Instruction in Jan Improvization
•_*; we invite drummers to visit our 

lessons — observe our unique 
teaching methods — evaluate 
our results.

’V prçfessional coaching for the 
traveling drummer.
aptitude evaluation for begin 
ners.

255 Newbury St. Boston, Moss.

COpley 7-1466

Midwest

HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME
Gn as rapidly a« your time and abilities permit. Pre» 
pare« for college entrance cxama. Standard H.S. teiti 
supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H.S. subjects 
already completed. Single subjects if desired. Free 
Bulletin.

American School, Dept. T965, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

Schools—Teachers 
Send for special rafes 
Down Beat Magazine

2001 S. Calumet Ave., Chicago 16, III.

Hand Mada Optical 
Bop It String Tias 

SEETON SALES CO. 
1US E. Util St.

Bop Glasses 
' $2.25 Wr

Clear or 
Tinted Lensas 

(Man 3 Ladies) 
Brown or Black Frames 

Frame Bop Glasses $3.SO 
__ ..._________ $1.00 ea.

Dept. D 
Brooklyn 30, N. T.

C.O.D.'s accaptad in U. S. only

(Continued from Page 55)
SONGWRITERS! Let us help you Write Holly

wood Songwriters’ Bureau, 5880 Hollywood 
Blvd., Hollywood, California.

SONGWRITERS YOUR POEM SET to music and 
recorded. Jimmy Huses, 457 Concord, Detroit 
7, Michigan.

MUSICIANS WANTED
Drummer & Tenor Man. Call or write Harold 

Loeffelmacher, Six Fat Dutchman Orch.. Tel. 
No. 1103—New Ulm. Minn.

RECORDS
BENNY GOODMAN—Golden Age of Swing 39-95. 

60 Selections on 15 RCA Victor 45 RPM 
Records. DeLuxe Clothbound Factory Sealed 
Album was $25. Special Price 9.95—Post paid 
anywhere in U.S. A fine Xmas Gift for the 
Record Collector. Records By Mail—3 S. How
ard St.. Balte. 1, Md._____________________  

“THE SOUND ROOM" — Hollywood’s Modern
Jazz Record Shop. 6021 Sunset Blvd., Holly
wood. Calif. Hollywood 5-3618.

AMPLIFIERS
ECHO-ECHO-ECHO with the "Butts EchoSonie

Amplifier.” For guitars and accordions. Ac
claimed by nation's leading guitarists. Supris- 
ingly pleasant effects. Factory to you. Prfee: 
3595, which is far below its unique 
EchoSonie Mfg. Co., 614 Commercial 
Cairo. Illinois.

value. 
Ave..
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on the dial

Jazz Disc Jockeys: Send the vital statis
tics of your programming to on the dial, 
Down Best, 2001 Calumet, Chicage 16, 
Illinois.

ALABAMA iirmingham Ken Scott, WAPI-1070, 
The Cloud Room (nightly 10:25-12 30)

ARKANSAS Little Rock: 8 11 Jackson, KOKY 1440. 
C >/ Train (M-F '0:15-1030 am) Club KOKY (3-b 
pm); Lee Rodgers KTHS-1090 Rodger s Room 
(M-F 3:30-5 pm); D ck Lendf eld KTHS, Night 
Fl gM MF 9-9:55 pm)
M ignolia: Eddie Webb. KUMA 630. 7-11 Club 
IM F 3-4 pm)

CALIFORNIA: Banning: Bob Stewart. KfAS-i490 
Bob Stewart Show (M-F 9 pm-mia., Sa* noon-6 
Berkeley: Jack Dunn, KRF I400, Sunday Nght Sei 
son (10:35 pm mid.); Philip F. E wood. KPFA 
KPFB89.3, 94.1, The iazz Review (Sun ¡2-2 pm); 
Jazz Archives (W. 7:45-8:30 pm, F. 4-4.46 pm) Jo
seph Agos, Modern Jazz (F. 7-7 40. Tu 4-4 40 pm) 
Ho'lywooo All Jazz Station, KNOB-FM 103.1 (8 
am-2 am daily); Bob Crane. KNX-1070, Bob Crane 
Show (M F 6-8:4b am); Boo Kiretein, KGFJ-I230 
Jozz Showcase (M-F 5:30-6'30 pm) -czene Norman 
KLAC-570 Gene Norman Show (nightly 10 pm mid); 
Pop Concert with Stan Lawson, Ric ard M ee—i 
Jim F tch, John Strasser K^LA-FM 104.3 (M-F 1-5 
pm); Bill Stewart. KMPC-710. Bill Stewart Show 
(M F 5 05 b pm. M Sat. 6:30 ’:3C pm. Sat 12:05-2 
pm, Sun. 2 3 pm 6-8 pm) Jack Wagner KHJ-93C 
Joel Wagner Show (M F 1:05-3:30 pm)
Modesto: Bob Hansen KREE AM FM-97P T3 3, 
Town Clock (MFI am-noon), Jazz Gallery (F 
.0:30-1' pn.)
Monterey: Johnny Adams, KIDD 630, Jazz it Mid 
night (M-Sat. mid-2 am), Jimmy Lyons KDON-I460, 
D scapades (M-Sat 3.30-6 pm) 
Sacramento: Glenn Edward Churches KCRA AM 
FM 1320 96.1, Jau, Rhythm and Blues (nightly 
10:16 H:tC om, Sat. 10-11:30 pm) G'enn Churches 
Show (Sat. 8:30 1:30 am)
San Francisco' juhn Hardy, KSAN-1450. Showcase 
of Jazz (M W F. Sat 7 5 pm); Jimmy Lyons 
KGO, AM, FM B'0 103.7. Discapaoes (Tu. Sat. mid 
2 •"’) - . .
San Jose Bob Custer, KLOL 1'70, Custers Jazz 
(M-b.it. II pm-mid.)
San Mateo: Cliff Johnsen, KVSM-1050, Strictly From 
Dix e (Sun. 4:30-5:30 pm)
Santa Monica: Frank Evans, KLAY 680 Frank 
Evans Show (daily 6-9:30 am, Sun. 8-(0 am) 
Stockton: Wait Christophersen KCVN AM FM ubu 
91.3 Something Cool (AM) (Sun, Tu W, Th 7:30-8 
pm) Rainbow in Sound (F 9-9:30 pm)
Ventura: Frank Haines KVEN-I45C House of Hanes 
Jigger of Jazz (M-F 10 30 pm mid.)

COLORADO Boulder: Johnny Wilco« K8OL-I490, 
The Listening Post (M c '0:l5-m d )
Denver Bill Davis, KTLN-1280, Cool Bill Davis Show 
(M-Sat. 8-10 pm)
CONNECTICUT Bridgeport; Rc-.ky Clark, WICC 
600, Rock 'n' Rhythm (Sun. 4-4:30)
Hartford: Mike Lawless WPOP-I4IC Modern 
Sounds-Lawlesi at Large (M-F 8 30-10 pm)
New Haven: Tiny Markle WAVZ-I30O Tiny Markle 
Show (M F 3-7 pm)
DELAWARE Wilmington: Mitch Thomas. WILM 
¡450, Mitch Thomas Show (M-Sat mid.-l:30 am)

WASHINGTON. DC.: Willis Conover, ko.ee of 
Amer.ca-13 16, 19, 25, 31, 41 meterbands also in 
Europe, 1734 meters long *. ve at 2300 GMT Music 
'ISA (M-1 0100, 0300 0500, 300. '200 1400 6C0. 
'900 2100 2200 2400 Greenwich Mean Times); Felix 

Grant, WMAL-630 Felix Grant Show M F 8 9 
pm); Paul Sampson WGMS, AM. FM-570 ¡03.5, 
Jazz in Review (Sat II pm-mid.); Walt Kraemer, 
WASH-FM-97.1, Jou Goes Hi-Fi (Sat. '0-12 pm)
FLORIDA West »alm Beach; Art Dunklin, WJNO- 
1230, Art Dunklin's Open house (W 0-!l pm) 
Uncle Dunklin's Record Roar (F 12:06 12m); Geoff 
Edwards WEAT-850, Geoff Edwards Show (M Sat 
6-9 am), Ge-tts Grottc (M Sat. 6-8 cm), George 
Simpson, WJNO-I230, 1230 Jazz Club-Jazz Workshop 
(M-F 11:30 pm-l am)
GEORGIA Atlanta: jack Gibson, WERD M0 The 
Sound (M Sat. 6 30 7:30 pm)
ILLINOIS Chicago: Bob Bradford. WCLM-FM 
101.9, Jau Personified (nightly 10-mid.); Dick Buck
ley. WNIF FM-97.1, Waring Ho- and Cool (MF 
’•9 pm); Ron Whitney WSEL-FM-104.3, Gems of 
Jou (M-F I per mid.)
Decatur: Jimm Seaney, WDZ-1053 Jimm Seaney 
Show (M-F 4-5:30 pm)
Springfield: Don Squ.res, WCVS 1450, Jau in the 
Key of "D" (m Il-mid)
Quincy: Bill Wegman, WGtM-1440 Night Watchman (nightly II pm-mid.)

INDIANA Fori Wayne Bob Martz. WGL l250 Bob 
Marti Show (Th, F Sat. i0:30-mid, Sun. 9:30-mid)

Hammond: Earl Vieaux, WJOB. AM. FM-1230 92.3. 
Opus 12:0S (MF 2:05 I am)
Indianapolis; Barm* He-mar WIRE-1430. Nifebeal 
,M-TH. 12'45 1:30 em, F 12:46-2 am Sa* 12:45 
2 30 am)
Michigan City: F'ank Sauline WIMS-1420, Framuy 
Modern (M-Sat. 9-10 pm Sun 6-7 pm)
Logansport: Mel Clark WSAL 1230, Nightwatch 
(M-F 9:05 pm-mid.), Jozz '57 (W-F mid.-I am)

'OWA Dai Moines: George Fletcher, WHO '0*0 
The Jau Man (Sun. 11:30 pm mid.)

KANSAS Great Bend: Buddy Ellsworth Keith Knox. 
Randy Russell. KVGB-1590, House or War (M-F 
9:30-10 pm, 10:30-11 pm)

KENTUCKY Lexington: Len Carl, WLAP-630, jau 
Limited (Sun. .0 pm-m a.)
Newport: Dick Puce, WNOP-740, Jau for 5? (M 
F 2-3 pm)

LOUISIANA Baton Rouge: Ray Melders, WXOK- 
1260 The Diggie Doo Show (M Sat. 2-5 pm), Mod
ern Music (Sun. 4:30-6:30 pm)
New Orleans: Dick Mart n, WWL -870, Moongiow 
wth Martin (M F 12:05-2 am, Sat. 12:05-1 am)

MARYLAND Baltimore: Kelson Fisher, WSiD 10.0, 
Swing Party (M Sat. 6 pm)

MASSACHUSETTS Boston. Norm Nathan, WHDH- 
850. Sounds n the Night (Mid.-5.30 am); The Rev 
N. J. O Conner G.S.P., WGBH-FM TV, WBUR 
FM, Jozz Anthology. Jazz Trends, Jazz TV (Sat. 
5:30 6 30 pm. Th. 8 30-10 pm, F. 5:30-6:30 pm;
Cambridge: Greg Dickerson, WHRB FM-I07.I, jou 
Entree (M-F 5:10-6 pm). Bruce Weisman, jau '57 
M 7:10 7:40 pm), Re lly Atkmson, Jazz Workshop 

(Tu. .’:IO-8 pm), Fred Stare bogroph, in Jazz (Th. 
7:10-8 pm), Jozz Steamboat (F 7:>0 7:40;, Accent on 
Jazz (Sat. 3-7:30 pm)
North Adams Dav« Kirkpatrick, WMNt 1230, Rec
ord Rack (M-F 7-9:30 pmj
Pittsfield David k. Kidd, WBRK-1340, The Story ot 
Jau (M. W F. 9:05-9 30 pm)
Springfield,: Jai k Frost, WSPR-1270, The Jack Frost 
Show (M-oia» 7'30 11 pm), Joe Scalia ihrMAS AM 
EM-1450, 94.7, Society in jau (M, W, Sa». II 10-mid) 
Jau (M.W.F. 9:05-9:30 pm)
West Yarmouth Dan berpico, WUCB, AM, FM 
1240, 94.3, Dan's Den, Music on the Upbeat (Sat. 
4-6 pm, 8-11 pm)

MICHIGAN Detroit Dick Drury, WBRB i430. Dick 
Drury Show (M-Sat 2:30-7 pm); Kenn Bradiey, 
CKLW-800 Sleepwalkers Serenade (Tu.-Sat. 12:0b

JO am, Kor. Knowles, CKLW AM, FM 800, 93.9 
Music Atter Midnight (Sun I2:O5-I 30 am); George 
Wh te WCHB-1440 The George White Show (M 
Sat. 1-2 pm)
Flint Fred Garrett, WAMM-1420, Jan Tyne, USA 
(Su’ noon-3 pm), Fred Garrett Show (Tu Sat. 10 
am-2 pm)
Holland: Julius Van Oss, WHTC-1450, >450 Club 
(M-Sat. 1O..6-II pm)
Jackson: Cass Kaid, WKHN 970. Coss Kaid (6 days 
1-6 pm)
Lansing: Jir Herrington, WJIM 1240, Here's Her 
rington (MF II pm-m'd.); WILS 1320 Er k-O Show 
(M Sat. II pm-mid.)
Monroe: Joseph S. Bacarella. WMIC-560 Rhythm 
'ncorporated (6 days 4:05-6 pm)
Saginaw Henry Porterfield, WKNX 1210, Sounds 
from the Lounge (M-F 6-7 pm, Sat. 2:30 7 pm)

MINNESOTA Minneapolis. Dick and Don Maw, 
WTCN-1280 Swingshift (F Sat. II pm-mid.); Ar
nold Weisrian, WLOL-FM-99.5, Jozz in Hi-Fi (daily 
I ommid.)

MISSOURI St Louis: Chuck Nerman, KSTL-690, 
Chuck Norman Show (M F 3 5:30 pm)

NEVADA Reno Frankie Ray, KOLO 920, Two for the 
Snow (Sat 2-5 pm), Sunday Carousel (Sun. 9 am
I Pm)

NEW MEXICO Albuquerque Bill Previtb, KGGM 
610, Bill Previtti's Music and Sports (M-F 2:30-5:30 
pm)

NEW YORK Albany. Leo McDevitt WOKO-I460 
Sound n the Night (F Sat. II pm-i am) 
Bmghamton: Jack Mo se, WINR 680, Nite Club 
(M Sat. 11.25-2:30 am) Strictly Jau (MF 7:05 7 30 
pm)
Buffalo: Jimmy Lyons, WXRA 080, Lyons Den (Sal. 
2 6:15 pm)
Glens Fails Robert E Middleton, WWSC-1450, 
Jazz Corner (M F 7:15 7:30 pm)
Little Falls Walt Gaines, WLFH '230, Party L ne 
(M-Sat, 10 am-noon); WLFH-1230. Bandstand (M 
Sat. I 4 pm)
New Rochelle: Mort Fega, WNRC, AM, FM ¡460, 
93.5, Jazz Unlim ted (Sat. noon-3 pm)
N«w York City. Gere ’ eehai WFUV-FM-90.7 Ad 
ventures in Modern Mutic (Th 9-10 pm): Tedd 
Lawrence, WABC, Man About Music (M F 2 30 
4 30 om); Guy Wallsce Tommy Reynolds WDR- 
7 0 Bandstand USA (Sa*, 8-10 pm), John S. Wilson 
WQXR, AM, FM-1560, 95 3, 7h» World of Jau (M. 
9:05-9 IS pm)

Schenectady: rarle Fudney WGY-810 WRGB-TY 
Earle Pudney Show (M-F 105-2 pm, 505-5:45 pm' 
TV, 7:30-7:45 pm) '

NORTH CAROLINA Charlotte Cla enee Etters 
WBT-III0, Playhouse of Music (M Sat. 4-5 pm, it 
pm-mid.)
Fayetteville: Dick Perry, WFAI-I23r Noon Tun», 
¡M-F ll:30-noon) Jazz on Sunday Night (10-11:30 
Roanoke Rapids: Dick Phillips. WCB1 230 Cool 
Quartei (M-F 4:45-5 pm) Sounds for Sundar
OHIO Alliance: Robert Naujokj, WFAH, AM FM 
1310. i0l.7, Studio B |M-F 4:15-4:45 pm Sat. 4:30$ 
Cincinnati Dick Pine WNOP-740 Jozz tor '57 (M F 
2 3 pm)
Cleveland: Tom Brown WHK 1420 Tom Brow» 
Show (M F '0 pm-l am); Tom Good WERE-1300 
Good fo be with You (Sat. 2 7-45 pm): Bill Go 
don WHK-1420. Bill Gordon Show (6 days, 7:1$. 
'0 im 4:45-5'45 pm): Jockey John Sade WIMO 
1540, J J Ja,t (M Sat 2 3 pm)

PENNSYLVANIA Allentown: Kerm Gregory, WAEI 
790 Discapades (M F 4-6 pm) Paging the Stars 
: M F 9 10 pm)
Easton: Bill Evans. WEEX 1230, 98.3 B,U Evans Sue 
day Show (8-11 pm) 
sh.*adelphia' Jerry Grove, WDAS 1480 Jau at 
Midmght (M-Sat 2 I5-I:i5 am) (Hight Sounds 
(M-Sat 1:15-2 am) Irv Morgan WRTI-FM <1 
Dine w th Music (M F ‘ 35 6 30 om), Gene Milner 
WIP-610, Down Patrol (Tu Sat. 2-6 am), Jozz Roost 
sat. 8-9 pm)
Pittsburgh: Dwigt* H CJPpel, WWSW-970, Col 
lector's Corner (Sun iO:F5-10:46 pm) Jau Scene 
>957 (M 10-10:30 pm); John Leban, WCAE-1250 .on 
or the Ph Iharmonic (Th. 10 3:30 pm) Jau Saturday 
Night (Sat |Q pm-l am); Bill Fewnll, WILY IOOO. 
Rock and R de Shop ¡azz portion (6 davs 4-4:30 pmj 
RHCDE ISLAND Providence: Car. Henry WPFM- 
95.5. The Modern Jou Hour (Sat Sun. II pm-mid.)
SOUTH CAROLINA Columbia James Carter. 
WOIC-I470, Music Just for You bSun. 1-4 pm) 
Greenville Jim Whitaker, WCOK <440, Jau <n 
Parade (Sat. 1:05-5 pm)
Laurent Howard lucraft WLBG-860, Jon Intt’ 
national (Sat. 5 5 S5 pm); Paul Wynn, WLBG, 
Jazzaroma (Sat. 1-4:45 pm)
Spartanbu g Ray Starr WJAN-1400, The Ray Sten 
Show (M-F 12 3 pm)

SOUTH DAKOTA Watertown: Rick Gereau, KWAI 
950 Jau Incorporated (6 days 3-5 pm)
TENNESSEE Chattanooge: Ray Hobbs WDOD 
Night Watchman (M-Sat. 9:30 pm mid.) 
Knoxville: Jean Brady. WVOL-II30, Reflections it 
Juzz (Tu. Th. 0-11 pfn) Progressive Jau (Sat. 5-1 
Nashville: Bill AUen WLAC 15'0 Jan Mati<»» 
(Sat. 1-4 pm)

TEXAS Austin: Jivin' Jockey Jones, K’XNDTO 
Jivin' with Jockey Jones (M Sa> 6-30 8 30 am, 1$ 
pm. Sat. 1-3 pm Sun. 9-1 pm)
El Pxso: Jud Milton, KROD 600 Milton to Midnight 
(M-Sat. 11-05 pm-mid.)
Houston: Ed Case, KTHT-790, Jazz Premiere (Sun 
l0:30-mid) 
Kingsville: Jake T-usell, KINE-I33O Jam to' Break 
fast (M-Sat. 7-7:30 am) Jam Session (Sat. 4-5 pm) 
Midland John -Jau Wolfe KWEl IS80, Wailih 
wth Wolfe (M-F 7 9 pm) Jauarama (Sun. 4-S:K

UTAH Salt Lake City: Ray Briem, KLUB 570. Fool 
Klub (Sun. II pm-l am)

VERMONT Burlington Dean Slack, W JOY 1230. 
Melody Corner (5 days 2-6 pm)

VIRGINIA Norfolk: Ruger Clark. WNOR 1230. 
R ger Clark Show (nightly mid.-6:30 am); Tom Ms 
Namara, WBOF-I600 Beach Patrol (MF 2 4 pm) 
Roanoke: Andy Peterson WSIS TV Pm with Peter
son (5 days 2-2:30 pm)

WASHINGTON Seattle: Don Einarson KIR07IC 
Dix < and (M II pm-mid.); Dave Page KI RO, 
KIRO Paging (Tu F. II pm-mid., Set. 3-5'45 Pt")

WEST VIRGINIA Charleston Bob Barron, WGKV 
1490 B >b Ba-ron Shr w (M F 3 5 30 pm) Me oronso 
(M-F 6-9 pm)

WISCONSIN Kenosha: Jee Igo, WLIP 1050 TH 
Music is Joe's Idea (Sa* 10 IS am)
Madison Tom Kammer, WISC AM, FM 1480 ’»I 
Mus.c Til Midnight (M-F 11-05 11:56 Album ot Mu
sic (Sun. 2:30 4:30 pm)
Milwaukee Stuart Glassman, WRIT 1310, Jau for 
-■ Sunday Evening (10 pm-mid.)

CANADA Montreal: Henry F. Whiston and Ted 
Miller, CBM, AM FM 940. 95 I. Jap Af lit Bed 
(Sat 10:30 am-noon) Trans-Canoda Dances (Set. II 
pm mid.)
Toronto: Del Mott, CJBC 860 Mott's Msnk (M-F 
1-2:30 pm)
Vancouvei BC Bob Smith, CBU-690, Hot Air (a' 
II 12 pm) CFUN-14 0 Live Jan From the Cell« 
(Sen. 9-9:40 pm), CFUN. Tht Woodshed Sun. 9:40 
9:55 pm), CBU, Parker '57 (M 7 30 8 pm), Arrangot's 
Workshop (Tu 9 9:30 pm)

CUBA Cienfuegos: Richard Pedraza, CMHF-I04G 
Chario En Ritmo (M Sat.)

<t0 Down Beat
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MG V-8100-3

Also in 3 individual long-play albums
MG V-8000 MG V-8001 MG V-8002KLUB 570. Kool

WJOY 12».

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE—The Complete "Genius of Charlie Parker“ Series

MG V-8003 NIGHT AND DAY The Genius of Charlie Parker *1

MG V-8004 APRIL IN PARIS The Genius if Charlie Parker *2

MG V 8005 NOW’S THE TIME The Genius of Charlie Parker #3
MG V-8006 RIRD AND DIZ The Genius of Charlie Parker #4

VLI r 1050 MGV «007

MG V-8008 FIESTA The Genius of Charlie Parker «6
MG V-8009 CHARLIE PARKER: JAZZ PERENNIAL—The Genius of Charlie Parker #7
MGV-8010 SWEDISH SCHNAPPS The Genius ot Charlie Parker *8
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CHARLIE PARKER PLAYS COLE PORTER
The Genius of Charlie Parker *5
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Representing a decade of 

Charlie Parker recordings, 

this package of 3 long-play 

albums includes a 32 page 

biography of Charlie Parker 

by Nat Hentoff with 

comprehensive pictorial

Finally, 
the 

Definitive 
Musical

Story 
and History 

of the 
Genius of 

Charlie 
Parker.






	music news

	MEET

	ROSIE

	/we To

	ISH KABIBBLE

	Ish Kabibble, after 15 years with

	Kay Kyser, and now on his own with

	the “Shy Guys”, has set a 21-week

	record for length of stay at the

	Hotel Fremont, Las Vegas.

	The group is famous for “comedy,

	songs, stories — plus terrific

	trumpet”.

	Frank HOLTON & Co

	UI 1*1 IVII UUWW-ll

	The great COUNT BASIE BAND with JOE WILLIAMS



	music in review

	PRESSIONS

	KENNY DREW

	!  _ _     .


	it'd been a yean

	at better music stores and record shops throughout the world —

	The title tune is an instrumental. 
	BLUE NOTE RECORDS

	Fine Recordings Deserve

	us to

	EXCLUSIVE




	SWa

	ARTIST

	*3995

	Film Review

	Charlie Ventura plays with ‘the Confidence of Kings'

	•	complete basic course

	•	advanced material also available

	38 w. tenth avenue

	new yerk city


	Mingus Review

	CLASSIFIED ADS

	Mort Sahl

	HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME





